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		      S9407-AB-HBK-010 revision 2 handbook of shipboard electromagnetic shielding practices this document supersedes S9407-AB-HBK-010, revision 1  date published 30 september 1989 published by direction of commander, naval sea systems command approved for public release; distribution is unlimited                                                                              30 december 1996                                                        change 2 :  22 february 2010 
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 2        2.  it should also be noted that t he header on some pages of s9407-ab-hbk- 010 revision 2 remain incorrectly list ed as s9408-ab-hbk-010, rev. 2.  the  header of these pages should be redlined  to indicate the correct header of  S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2.  the pages that  require this change are 3-3, 3-4, 5- 1 through 5-18, 5-21, 5-22, 5-25 through 5- 36, 6-3 through 6-8, 6-13, 6-14, 6-17  through 6-34, 6-37, and 6-38.    3.  it should also be noted that  opnavist 5100.23d of january 1999  restricts the use of material containing  cadmium.  while the use of material  containing cadmium is typically allowed via a waiver request when no processing  of this material (i.e. weldi ng, grinding, soldering) which results in a release to the  shipboard environment occurs, it is still  advisable to reduce the amount of this  material shipboard.  throughout this handbook the use of cadmium plated  materials is listed, in all instances the use of cadmium-free equivalent material  can be used if desired.    4.  retain this notice and insert before table of contents.    5.  holders of S9407-AB-HBK-010 revision 2, change 1 will verify that page  changes and additions indicated above have been entered.  this notice page will  be retained as a checksheet.  this issuance, together with appended pages, is a  separate publication.  each notice is to  be retained by stocking points until the  handbook is completely revised or canceled. 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          1-1    section 1    general description    1.1 introduction      the purpose of this handbook is to specify requirements and to provide technical guidance in  the design and installation of electrical cables, cableways and shielding associated with electrical and  electronic systems installed aboard submarines, in below-decks areas of surface ships, and in many  shore-based installations.  proper use of this technical guidance will ensure electromagnetic  compatibility (emc) of these systems.      this handbook is intended for use by ship designers, work planners and personnel engaged  in the installation of electrical and electronic cables and equipment for new ship construction,  shipalt installation and repair at shipyards, tenders and other activities.    1.1.1 scope       this handbook provides information on cable spacing and shielding requirements for cables  described in certain military specifications, information on flexible and rigid shielding conduit, conduit  fittings and enclosures, and other pertinent information.      if it is determined, on an individual basis, that specific areas need not adhere to the guidance  of this handbook, it is recommended that the wording in the controlling document (ship specification,  ship alteration, etc.) indicate exceptions to these requirements.  the spacing/shielding criteria  presented here has a sound technical basis amenable to special case situations to suit a particular  application.  special case areas of applicability should be accomplished as part of the specifications  for the task and incorporated in the design.  nuwc, newport, as authorized by navsea, can provide  guidance in the special case process.    1.2 objective      the objective of this handbook is to ensure that electrical and electronic equipment will  operate compatibly in the shipboard electromagnetic environment.  electromagnetic compatibility  (emc), is defined as "the condition which prevails when telecommunications (communication- electronic) equipment is collectively performing its individual designed functions in a common  electromagnetic environment without causing or suffering unacceptable degradation due to  electromagnetic interference to or from other equipment/systems in the same environment."  emc  must, of necessity, be a major consideration during ship design and equipment installation because  without emc the warfare capability of navy ships will be seriously reduced.  the potential for  electromagnetic interference (emi) problems has increased through the years for the following  reasons:      a.  the increased complexity and sophistication of communications, sonar, and other  electronic equipment,      b.  the increased sensitivity of, and therefore, greater susceptibility to interference to  detectors and receiving circuits,      c.  the high power levels generated and radiated by many system components, and      d.  the very high density of electronic equipment in the relatively small confined spaces in  navy ships. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          1-2    e.  the increasing use of commercial off-the-shelf (cots) components and systems,  which are not typically subjected to rigorous emc requirements dictated in mil-std- 461 (series).    1.2.1  design philosophy on cable spacing and shielding       in order to meet the emc objective, the following design philosophy on cable spacing and  shielding has been developed.  see  section 6  for detailed procedures.      a.  the most direct and cost-effective method of ensuring protection of susceptible cable  from unwanted energy is by cable selection and spacing, i.e., establish spacing for  cableways.      b.  where physical constraints make it impossible to meet the necessary cable spacing  requirements, external cable shielding is required.  based on the level of shielding  required and cable category, rigid conduit  (section 2)  or flexible conduit  (section 3)  is  selected.      c.  emc cable, conduit and cableway markings are essential in preserving the designed  cable spacing and shielding installation.      1.3 background      in march 1968, the original version of this handbook, identified as navships 0967-283-5010  (usl report no. 603a), entitled "handbook of submarine electromagnetic shielding practices," was  prepared by the u.s. navy underwater sound laboratory, now known as the naval undersea  warfare center (nuwc), newport, ri.      eventually, the name navships was changed to navsea, and in november 1975, as part  of change 4, the basic document number was changed to navsea 0967-lp-283-5010.  in december  1976, as part of change 5, the title of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 was changed to "handbook of  shipboard electromagnetic shielding practices" to reflect its applicability to surface ships as well as  submarines.  navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 had undergone a total of five changes.      on 1 october 1982, the handbook was revised and was assigned the new identification  number, S9407-AB-HBK-010, under the navsea technical manual identification numbering system  (tmins) (federal stock no. 0910-lp-047-6300).  the title, "handbook of shipboard electromagnetic  shielding practices" remained unchanged.  on 30 september 1989, the handbook was revised and  S9407-AB-HBK-010, revision 1 was issued.  the title "handbook of shipboard electromagnetic  shielding practices" remained unchanged.    1.3.1 revision 2       this present document is the first change of, and supersedes, S9407-AB-HBK-010, revision  1 and is identified as S9407-AB-HBK-010, revision 2.  this handbook consists of seven sections and  six appendices.  a brief description follows:      a.  section 1  presents a general description of this handbook in terms of its purpose,  objective, and background.  in addition, it describes the general content of each section  and appendix.  a list of referenced documents is also included.      b.  section 2  describes the requirements for rigid shielding conduit, conduit installation,  preparation methods, and rigid conduit couplings.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          1-3    c.  section 3  describes general requirements for the preparation and installation of flexible  shielding conduit, both jacketed and non-jacketed, described in  appendix d.      d.  section 4  describes the requirements for the gr2000-series fittings (braze-on type) for  use on the flexible metal shielding conduit specified in  appendix d,  in which the outside  diameter dimension for each nominal size of conduit is standardized.      e.  section 5  describes the requirements for the rp2000-series fittings (reusable type) for  use on the flexible metal shielding conduit specified in  appendix d,  in which the outside  diameter for each nominal size of conduit is standardized.      f.  section 6  provides cable spacing and shielding requirements applicable to naval  shipboard installations.  it categorizes cable types which are in accordance with military  specifications mil-c-17, mil-c-915, mil-c-24640, and mil-c-24643.  it also specifies  the use of flexible shielding conduit described in  appendix d,  and for extreme emi  problems, it specifies the use of rigid shielding conduit described in  section 2.   it also  provides cable marking requirements.      g.  section 7  describes the requirements for shielding enclosures, including the method for  annealing mumetal.  it also includes wiring practices and bonding and grounding  requirements. additionally, a description of the shielding hardware used for connecting  to hull fittings is given.  guidelines for using aluminum or steel connectors and  backshells are also included in this section.      h.  appendix a  presents the cable separation and shielding requirements of  section 5  of  navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 for reference purposes and, specifically, as background  information for utilizing  appendix b  of this handbook.        i.  appendix b  provides guidelines that deal with interface situations in which two different  sets of cable spacing and shielding requirements are implemented on the same  platform.  for example, it addresses the requirements of section 5 of navsea 0967- lp-283-5010 and the requirements of section 6 of either navsea 0967-lp-283-5010  or S9407-AB-HBK-010 (including revision 2).        although such interface situations are undesirable, they often exist and must be dealt  with.  it must be kept in mind that the requirements of both systems must be satisfied at  the interface.  sometimes this results in more stringent spacing requirements than that  of either system installed independently.      j.  appendix c  contains the qualified products list (qpl) for the flexible shielding conduit  specified in  appendix d,  and certain conduit fittings specified in sections  4  and  5.      k.  appendix d  contains a specification which established new standards for flexible  shielding conduit.  it describes standard dimensions and tolerances for 11 different  sizes of conduit, including minimum id, od over braid, and od over jacket.  flexible  shielding conduit (nonjacketed or rubber-jacketed) is specified as the primary means of  shielding signal cables in submarines and other ships.      l.  appendix e  presents a cable comparison chart for reference purposes.  it compares the  mil-c-915 shipboard cable types with its equivalent mil-c-24643 low-smoke types,  and also with its equivalent mil-c-24640 lightweight types.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          1-4    m.  appendix f  contains guidance for shielding and spacing requirements on platforms  which contain dc generating coils.  these requirements are in addition to the section 6  shielding and spacing requirements.    1.3.2 document applicability       this document is applicable for all new navy ship construction and in new shipalt  installations on navy ships.  the applicable revision or change of this document to be used for new  construction is the one in effect at the signing or issuing date of the specification or contract for ship  construction.  for shipalt installations the document to be used is the document in effect at the date  of the authorization for the development of shipalt installation drawings.  backfitting existing  installations in accordance with the procedures of this document should only be accomplished where  the results of emi testing and analysis indicate that cable spacing and shielding are the appropriate  solution for a specific emi problem.      the applicability of this document to ships which used one of the predecessor documents,  either navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 or S9407-AB-HBK-010, or a third document, the electronics  installation and maintenance book (eimb), navsea 0967-lp-000-0150, is discussed in the following  paragraphs.      a.  section 6  of this document shall be used for shipalt installations in those applications  where section 6 of either navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 or S9407-AB-HBK-010 was  previously employed.  if any apparent conflicts arise between the documents, nuwc,  newport will provide assistance in resolving the problem.  the current application of  section 6  criteria is as follows:          ff-1051/1078 class sonar systems (backfit alterations)          dd963/ddg993 class sonar systems (backfit alterations)          ddg 51 class sonar systems          cg 47 class (cg49 and up) sonar systems          ssbn 726 class command and control area (front half of ship)          ssn-21 class and all succeeding new submarine contruction      b.  the spacing and shielding criteria of section 6 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 is  identical to the  section 6  criteria of S9407-AB-HBK-010 (original issue).  however, the  section 6  criteria of revision 1 was simplified with the elimination of two radiator cable  designators from the spacing chart,  figure 6-6.   the changes in  figure 6-6  are  discussed in paragraph c.      c.  the spacing chart,  figure 6-6,  was modified in revision 1 because the original spacing  values for the cable designators, r1-8 and r2-8 did not follow the general increasing  trend in magnetic field characteristics which occurs as the group numbers for r1 and  r2 increase from 1 through 9.  therefore, the original values for r1-8 and r2-8 were  deleted.  this resulted in two empty lines labeled r1-8 and r2-8 which were then  eliminated from the chart.  the mil-c-915 cables which were originally designated r1-8  and r2-8 were shifted to the r1-2 and r2-2 designators respectively.  also, changes  were made in the original cable types selected as model cables for cable designators  r3-1 and r3-2.  the model cable for r3-1 was changed from cable type dss-2 to  cable type 2u; the model cable for r3-2 was shifted from cable type dss-3 to dss-2, 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          1-5  and the model for r3-3 remained cable type dss-4.  the reason for the change was to  provide a greater range for magnetic field fall-off.      d.  section 5 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 provided an early criteria for cable spacing  and shielding which preceded section 6.  the criteria is included for reference in  appendix a  of this document.  the use of  section 5  requirements can be identified by  cable marking suffixes, i.e., (xll), (ll).  these requirements were used on all  submarine installations and some surface ship sonar installations not identified in  paragraph  (a)  above.        installations which were made in accordance with cable spacing and shielding  requirements of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010,  section 5  should remain under those  requirements.  (note:  the latest shielding hardware of this document may be used.)   however, where a system is to undergo a major modification, or a compartment is to be  completely gutted, it may be advantageous to consider the cable spacing and shielding  requirements of  section 6  of this document particularly if emi problems have been  previously identified in the existing system, or in a new system which is being installed.   as an aid in the situation where interfacing is needed between the previous and current  installation requirements, the guidelines are provided in  appendix b.      e.  electronics installation and maintenance book (eimb), navsea 0967-lp-000-0150,  emi reduction, and various specifications have provided a variety of cable separation  requirements generally used on surface ships other than for those noted in paragraph  "a." above.  the use of these requirements can usually be identified by the cable  designations of "a" active (i.e., ra-rt), "s" susceptible (i.e., rs-rn), and "none" for  passive (i.e., r-rr).  cable separations made under these requirements have generally  not been effectively maintained.  the requirements of section 6 of this document shall  be used for new shipalt installations and where backfitting is authorized.  where  there is a conflict between the eimb requirements and the requirements of this  document, the requirements of this document shall be used.  it is intended that the  eimb will be revised to refer to this document for all future cable separation and  shielding requirements.    1.4   list of referenced documents      the following list includes federal and military specifications and standards and other  publications and drawings that appear in the text, notes, or drawings throughout this handbook.     specifications      federal          ff-w-84  washers, lock (spring)          l-p-410  plastic, polyamide (nylon), rigid:            rods, tubes, flats, molded and cast parts          o-f-499  flux, brazing, (silver alloy, low-melting        point)          qq-a-225  aluminum and aluminum alloy bar, rod,            wire or special shapes; rolled, drawn or            cold finished; general specification for 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          1-6       specifications (cont'd)          qq-b-575  braid, wire, (copper, tin-coated, or            silver coated, tubular, or flat)          qq-b-637  brass, naval: rod, wire, shapes, forgings,            and flat products with finished edges            (bar, flat wire, and strip)          qq-b-650  brazing alloys, copper, copper-zinc,        and copper-phosphorous          qq-b-654  brazing alloys, silver          qq-p-35  passivation treatments for corrosion-        resisting steel          qq-p-416  plating, cadmium (electrodeposited)          qq-s-698  steel, sheet and strip, low-carbon          qq-s-763  steel bars, wire, shapes, and forgings,        corrosion-resisting          w-f-408  fittings for conduit, metal rigid (thick-            wall and thin-wall (emt) type)          ww-c-440  clamps, hose, (low-pressure)      military          mil-b-857  bolts, nuts, studs, and tap-rivets            (and material for same)          mil-c-17  cables, radio frequency, flexible and            semirigid, general specification for          mil-c-915  cable and cord electrical, for shipboard            use, general specifications for          mil-c-5015  connectors, electrical, circular threaded,            an type, general specification for          mil-c-24231  connectors, plugs, receptacles, adapters,            and hull inserts, pressure-proof,            general specifications for 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  1-7       specifications (cont'd)          mil-c-24640  cable, electrical, lightweight, for             shipboard use, general specification for          mil-c-24643  cable and cord, electrical, low smoke, for            shipboard use, general specification for       mil-c-26482  connectors,  electrical, (circular,            miniature, quick disconnect,            environment resisting), receptacles            and plugs, general specifications for       mil-c-28840(ec)  connectors, el ectrical, circular, threaded,            high density, high shock, shipboard,            class d, general specification for       mil-c-39012  connectors,  coaxial, radio frequency;            general specification for       mil-c-81703  connectors, elec tric, circular, miniature,            rack and panel or push-pull coupling,        environment resisting       mil-c-83723  connectors,  electrical, (circular,            environment resisting), receptacles            and plugs, general specification for          mil-e-16400  electronic, interior communication and            navigation equipment, naval ship and            shore; general specification for       mil-i-631  insulation, el ectrical, synthetic-resin        composition, nonrigid          mil-i-23053  insulation sleeving, electrical,            heat-shrinkable, general         specification for          mil-p-116  preservation - packaging, methods of          mil-p-5516  packing, preformed, petroleum            hydraulic fluid resistant, 160f   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  1-8           specifications (cont'd)          mil-p-24691/1  pipe and tube, carbon steel, seamless          mil-prf-24758a  conduit systems, flexible          mil-r-6855  rubber, synthetic, sheets, strips,            molded or extruded shapes          mil-r-46846  rubber, synthetic, heat-shrinkable          mil-s-24149  studs, arc welding, and arc shields            (ferrules), general specifications for          mil-s-24235  stuffing tubes, metal and packing            assemblies for electrical cables,            general specification for          mil-w-16878  wire, electrical, insulated, general        specifications for     standards      federal          fed-std-66  steel, chemical composition and         hardenability      military          mil-std-1399 (navy)  interface standard for shipboard systems,            section 300a: electric power,            alternating current (metric)          mil-std-129  marking for shipment and storage       mil-std-130  identificati on marking of u.s. military        property          mil-std-461  electromagnetic emission and suscepti-            bility requirements for the control of        electromagnetic interference          mil-std-463  definitions and  system of units,            electromagnetic interference and        electromagnetic compatibility        technology

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  1-9       standards (cont'd)          mil-std-1310  shipboard bonding, grounding, and            other techniques for electro-            magnetic compatibility and safety       ms3155 (navy)  connector,  electric, rear accessory        design standard      drawings          buships dwg no.  mumetal connection and pull boxes;        ssb(n)616-404-2091704    assembly and details          navships dwg no.  uss sturgeon antenna installation,        ss(n)637 406    an/bra-29 (xu-2b)        h 4, 316, 557          navships dwg no.  installation methods for high-        80064-302-4788653    permeability flexible conduit        hardware          strategic weapons sy stems (sws) coordination        dwg no. 3191445, rev f          u.s. navy   stuffing tube mx-7637/u        underwater sound lab.        dwg no. 00841d1       s9300-aw-edg-010/epism  elec tric plant installation standard            methods, standard engineering        drawings     other publications        american society for testing and materials (astm)          ansi/astm-a-698  magnetic shield efficiency in            attenuating alternating magnetic        fields          ansi/astm-a-753  specification for nickel-iron soft        magnetic alloys       ansi/astm-d4066  standard specif ication for nylon injection           and extrusion materials           astm-std-b85  aluminum alloy die castings          astm-d-257  surface volume resistivity       

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  1-10   other publications(cont'd)          sae ams 2404c  electroless nickel plating        government form (approved by budget bureau)          dd form 1718  certification of qualified products        national bureau of standards          handbook h28  screw-thread standards for federal            services (parts i and ii)    nusc  technical memorandum no. 811123, dated 15 december 1981 section-6,  shipboard cable spacing and shielding r equirements:  supplemental computer  program for hp85 computer    nusc  confidential technical memorandum no. 871161, dated 2 sept 1988  "equipment design-performance sensit ivity and other data for existing  government furnished equipment aboard ssn and ssbn ships" (u).         

     section 2  rigid shielding requirements 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  2-1     section  2       rigid shielding conduit requirements    2.1 introduction      the rigid shielding conduit described in this section consists of carbon steel pipe (mil-p- 24691/1) used as conduit for electromagnetic shielding of cables.  the conduit can be used for the  purpose of either protecting enclosed cables from external radiation, or for attenuating  electromagnetic radiation emitted by enclosed cables.      while rigid conduit is less expensive to buy, installation is generally more expensive than  flexible shielding conduit specified in  appendix d  because it must be installed by a skilled pipe-fitter.   also, rigid conduit is much heavier than flexible conduit.  for example, the 3/4-inch rigid conduit, at  1.32 pounds per foot, is four times heavier than typical 3/4-inch id nonjacketed conduit at 0.33 pound  per foot, and is over two-and-a-half times heavier than typical 3/4-inch id jacketed flexible conduit at  0.50 pound per foot.      although at frequencies above 200 hz the shielding effectiveness of an infinite length of rigid  conduit is higher than that of an infinite length of flexible conduit (see  figure 6-7),  when actual  installations were examined, it was found that the flexible magnetic installation was less susceptible to  magnetic fields because it had fewer end fittings than the rigid conduit installation.  the major problem  with rigid metal conduit is that it is much more difficult to run rigid metal conduit so that the areas of  reduced shielding caused by the connector, transition fittings, and adapters are located in low  magnetic flux regions.  in addition, if the field levels are too high and the shield of the conduit is not  enough to protect the system cables, it is a lot easier and less expensive to move flexible conduit than  rigid conduit.      for the reasons mentioned, flexible conduit is preferred over rigid conduit except in those  cases where flexible conduit does not provide adequate shielding (see  paragraph 6.7).   for existing  installations of rigid conduit, the policy of navsea is to let the conduit remain as installed.  however,  in cases where repairs or modifications to the installed rigid conduit are required, the flexible conduit  (where adequate) shall be substituted for the rigid conduit.    2.2 scope      this section describes specification requirements for the rigid shielding conduit, conduit  installation, preparation methods, and rigid conduit couplings.    2.3  rigid conduit specification      rigid metal conduit used as an electromagnetic shield for cables shall be carbon steel pipe in  accordance with specification mil-p-24691/1, "pipe and tube, carbon steel, seamless."  the pipe  shall have a nominal wall thickness of not less than 0.120 inch.  see  table 2-1  for sizes and types.

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  2-2  table 2-1.  carbon steel pipe (mil-p-24691/1)    pipe size  nominal id  (inches)  grade  per  mil-p-24691/1  min wall  thickness  (inches)  od  (inches)  thread size  npsm  (threads/in.)  minimum  torque  (lb-ft)  1/4  a  0.120  0.540  1/4 - 18  25  3/8  a  0.126  0.675  3/8 - 18  25  1/2  b  0.147  0.840  1/2 - 14  50  3/4  b  0.154  1.050  3/4 - 14  100  1  b  0.179  1.315  1 - 11-1/2  100  1-1/4  b  0.191  1.660  1-1/4 - 11-1/2  100  1-1/2  b  0.200  1.900  1-1/2 - 11-1/2  100  2  b  0.218  2.375  2 - 11-1/2  100  2-1/2  b  0.276  2.875  2-1/2 - 8  100  3  b  0.300  3.500  3 - 8  100    2.4  rigid conduit installation    2.4.1  nontopside and topside use of rigid conduit       the rigid conduit described herein is intended for submarine and non-topside use to provide  cable shielding against cable-to-cable and equipment-to-cable coupling.  conduit employed for  topside use is addressed by mil-std-1310 and is intended to provide shielding from electromagnetic  pulse (emp) and radiating antennas.  (the mil-std-1310 definition for conduit includes circular tube  or pipe and square or rectangular sheet-metal trunks which enclose cables for shielding protection.)    2.4.2  grounding requirements for rigid conduit       the shielding effectiveness provided by rigid conduit, against a magnetic field caused by  structure current flowing on its outer surface, is proportional to the number of "skin depths" in the  conduit wall material.  this is discussed in detail in  paragraph 7.3.2 of section 7.   in most cases the  0.120-inch minimum wall thickness of the rigid conduit provides sufficient attenuation: approximately  30 db at 200 hz.  this will give adequate protection against structure-current effects.  protection  increases exponentially with frequency and effectively shields the internal cables from emi caused by  structure current flowing on the conduit.      in view of the preceding characteristics, rigid conduit shall be grounded in accordance with  mil-std-1310.  it states that conduits 10 feet or longer shall be bonded to ground potential at a point  not greater than 5 feet from each end.  it also states that class "b" bonding is acceptable; however,  where it is not inherent in the installation of the conduit, bond straps are required.   figure 2-1  illustrates the methods of grounding by means of bond straps.      grounding conduit at more than one point along its run constitutes "multiple-point grounding."   this term includes inadvertent grounding of conduit as well as intentional grounding of conduit that is  installed in accordance with approved plans.  although multiple-point grounding of the conduit is the  recommended configuration, isolation of the conduit from the equipment cabinet may be necessary to  reduce structure-current flow on the cabinet and its effect on susceptible equipment housed therein.   (see  figure 5-20,  "rp 2440 adapter, nonmetallic" for isolation of conduit-end from its termination). 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          2-3        figure 2-1a.  method of grounding rigid conduit    supported by pipe block hangers        figure 2-1b.  methods of grounding rigid conduit supported by pipe strap hangers         notes:     1.  use type iv bond strap iaw mil-std-1310 (navy).    2.  use stud and nut method iaw mil-std-1310 (navy) for attaching nonwelded bond  straps.       figure 2-1.  methods of grounding rigid conduit 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          2-4    where a hybrid (a combination of rigid and flexible) conduit installation requires single-point  grounding, the flexible conduit end opposite the rigid conduit must be isolated from ground at both  ends of the cable run.  the rigid conduit provides the single-point ground.  multiple grounds along the  rigid conduit portion of the run are acceptable.    2.4.3  shock and vibration protection       the blast effect following the explosion of a bomb, torpedo, depth charge, etc., is devastating  and widespread.  moreover, such explosions are often followed by destructive waves of vibration.   accordingly, piping and associated equipment installations should be designed to be shock and  vibration resistant.  brittle materials such as cast iron should not be used for fittings.  piping should not  run in direct contact with decks or bulkheads, but rather should be cushioned by rubber-padded pipe  hangers.  the rigid conduit should be terminated with approximately 30 inches or less of the flexible  conduit described in  section 3  to absorb shock and vibration at the point of entry to an equipment  enclosure, a bulkhead stuffing tube, or a hull fitting.  conduit fittings and methods described in this  handbook shall be used for coupling the rigid conduit to the flexible conduit, and for attaching the  flexible conduit to connectors, stuffing tubes, and hull fittings.    2.5  rigid conduit (pipe) preparation    2.5.1  cutting rigid conduit       pipe ends shall be cut square with a hacksaw or metal-cutting bandsaw.  burrs shall be  removed by reaming or filing.    2.5.2  bending rigid conduit       any acceptable pipe bending method that will not deform the inside diameter of the pipe may  be used.    2.5.3  cleaning rigid conduit       after all machining, welding, and brazing operations are completed, the exterior and interior  surfaces of the pipe shall have all rust or visible corrosion products and flux removed, and shall be  thoroughly cleaned of grease, oil, and dirt by solvent wiping, vapor degreasing, caustic washing and  rinsing, or other effective methods.    2.5.4  conduit (pipe threads)       this conduit (pipe) shall be threaded with npsm threads (american standard straight pipe  threads for mechanical joints).  straight pipe threads are required to mate with such mechanical  assemblies as the rigid conduit coupling illustrated in  figure 2-2.   also, straight pipe threads are more  suited for mechanical assemblies since adjustments can be made between threaded parts and  secured by use of a locknut.  npsm thread sizes for various pipe sizes are listed in  table 2-1.    2.5.5 torque requirements       a mechanically tight coupling on threaded steel pipe fittings normally requires a minimum  torque as shown in  table 2-1.   a locknut shall be used with threaded pipe and fittings when the  threaded joint is such that the minimum torque requirement cannot be achieved.  the torque  requirements of joints that include threads of ms- and ug-type connectors and conduit fittings  described in this handbook shall be tightened to manufacturer's specifications.  see s9300-aw-edg- 010/epism for ms connector backshell torque values.  

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  2-5      figure 2-2.  rigid metal conduit coupling    attached to conduit             notes:    1.  the manufactures listed above are suggested sources.  any equivalent coupling in  accordance with federal specification w-f-408 is acceptable.    2.  the male ferrule ( figure 2-5)  is substituted for the nipple for coupling rigid  conduit to flexible conduit.    3.  thomas & betts co. identifies this type of coupling as their ?ericson coupling?.    figure 2-3.  rigid metal conduit coupling   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  2-6  2.6  rigid conduit couplings    2.6.1  coupling for rigid conduit to rigid conduit       figure 2-2  illustrates the relative positions of the components of a coupling used for joining  two lengths of rigid metal conduit.   figure 2-3  shows a sketch of the three components of the rigid  metal conduit coupling and includes a list of suggested sources.    2.6.2  coupling for rigid conduit to flexible conduit       figure 2-4  shows the hardware required to join rigid metal conduit to flexible metal conduit.   the table lists the coupling components used with various sizes of rigid and flexible conduit.  note that  in this assembly the male ferrule ( figure 2-5)  is used in place of the nipple supplied as part of the rigid  metal conduit coupling ( figure 2-3).   the male ferrule is brazed to the flexible metal conduit and the  assembly is joined using the same torque requirements for rigid conduit coupling.  this assembly  provides the transition from rigid conduit to the short lengths of flexible conduit at terminal points in the  cable run.     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  2-7               1/4        notes:    1.  an optional method of coupling rigid conduit to flexible conduit is the rp2210  coupling described in  section 5.    2.  all dimensions in inches.                      2-4.  coupling for rigid conduit to flexible conduit     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  2-8         notes:    1.  material:  aisi-type low-carbon, cold-rolled steel per fed. std. no. 66, having  chemical compositions within the following ranges:          carbon  (c)  .08% to   .25% max        manganese  (mn)  .25% to 1.15% max        phosphorous  (p)  .04% to   .12% max        sulphur  (s)  .05% to   .35% max        lead  (pb)  .15% to   .35% max      2.  finish: cadmium plating, per qq-p-416, type i, class 3.    3.  all dimensions in inches.    4.  break all sharp edges.        figure 2-5.  male ferrule, used with flexible   metal conduit   
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  3-1    section 3    flexible shielding conduit requirements    3.1 background      the use of flexible shielding conduit as a means of achieving emc was made a requirement  in october 1969 in section 5 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010.      the specification for the flexible shielding conduit (also effective october 1969) was  presented in appendix 1 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010.  it listed 10 conduit sizes and established the  dimensions for minimum inside diameter for each size.  however, there were no restrictions placed on  the dimensions for the outside diameters, and as a result of this lack of standardization, the outside  diameter of any particular size of conduit varied from manufacturer to manufacturer.  similarly, the  sizes of fittings designed to terminate or couple the conduit varied with each manufacturer, so that the  fittings from one manufacturer would not necessarily fit conduit from another manufacturer.      to ensure that a fitting would fit and function properly on a particular size conduit, both the  fitting and the conduit had to be obtained from the same manufacturer.  thus, a separate supply of  fittings would be necessary to fit conduit made by each individual manufacturer.      a new specification for flexible shielding conduit, presented in  appendix d,  establishes  standard dimensions for the outside diameters (in addition to other requirements) so that fittings made  by a qualified manufacturer would fit conduit made by any qualified manufacturer.    3.2 scope      this section identifies and describes the specifications and procedures for the purchase and  installation of high permeability flexible shielding conduit.  procedures include those that relate to  bonding, grounding, and handling of this type conduit.    3.3  requirements for manufacturing and government acceptance of  flexible shielding conduit      the purpose of this conduit is to shield low-level signal cables from the influence of external  magnetic fields.  it can also be used, within saturation limits of the conduit material, to reduce  magnetic field radiation from power and transmitting cables.  the primary frequencies of interest are  those below 100 khz.  for this conduit to effectively perform its intended functions, its electrical and  physical properties must be maintained throughout the manufacturing process.  the specifications  and quality control requirements identified in this section are intended to ensure this result. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  3-2    3.3.1  specification for flexible shielding conduit       appendix d  of this document contains a specification that is invoked on flexible shielding  conduit purchased for use by the navy.  the specification provides detailed requirements that cover  the following types of conduit:      type 1 conduit .  type 1 nonjacketed conduit is used in installations where ground or  structureborne currents are minimal along the path of the conduit, or where the cable being  shielded is not susceptible to interference from current flow on the conduit.  (conduit can  become a conductor for ground or structureborne currents through contacts with ground  potentials along the length of the conduit.)      type 2 conduit .  type 2 rubber-jacketed conduit is used for shielding an extremely low level,  low frequency signal cable which would be susceptible to interference from current flowing on  the conduit.  the rubber jacket prevents this current flow by electrically insulating the conduit  from unintentional ground contacts.    3.3.2  qualified products list       a qualified products list for flexible conduit for low frequency shielding is maintained for navy  procurement purposes (see  appendix c).   it provides information concerning flexible conduit which  meets the requirements of the specification in  appendix d.   manufacturers wishing to have their  products tested for qualification should submit samples in accordance with the instructions contained  in this specification.  conduit which is tested shall meet the requirements of  appendix d  in order to be  approved by navsea and to be added to the qualified products list.    3.4   flexible conduit installation    3.4.1  nontopside and topside use of flexible conduit       the flexible shielding conduit described herein is intended for submarine and nontopside use  to provide cable shielding against magnetic field cable-to-cable and equipment-to-cable coupling.   requirements for flexible conduits which are approved as cable shields for emi and electromagnetic  pulse (emp) protection in a ship's topside area are listed in mil-std-1310.    3.4.2  grounding requirements for flexible conduit       the shielding effectiveness provided by flexible shielding conduit, against structure current  flowing on its outer surface, is proportional to the number of "skin depths" in the conduit wall material.   this is described in detail in  paragraph 7.3.2 of section 7.   as frequency is lowered, the 0.008-inch  wall thickness of typical, high permeability, flexible shielding conduit provides only one "skin depth"  (8.686 db of attenuation) at approximately 2 khz.  at 10 khz approximately 20 db of shielding is  provided by this conduit.  the 20-db value represents the minimum amount of protection required for  most shielding applications.  it is for this reason that single-point grounding of the conduit, to reduce  structure-current flow, is required below 10 khz for s4-1, s4-2 and s4-3 cable categories.  single- point grounding requires the use of type 2 (rubber-jacketed) conduit in which the rubber-jacket  insulates the conduit from unintentional ground contacts.  a type iv bond strap in accordance with  mil-std-1310 is required for grounding the conduit.  (see  figure 5-20,  "rp2440 adapter, non- metallic" for isolation of conduit-end from its termination.  

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          3-3    the determination of the best grounding configuration of magnetic shielding conduit (both  rigid and flexible) for frequencies between 10 khz and 100 khz, normally requires a case-by-case  engineering analysis by nuwc, newport, for example, as authorized by navsea.  with the absence  of this analysis, it is recommended the installation drawings be followed.  if there is not direction on  the drawings concerning the grounding configuration, the following recommendation will provide the  highest probability of attaining emc:      ?  for cable categories s1-1, s1-2, s1-3, s2-1, s2-2, s2-3, s4-1, s4-2 and s4-3, use a  single-point ground configuration.  these are the most sensitive cable categories and  would be susceptible if there were sufficient currents flowing on the conduit.      ?  for cable categories other than s1-1, s1-2, s1-3, s2-1, s2-2, s2-3, s4-1, s4-2 and s4- 3, use a multiple-point ground configuration.  these cable categories are less  susceptible to the current amplitudes which, experience has revealed, exist on the  conduit.  for these cable categories, it is not technically cost-effective to implement the  single-point ground in an all-inclusive manner.      at frequencies above 100 khz, where approximately 70 db of attenuation is provided against  structure current, multiple-point grounding of the conduit is recommended for reasons of economy,  ease of installation, and to reduce coupling problems caused by standing waves.  the term "multiple- point grounding", as used in this document, includes inadvertent grounding of conduit as well as  intentional grounding of conduit installed in accordance with existing plans.  note that multiple-point  grounding allows the use of type 1 (unjacketed) conduit installed in accordance with mil-std-1310.    3.4.3  shielding effectiveness of flexible conduit       the shielding effectiveness of flexible shielding conduit against magnetic fields is somewhat  greater than just the penetration loss provided against structure current as described in  paragraph  3.4.2.   in addition to the penetration loss, there exists another loss that is dependent upon the  direction of the magnetic field incident on the conduit.  this loss is maximum for flux approaching  perpendicular to the conduit axis and minimum for that approaching parallel to the axis.  in practice,  the field is neither uniform nor does it approach the conduit axis at precisely zero or 90 degrees.   therefore, there is always a penetration loss plus some additional loss due to these boundary  conditions.      the total shielding effectiveness exhibited by the conduit was determined empirically and is  presented in  figure 6-7  of this document.  provided that the grounding requirements of  paragraph  3.4.2  are observed, this is the shielding effectiveness that can be expected in practice.    3.4.4   partial shielding of cable       flexible shielding conduit may be used to enclose a portion of a cable run as an alternative to  enclosing the entire cable run.  the subject of partial shielding of cables is addressed in  paragraph  6.7.1 of section 6.    3.4.5  bonding and grounding methods       shipboard bonding and grounding methods for flexible shielding conduit shall be in  accordance with mil-std-1310 which states that the method of bonding requires the use of a type iv  bond strap.  one end of the bond strap is attached to the conduit braid by means of a hose clamp  (with worm-gear adjustment), and the other end is attached, typically, to a stud at ground potential.   (see figures  3-1  and  3-2.)      for single-point grounding, the rubber jacket of type 2 conduit shall be cut away to expose  the braid at the area to be grounded in order to facilitate attaching the bond strap. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          3-4      for multiple-point grounding, the unjacketed conduit (type 1) greater than 10 feet in length  shall be bonded to ground potential at a point not greater than 5 feet from each end.  class "b"  bonding is acceptable; however, where it is not inherent in the installation of the conduit, the type iv  bond straps are required.    3.4.6  termination and coupling of type 2 conduit       a type 2 conduit installation must be insulated from the ground plane except at a single point  specified in the installation drawings.  the following installation procedures are provided to ensure that  inadvertent grounding of the conduit does not occur.     a. couplings :  when two lengths of type 2 conduit are to be coupled by means of an rp- 2200 or gr-2127 coupling, the rubber jacket must be cut back a sufficient amount to  allow for metal-to-metal contact.  the resulting joint must then be enclosed in heat- shrinkable tubing (per  appendix d),  or in a heat-shrinkable sleeve such as the "shrink- around sleeve" made by sigmaform corp., or equivalent.  note:  the tubing or sleeve  may also be used to cover damaged rubber jacket, providing the conduit itself is  undamaged.     b. end-fittings :  as with couplings, the rubber jacket must be cut back to allow for metal-to- metal contact between conduit and fitting.  if insulation is required the assembly should  be covered with the heat-shrinkable tubing or sleeve mentioned above.    3.4.7  selection of flexible conduit size       the following paragraphs are presented as an aid in selecting the appropriate size flexible  conduit for shielding a particular cable. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          3-5         notes:    1.  grounding method iaw mil-std 1310 (navy).     2.  bond strap shall be type iv except one end shall not have provisions for stud or  bolt mounting.  area where bond strap is held against conduit shall be clear and  free of any nonconductive materials.     3.  all bond strap contact areas shall be coated with antiseize compound of mil-t- 22361.     4.  bond straps may be encased in clear plastic pvc tubing.       figure 3-1.  method of grounding flexible conduit 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          3-6         notes:    1.  type iv bonding straps fabricated iaw mil-std 1310 (navy).     2.  type iv bonding straps fabricated from flat copper braid (1/2? miinimum width) of qq- b-575.  provisions for installation of the braid strap shall be by one of the  following methods:       a. by installing wire terminals on each end of the braid.       b. by solder dipping the ends of the braid then drilling mounting holes.       c. by soldering flat copper tubing or strips on each end of the braid then drilling  mounting holes.         figure 3-2.  type iv bond strap fabrication details    

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  3-7    a.  it should be noted that conduit supplied in long lengths is made up of several short  lengths joined together by welding or brazing, and the inside diameter (id) at each joint  (or splice) is reduced by a maximum of 0.028 inches.  this reduction is caused by a  coupling ring (maximum wall thickness of ring = 0.014 inch) used as part of the  manufacturer's method of joining conduit.  if the 0.028 inch reduction in diameter at  each joint will cause a clearance problem between a cable outside diameter (od) and  the intended conduit size, then the intended conduit is, obviously, too small.        table 3-1  contains the 11 sizes of conduit specified in  appendix d,  the conduit id  (minimum), and the minimum id at a conduit joint.    table 3-1.  conduit dimensions (inches)      conduit  size  (nom id)    conduit  id  (min)  id at  joint (min)  (conduit id  minus 0.028)  1/4 0.245  0.217  3/8 0.370  0.342  1/2 0.495  0.467  5/8 0.620  0.592  3/4 0.745  0.717  1 0.995  0.967  1-1/4 1.245  1.217  1-1/2 1.495  1.467  2 1.995  1.967  2-1/2 2.495  2.467  3 2.995  2.967        b.  one approach to determining a conduit size is the general rule of thumb used by one of  the shipyards, which states that if a cable od approaches 90 percent of a conduit id,  the next larger size conduit should be selected to facilitate installation.  consider, for  example, a cable od which is 90 percent of a 5/8-inch conduit id.  the same cable in  the next larger size conduit (3/4-inch) is 75 percent of the conduit id.  another example  is that of a cable od which is 90 percent of a 3/4-inch conduit id.  this cable in the next  larger size conduit (1-inch) is 67 percent of the conduit id.      c.  in addition to the rule of thumb, the various installation methods of shielding cable, as  well as conditions at the installation site, such as length of cable run and number of  bends along the run, should be considered in determining the amount of clearance  required between cable od and conduit id.        for example, one method used where cable has been previously inserted into the  conduit elsewhere, is to install the cable and conduit as a unit.  another method  involves installing the conduit first, and then pulling the cable through the conduit.  this  method might be used where the weight and length of a cable/conduit unit would cause  handling difficulties.  the bend radius of the cable and the number of bends should be  considered in determining the required clearance.  this method would normally require  more clearance than the previous method.  a cable shielded in this manner can also be  readily replaced, if necessary.        another method of shielding a long cable run, at the installation site, is to use several  short lengths of conduit (such as 20 to 30 feet each).  the first length of conduit is  slipped over the long cable, then a reusable-type conduit-coupling is used to join the 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  3-8  first length of conduit to the second length of conduit.  this method of adding couplings  and conduit is continued until the entire cable run is shielded.      d.  because of the variables present in the installation of cable and conduit, as mentioned  above, there is no hard and fast rule for determining conduit size for a particular cable.   however, the goal should be to use the smallest conduit that will satisfy all the  necessary requirements for clearance between cable and conduit.    3.5  flexible conduit preparation      the following instructions specify preinstallation procedures for flexible shielding conduit.    3.5.1  cleaning flexible conduit       the flexible metal conduit is both air and liquid tight.  prior to shipment from the manufacturer,  the inner and outer surfaces of the flexible metal conduit are cleaned to remove oil and foreign matter,  the ends are capped, and the conduit is coiled and wrapped in rust inhibitor paper or sealed in a  plastic bag, which should not be removed until the conduit is needed for assembly.      if type 1 or type 2 conduit becomes contaminated by oil or foreign matter, it should be  recleaned by any process or combination of processes which will accomplish thorough cleaning  without damage to the metal or the rubber jacket.  also, any drying procedure shall not be injurious to  the metal or the rubber jacket.    3.5.2  forming flexible conduit       due to the tight braid construction of the conduit, it should be formed into the approximate  contour of its intended run before cutting.  this will ensure the flexibility desired for the installation.    3.5.3  cutting flexible conduit       a.  prior to cutting type 1 conduit, the braid in the area where the cut is to be made  should be silver-soldered or brazed to prevent flaring of the braid during and after the cut (see  figure  3-3).   where brazing is not feasible, the area should be covered tightly with an appropriate tape during  cutting.   warning    silver-brazing alloy contains cadmium, and poisonous fumes may be  formed on heating.   do not breathe fumes.  use only with an  adequate ventilation device, such as a fume collector, exhaust  ventilator, or air-supplied respirator.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change    3-9                         notes:    1.  attach a hose clamp to either side of the area to be brazed or silver soldered.   these hose clamps hold the braid firmly against the convoluted tubing to control  the od over the braid.  they also  act as a heat sink for the conduit.     2.  cut conduit squarely, then remove hose clamps either before or after smoothing  the conduit ends.     3.  to prepare a conduit end for brazing or  silver soldering, attach a single hose  clamp at the appropriate distance from the conduit end.                       figure 3-3.  method of preparing conduit for brazing and cutting 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  3-10      b.  prior to cutting type 2 conduit, cut thr ough the rubber jacket around the conduit with an  appropriate knife at the point where the final  cut through the metal is to be made.  peel  back the jacket away from each side of the lo cation of the cut as much as practicable  to avoid damage to the jacket caused by heat fr om silver-soldering or brazing.  silver- solder or braze as in step a above.  where  brazing is not feasible, the rubber jacket at  the area of the cut should be covered tight ly with an appropriate tape during cutting.      c.  cut the conduit squarely with a high speed knife-edge saw or with a hacksaw having a  fine-toothed blade.      d.  snip off any loose strands from the br aid, and remove all burrs and sharp edges from  the inner core of the conduit.    3.5.4   silver brazing fittings to conduit       flexible metal conduit can be terminated or coupl ed by certain steel fittings (listed in this  handbook) which are best attached by silver brazing.   a silver-base brazing alloy (having 34-36  percent silver), in accordance with federal s pecification ww-b-654, grade viii, or equivalent, is  recommended.  either a 1/16-inch or a 1/8-inch  diameter rod, determined by conduit size, should be  adequate for all joints.  the brazing flux (a white,  water-soluble paste), in accordance with federal  specification 0-f-499, type b, or equivalent,  is recommended for use with the above-mentioned  brazing rod.    warning    silver-brazing alloy contains cadmium, and poisonous fumes may be  formed on heating.  do not breathe fumes.  use only with an adequate  ventilation device, such as a fume collector, exhaust ventilator, or air- supplied respirator.        before silver-brazing, all surfaces to be joined must be cleaned.  wash off all grease and oil  with a good solvent.  the flux should be applied evenly  with a brush to the contact surfaces of both  the conduit and the fitting.      the oxyacetylene process is preferred for t he manual brazing operation, using a neutral to  reducing flame.  apply heat to the fitting, never to  the braid, until the flux boils, turns a powdery white,  and then becomes transparent.  filler rod, which  can be prefluxed, is then added starting at the  hottest point with the tip of the flame al ways on the rod or fitting and working around the  circumference.  fitting and conduit should be brazed in a  vertical position, where practicable, with the  fitting below the conduit.  after a fillet has been made,  the torch flame is played on the fitting uniformly  so that the silver braze  is drawn into the joint.      after brazing, while the parts are still hot, the  flux should be removed by washing in hot water  greater than 125f (the hotter, the better), wiping with a wet swab, brushing with a wet brush, or  brushing with a wire brush.  thorough dr ying after flux removal is required.        it should be noted that while silver-brazing is  an approved method for flexible metal conduit to  be terminated or coupled, it is not the only method  that can be utilized to perform these functions.   low temperature tin lead soldering is an exampl e of another acceptable method that can be used. 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-1     section  4       gr2000-series fittings for flexible conduit (braze-on type)    4.1 background      the original specification and drawings for the gr2000-series fittings appeared in appendix 2  and section 5, respectively, of navships 0967-283-5010, dated 15 october 1969.  these original  fittings were designed to fit the flexible shielding conduit described in appendix 1 of the same  document which did not specify a standard outside diameter dimension for each size of conduit.  as a  result, the outside diameter varied with each manufacturer, thus requiring several sizes of fitting to  accommodate each nominal size of conduit.    4.2 scope      this specification describes gr2000-series transition fittings and accessory fittings to be  used on the flexible metal shielding conduit specified in  appendix d,  in which the dimension of the  outside diameter for each nominal size of conduit is standardized.      the use of the gr2000-series or the rp2000-series fittings (described in  section 5)  is  optional.  however, for most installations the rp2000-series fittings are preferred because they  require no brazing for installation on the conduit, and a greater selection of adapters is available.    4.3 applicable documents    4.3.1  issues of documents       the following documents, of the issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for  proposal, form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.     specifications      federal          qq-b-650  brazing alloy, copper, copper-zinc,           and copper phosphorous        qq-p-35  passivation treatments for           corrosion-resisting steel        qq-p-416  plating, cadmium (electrodeposited)          qq-s-763  steel bars, wire, shapes, and forgings,           corrosion-resisting      military          mil-p-5516  packing, preformed, petroleum hydraulic           fuid resistant, 160:f   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-2   standards      federal          fed-std-66  steel, chemical composition, and           hardenability      military          mil-std-129  marking for shipment and storage          mil-std-130  identification marking of u.s. military           property    (copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required by contractors in connection  with specific procurement functions should be obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by  the contracting officer.)    4.3.2 other publications       the following documents form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.  unless  otherwise indicated, the issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal shall apply.      american society for testing and materials (astm)        sae ams 2404c  electroless nickel plating      national bureau of standards        handbook h28  screw-thread standards for federal              services (parts i & ii)    4.4 construction    4.4.1 function       a transition fitting provides the physical connection between flexible metal conduit and an  electrical connector or fitting.  an accessory fitting provides the physical connection between flexible  conduit and a bulkhead or panel, and provides the means for coupling two lengths of conduit together.      this type of transition fitting requires the use of a stainless-steel cylindrical end-fitting which is  brazed directly to the braid of the flexible conduit.  the other components of the transition fitting are  then attached to the end-fitting with a ferrule which operates by friction.  the assembly is made  watertight by o-ring seals.        by comparison, the rp2000-series reusable fittings (described in  section 5)  utilize a ferrule  which grips the conduit braid directly by friction, and does not provide for a watertight assembly.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-3  4.4.2 dimensions       all dimensions and tolerances specified on the drawings listed in  table 4-1  are mandatory  except as noted in  paragraph 4.8  (deviations).    4.4.2.1  minimum wall thickness       the minimum wall thickness for the body of the gr2120, gr2123, gr2124, and gr2125  fittings shall be 1/16 inch.    4.5 materials    4.5.1 components material       all components of the fittings, except for the gr2126 end-fitting and the gr2129 ferrule, shall  be made of mild steel, aisi type b1113, or any aisi-type low-carbon, hot- or cold-rolled steels, in  accordance with fed-std-66, having chemical compositions within the following ranges:      carbon  (c)  0.08% to 0.25% max    manganese  (mn)  0.25% to 1.15% max    phosphorus  (p)  0.04% to 0.12% max    sulphur  (s)  0.05% to 0.35% max    lead  (pb)  0.15% to 0.35% max    4.5.2  end-fitting (gr2126) and ferrule (gr2129) material       the gr2126 end-fitting and gr2129 ferrule shall be made of corrosion-resisting steel  (cres), 300 series, in accordance with qq-s-763.    4.5.3  conduit coupling (gr2127) material       the gr2127 conduit coupling shall be made of low-carbon steel (see  paragraph 4.5.1).    4.5.4 joining material       any joining material shall have the basic alloy content of the parts being joined.  brazing  material shall be in accordance with qq-b-650 for fs class joints.    4.5.5  o-ring gasket material       o-ring gaskets that are part of fittings shall be in accordance with mil-p-5516, class b.    4.5.6  isolator adapter (gr2130) material       the gr2130 isolator adapter shall be made of nylon (see  table 11, figure 4-12).    

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-4  4.6 finish    4.6.1  finish for low-carbon steel fittings       finish for components made of low-carbon steel shall be a nickel coating in accordance with  ansi/astm-2404c.    4.6.2  finish for cres fittings       parts made of 300-series cres shall be passivated in accordance with qq-p-35.    4.6.3  finish for conduit coupling (gr2127)       finish for gr2127 conduit coupling shall be a cadmium plating in accordance with qq-p-416,  type i, class 3.    4.7 performance    4.7.1 mechanical       the body of a transition fitting shall telescope over the conduit end-fitting (gr2126) to allow  room for cable termination.  assembly of parts shall not place any torque or tensile loads on the  transition fitting.    4.7.2 moisture sealing       where moisture sealing or splashproof conditions are required, an o-ring gasket of material  specified in  4.5.5  shall be provided as part of the transition fitting to seal each critical joint.      where moisture sealing is not a requirement, o-ring gaskets may be omitted from transition  fittings.  however, such omission shall not impair the mechanical performance of the assembly.    4.7.3 cable protection       the fitting shall have smooth inner surfaces free of sharp burrs or edges that could abrade  the insulation or shield of a cable.    4.7.4  tensile and compressive       all transition fittings and end-fittings shall withstand, without slippage, a tensile load of 50  pounds applied between fitting and conduit for 1 minute.  also, such fittings shall withstand, without  slippage, a compressive load of 50 pounds applied between fitting and conduit for 1 minute.    4.8 qualification    4.8.1 qualification       manufactures' designs for transition-fittings must be approved by the navy.  qualification tests  are not required for accessory fittings, but they must be manufactured in accordance with this  specification.  manufacturers who are interested in having their designs approved should follow the  procedure listed below.  samples sent for testing should be addressed to the naval undersea  warfare center, emc branch, code 3431, newport, ri 02841-1708.  approval of the gr2120,  gr2123, gr2124 and gr2125 transition fittings will be based on conformity of the fitting to the  characteristics outlined in this specification and on any other factors which may affect intended 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-5  performance.  the navy reserves the right to require that sample fittings be made available for testing  in all sizes the manufacturer wishes to have approved.  no indebtedness between the u.s.  government and any manufacturer will be incurred in connection with these qualification tests.  test  samples and drawings shall be shipped prepaid by the manufacturer and will not be returned.    4.8.2  application for qualification       manufacturers shall submit to nuwc, emc branch, code 3431, newport, ri 02841-1708 a  sample 3/4-inch size gr2000-series transition-fitting installed on a 1-foot length of conduit (identified  by manufacturers name and part number).  in addition, drawings showing construction details of all  sizes of the gr2000 transition-fittings shall be submitted.  the drawings shall be numbered and dated  for reference purposes.    4.9 deviations      deviations from paragraphs  4.5,  4.6,  and  4.11  will be considered if shielding performance can  be met by modifications of material, finishes, or mechanical design, provided that the form, fit, and  function requirements of this specification are met.  samples of such mechanical fittings must be  submitted to the naval undersea warfare center, emc branch, code 3431, newport, ri 02841-1708  for test and approval.  complete details of all parameters affected by the modification must  accompany the sample.    4.10 sources      the gr2120, gr2123, gr2124, and gr2125 transition fittings must be obtained only from  the qualified sources listed in the qualified products list,  appendix c.   the other gr2000 series  fittings may be obtained from any source which manufactures them in accordance with this  specification.    4.11 quality assurance      it will be the responsibility of the procuring activity to determine the acceptability of a transition  fitting.    4.12  transition and accessory fittings      table 4-1  lists the transition and accessory fittings used with flexible metal conduit.    4.12.1 data sheets       the following data sheets  (figures 4-1  through  4-12)  form a part of this specification.  they  include assembly drawings, tables of appropriate data, and part-number development information.    4.13  assembly instructions, conduit to gr2125 fitting      the instructions shown in  figure 4-13  describe the procedure for terminating flexible metal  conduit used for shielding a coaxial cable connected to a triaxial connector.  the gr2125 fitting  provides the transition between the conduit and the connector.  (dimensions in  figure 4-13  are in  inches.)   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-6      table 4-1.  gr2000-series transition and accessory fittings  figure no.  basic part no.  description  4-1  gr2120  transition fitting for mil-c-5015 connectors  4-2  gr2121 enclosure  fitting  4-3  gr2122  90 elbow, non-environmental (style a)  4-4  gr2122  90 elbow, environmental (style b)  4-5  gr2123  transition fitting for bulkhead stuffing tube  4-6  gr2124  transition fitting for ms series backshell  4-7  gr2125  transition fitting for triaxial connector  4-8  gr2126  end fitting for flexible conduit  4-9  gr2127 conduit  coupling  4-10  gr2128 panel  fitting  4-11  gr2129  ferrule and coupling nut for flexible conduit  4-12  gr2130 isolator  adapter    gr2120 transition fitting for mil-c-5015 connector       figure 4-1.  gr21120 transition fitting for mil-c-5015    connector (sheet 1 of 4) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-7    gr2120 continued           table i    connector adapter end    conn.  shell  size  conn.  symbol  (see table  iii)      a thread  class 2b    b dia.  + 0.010  - 0.020  8s  8s  8  10s  10s  10sl  10sl  12s  12s  14s  16s  12  12  14  16  18  20  20  22  24  28  32  32  36  36  36  36  40  40  44  48  48  l  h  jmn  hjln  m  mn  hji  ln  hjm  hjlmn  hjlmn  ln  hm  hlmn  hjlmn  hjlmn  j  hlmn  hjlmn  hjlmn  hjlmn  lmn  hj  l  j  mn  h  l  hmn  hn  n  h  3/8 - 32 unef  7/16 - 27 uns  7/16 - 28 unef  1/2 - 28 unef  9/16 - 24 unef  9/16 - 24 unef  7/16 - 28 unef  5/8 - 24 unef  5/8 - 24 unef  11/16 - 24 unef  3/4 - 20 unef  7/8 - 20 unef  5/8 - 24 unef  11/16 - 24 uns  7/8 - 20 unef  1 - 20 unef  1-1/8 - 24 uns  1-1/8 - 18 unef  1-1/4 - 18 unef  1-3/8 - 18 unef   1-5/8 - 18 unef   1-7/8 - 16 un   1-29/32 - 18 uns   2-1/16 - 16 un   2-1/16 - 20 unef   2-1/8 - 16 un  2-1/8 - 18 uns  2-5/16 - 16 un  2-3/8 - 16 un   2-5/8 - 16 un   2-13/16 - 18 uns   2-7/8 - 16 un   0.562  0.625  0.625  0.687  0.687  0.687  0.812  0.812  0.812  0.937  1.062  0.812  0.812  0.937  1.062  1.187  1.312  1.312  1.437  1.562  1.812  2.062  2.062  2.312  2.312  2.312  2.312  2.562  2.562  2.875  3.125  3.125        figure 4-1.  gr2120 transition fitting for mil-c-5015    connector (sheet 2 of 4) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-8    gr2120 continued             table ii    standard size conduit  transition fitting       end-fitting nut   conduit  part  number  conduit  size  (nom. id)  od  (over braid)  c  dia.  e  +.010  -.000  f  ? .005  d  max.  dash  no.  em02  em03  em04  em05  em06  em08  em10  em12  em16  em20  em24  1/4  3/8  1/2  5/8  3/4  1  1-1/4  1-1/2  2  2-1/2  3  0.42 ? 0.01  0.54 ? 0.01  0.69 ? 0.01  0.82 ? 0.01  0.94 ? 0.01  1.25 ? 0.01  1.50 ? 0.01  1.75 ? 0.01  2.28 ? 0.015  2.78 ? 0.015  3.28 ? 0.015  0.25  0.38  0.50  0.62  0.75  1.00  1.25  1.50  2.00  2.50  3.00  0.450  0.570  0.720  0.850  0.970  1.280  1.530  1.780  2.315  2.815  3.315  0.530  0.650  0.800  0.930  1.050  1.360  1.610  1.860  2.395  2.895  3.395  1.03  1.23  1.36  1.59  1.73  1.91  2.28  2.66  3.17  3.97  4.35    em02  em03  em04  em05  em06  em08  em10  em12  em16  em20  em24              figure 4-1.  gr2120 transition fitting for mil-c-5015    connector (sheet 3 of 4)   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  4-9    gr2120 continued      table iii  mil-c-5015 connector  symbol mfr. class  description  h  amphenol      a  ms 3100, ms3101, ms3106, 97-3100, 97-3101,  97-3106  j  amphenol      e,r  ms 3100, ms3101, ms3106, 69-3100, 69-3101,  69-3106  l  bendix      a,e,r  ms 3100, ms3101, ms3106, 10-214, 10-720, 10- 726  m  cannon      a  ms 3100, ms3101, ms3106  n  cannon      e,r  ms 3100, ms3101, ms3106, (cao1, cao6)       notes:    1.  material:  low carbon steel with electroless nickel coating, per sae ams 2404c,  except end fitting shall be cres, 300 series, passivated.    2.  standard minimum length is 2 inches for one-piece (style a), and 2.5 inches for two- piece (style b).    3.  when conduit od exceeds id of connector shell, a two-piece fitting style b), will be  supplied.    4.  assembly identified per mil-std-130.    5.  discard connector rear hardware.    6.  basic part no. without o-ring is gr2120, basic part no. with o-ring is gro2120    7.  dimensions in inches.      figure 4-1.  gr2120 transition fitting for mil-c-5015    connector (sheet 4 of 4) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-10  gr2121 enclosure fitting        notes:    1.  material shall be low-carbon steel with electroless nickel coating per sae ams  2404c.    2.  assembly identified per mil-std-130.    3.  dimensions in inches.    4.  according to nbs handbook h28, the american national thread series (n) has been  superseded by the united thread series (un).  these include the nef and ns thread  sizes in table i which are retained for use with connectors having nef and ns  threads.      figure 4-2.  gr2121 enclosure fitting

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-11  gr2122 90 o  elbow, non-environmental (style a)        notes:    1.  material shall be low-carbon steel with electroless nickel coating per sae ams  2404c.    2.  assembly identified per mil-std-130.    3.  dimensions in inches.        figure 4-3.  gr2122 90 elbow, non-environmental   (style a) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-12  gr2122 90 o  elbow, non-environmental (style b)          notes:    1.  material shall be low-carbon steel with electroless nickel coating per sae ams  2404c.    2.  assembly identified per mil-std-130.    3.  dimensions in inches.    4.  amphenol, bendix, and cannon ?a? class connectors, and shell size ?10sl? of cannon  ?e, r? class connectors should not be selected for environmental assembly.        figure 4-4.  gr2122 90 elbow, environmental   (style b) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  4-13  gr2123 transition fitting for bulkhead stuffing tube       figure 4-5.  gr2123 transition fitting for bulkhead    stuffing tube (sheet 1 of 2)   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-14  gr2123 continued         table ii      standard size conduit  transition fitting       end-fitting nut   conduit  part  number  conduit  size  (nom. id)  od  (over braid)  c  dia.  e  +.010  -.000  f  .005  d  max.  dash  no.  em02  em03  em04  em05  em06  em08  em10  em12  em16  em20  em24  1/4  3/8  1/2  5/8  3/4  1  1-1/4  1-1/2  2  2-1/2  3  0.420.01  0.540.01  0.690.01  0.820.01  0.940.01  1.250.01  1.500.01  1.750.01  2.280.015  2.780.015  3.280.015  0.25  0.38  0.50  0.62  0.75  1.00  1.25  1.50  2.00  2.50  3.00  0.450  0.570  0.720  0.850  0.970  1.280  1.530  1.780  2.315  2.815  3.315  0.530  0.650  0.800  0.930  1.050  1.360  1.610  1.860  2.395  2.895  3.395  1.03  1.23  1.36  1.59  1.73  1.91  2.28  2.66  3.17  3.97  4.35    em02  em03  em04  em05  em06  em08  em10  em12  em16  em20  em24               notes:    1.  material shall be low-carbon steel with electroless nickel coating per sae ams  2404c except end fitting shall be cres, 300 series, passivated.    2.  standard minimum length is 3 inches for one-piece (style a), and 3.5 inches for two- piece (style b).    3.  when conduit od exceeds ?a? diameter, a two-piece (style b) will be supplied.    4.  assembly identified per mil-std-130.    5.  discard stuffing-tube gland nut.     6.  basic part no. without o-rings is gr2123      basic part no. with o-rings is gro2123    7.  dimensions in inches.    8.  the american national thread series (n) has been superseded by the united thread  series (un).  the ?n? thread sizes listed in table i are retained for use with those  items which have ?n? threads.        figure 4-5.  gr2123 transition fitting for bulkhead    stuffing tube (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  4-15  gr2124 transition fitting for ms series backshell                       figure 4-6.  gr2124 transition fitting for ms series    backshell (sheet 1 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-16  gr2124 continued               table ii      standard size conduit  transition fitting       end-fitting nut   conduit  part  number  conduit  size  (nom. id)  od  (over braid)  c  dia.  e  +.010  -.000  f  .005  d  max.  dash  no.  em02  em03  em04  em05  em06  em08  em10  em12  em16  em20  em24  1/4  3/8  1/2  5/8  3/4  1  1-1/4  1-1/2  2  2-1/2  3  0.420.01  0.540.01  0.690.01  0.820.01  0.940.01  1.250.01  1.500.01  1.750.01  2.280.015  2.780.015  3.280.015  0.25  0.38  0.50  0.62  0.75  1.00  1.25  1.50  2.00  2.50  3.00  0.450  0.570  0.720  0.850  0.970  1.280  1.530  1.780  2.315  2.815  3.315  0.530  0.650  0.800  0.930  1.050  1.360  1.610  1.860  2.395  2.895  3.395  1.03  1.23  1.36  1.59  1.73  1.91  2.28  2.66  3.17  3.97  4.35    em02  em03  em04  em05  em06  em08  em10  em12  em16  em20  em24             notes:    1.  material shall be low-carbon steel with electroless nickel coating per sae ams  2404c except end fitting shall be cres, 300 series, passivated.    2.  standard minimum length is 2 inches for one-piece (style a), and 2.5 inches for two- piece (style b).    3.  when conduit od exceeds id of connector shell, a two-piece (style b) will be  supplied.    4.  assembly identified per mil-std-130.    5.  basic part no. without o-rings is gr2124      basic part no. with o-rings is gro2124    6.  dimensions in inches.                figure 4-6.  gr2124 transition fitting for ms series    backshell (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  4-17  gr2125 transition fitting for triaxial connector                       figure 4-7.  gr2125 transition fitting for triaxial connector (sheet 1 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-18  gr2125 continued           table ii      standard size conduit  transition fitting       end-fitting nut   conduit  part  number  conduit  size  (nom. id)  od  (over braid)  c  dia.  e  +.010  -.000  f  .005  d  max.  dash  no.  em02  em03  em04  em05  em06  em08  em10  em12  em16  em20  em24  1/4  3/8  1/2  5/8  3/4  1  1-1/4  1-1/2  2  2-1/2  3  0.420.01  0.540.01  0.690.01  0.820.01  0.940.01  1.250.01  1.500.01  1.750.01  2.280.015  2.780.015  3.28 ? 0.015  0.25  0.38  0.50  0.62  0.75  1.00  1.25  1.50  2.00  2.50  3.00  0.450  0.570  0.720  0.850  0.970  1.280  1.530  1.780  2.315  2.815  3.315  0.530  0.650  0.800  0.930  1.050  1.360  1.610  1.860  2.395  2.895  3.395  1.03  1.23  1.36  1.59  1.73  1.91  2.28  2.66  3.17  3.97  4.35    em02  em03  em04  em05  em06  em08  em10  em12  em16  em20  em24               notes:    1.  material shall be low-carbon steel with electroless nickel coating per sae ams  2404c except end fitting shall be cres, 300 series, passivated.    2.  standard minimum length is 2 inches for one-piece (style a), and 2.5 inches for two- piece (style b).    3.  when conduit od exceeds id of connector shell, a two-piece (style b or c) will be  supplied.    4.  assembly identified per mil-std-130.    5.  basic part no. without o-rings is gr2125      basic part no. with o-rings is gro2125    6.  dimensions in inches.                figure 4-7.  gr2125 transition fitting for triaxial connector (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-19    gr2126 end fitting for flexible conduit                  notes:    1.  material shall be cres, 300 series, passivated.    2.  identify per mil-std-130.    3.  dimensions in inches.              figure 4-8.  gr2126 end fitting for flexible conduit 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-20  gr2127 conduit coupling                    notes:    1.  material:  low carbon steel with cadmium plating per qq-p-416.    2.  identify per mil-std-130.    3.  dimensions in inches.      part number development     example:     basic part no.    gr2127-em06    conduit part no. (see table)  em06      figure 4-9.  gr2127 conduit coupling 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-21  gr2128 panel fitting       2. 500  -      notes:    1.  body material shall be cres, 300 series passivated.    2.  locknut material shall be low-carbon steel with electroless nickel coating per  sae ams 2404c.    3.  identify per mil-std-130.    4.  dimensions in inches.      figure 4-10.  gr2128 panel fitting 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  4-22  gr2129 ferrule and coupling nut for flexible conduit        notes:    1.  ferrule material shall be cres, 300 series, passivated.     2.  coupling nut shall be low-carbon steel with electroless nickel coating per sae  ams 2404c.    3.  the ?a? threads to be perfect to within 0.094 inches from bottom.  no thread relief  at inner end permitted.     4.  identify per mil-std-130.    5.  dimensions in inches.    6.  the american national thread series (n) has been superseded by the united thread  series (un).  the ?ns? thread sizes listed in table i are retained for use with those  items which have ?ns? threads.    7.  the gr2129-em06 assembly couples 3/4-inch conduit to the stuffing-tube adapter,  figure 7-11 in section 7.    figure 4-11.  gr2129 ferrule and coupling nut for   flexible  circuit 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-23  gr2130 isolator adapter     table i  basic  mates with gr 2000 series  a thread  b dia  c thread  part no  2120 2121 2122 2123 2124 2125 2129  class 2b   .02  class 2a  gr2130-01              3/8-32 unef 0.69 3/8-32 unef  gr2130-02              7/16-27 uns 0.75 7/16-27 uns  gr2130-03              7/16-28 uns 0.75 7/16-28 uns  gr2130-04                    1/2-28 unef  0.82  1/2-28 unef  gr2130-05              9/16-24 unef 0.88 9/16-24 unef  gr2130-06                    5/8-24 unef  0.94  5/8-24 unef  gr2130-07              11/16-24 unef 1.00 11/16-24 unef  gr2130-08            3/4-16 unef  1.06  3/4-16 unef  gr2130-09                     3/4-20 unef  1.06  3/4-20 unef  gr2130-10                      7/8-20 unef  1.19  7/8-20 unef  gr2130-11                     1-20 unef  1.31  1-20 unef  gr2130-12            1-1/16-18 unef  1.38  1-1/16-18 unef  gr2130-13           1-1/8-12 un 1.44 1-1/8-12 un  gr2130-14            1-1/8-14 n 1.44  1-1/8-14 n  gr2130-15              1-1/8-18 unef 1.44 1-1/8-18 unef  gr2130-16              1-1/8-24 uns 1.44 1-1/8-24 uns  gr2130-17                 1-3/16-18 unef  1.50  1-3/16-18 unef  gr2130-18              1-1/4-18 unef 1.56 1-1/4-18 unef  gr2130-19           1-288-14 unef 1.60 1-288-14 unef  gr2130-20           1-5/16-12 un 1.63 1-5/16-12 un  gr2130-21              1-3/8-18 unef 1.69 1-3/8-18 unef  gr2130-22                 1-7/16-18 unef  1.75  1-7/16-18 unef  gr2130-23           1-5/8-12 un 1.94 1-5/8-12 un  gr2130-24              1-5/8-18 unef 1.94 1-5/8-18 unef  gr2130-25                 1-3/4-18 ns  2.06  1-3/4-18 ns  gr2130-26           1-3/16-12 un 2.13 1-3/16-12 un  gr2130-27              1-7/8-16 un 2.19 1-7/8-16 un  gr2130-28              1-29/32-18 uns 2.22 1-29/32-18 uns  gr2130-29                    2-18 ns  2.31  2-18 ns  gr2130-30           2.025-11-1/2 n 2.34 2.025-11-1/2 n  gr2130-31           2-1/16-12 un 2.38 2-1/16-12 un    figure 4-12.  gr2130 isolator adapter (sheet 1 of 2)

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  4-24  gr2130 continued   table i (continued)  basic  mates with gr 2000 series  a thread  b dia  c thread  part no  2120 2121 2122 2123 2124 2125 2129  class 2b   .02  class 2a  gr2130-32               2-1/16-16 un 2.38 2-1/16-16 un  gr2130-33                2-1/16-20 unef 2.38 2-1/16-20 unef  gr2130-34               2-1/8-16 un 2.44 2-1/8-16 un  gr2130-35              2-1/8-18 uns 2.44 2-1/8-18 uns  gr2130-36           2-1/4-11-1/2 n 2.56 2-1/4-11-1/2 n  gr2130-37                2-1/4-16 un  2.56  2-1/4-16 un  gr2130-38            2-5/16-12 un 2.63 2-5/16-12 un  gr2130-39               2-5/16-16 un 2.63 2-5/16-16 un  gr2130-40                 2-3/8-16 un  2.69  2-3/8-16 un  gr2130-41                 2-1/2-16 un  2.81  2-1/2-16 un  gr2130-42                 2-5/8-16 un  2.94  2-5/8-16 un  gr2130-43           2-11/16-12 un 3.00 2-11/16-12 un  gr2130-44              2-13/16-18 uns 3.13 2-13/16-18 uns  gr2130-45               2-7/8-16 un 3.19 2-7/8-16 un  gr2130-46            3-12 un  3.31  3-12 un  gr2130-47                3-16 un  3.31  3-16 un  gr2130-48              3-1/8-1/2 un  3.44  3-1/8-1/2 un  gr2130-49         3-3/8-16 un 3.69 3-3/8-16 un  gr2130-50         3-7/8-16 un 4.19 3-7/8-16 un  gr2130-51            3/4-14 npsm 1.35 3/4-14 npsm  gr2130-52           1-11-1/2 npsm 1.61 1-11-1/2 npsm  gr2130-53            1-1/4-11-1/2  npsm  1.95 1-1/4-11-1/2  npsm  gr2130-54           2-1/2-8 npsm 3.15 2-1/2-8 npsm  gr2130-55            3-8 npsm  3.78  3-8 npsm       notes:    1.  the gr2130 isolator adapter is made of a non-conductive material to electrically  insulate the gr2000 series fittings from the associated connectors, backshells,  stuffing-tubes, etc.     2.  basic part no. without o-rings is gr2125      basic part no. with o-rings is gro2125    3.  adapters numbered gr2130-51 through gr2130-55 have npsm threads (straight pipe  threads for mechanical joints).    4.  parts identified per mil-std-130     5.  dimensions in inches.    figure 4-12.  gr2130 isolator adapter (sheet 2 of 2)

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-25            1.  tin the end of flexible conduit lightly and cut off ragged portion with a hacksaw.     2.  place end fitting over flexible conduit and silver solder in place.  hold end fitting and  conduit vertically when soldering to prevent excess solder from running back onto  the conduit and introducing unwanted stiffness      basic part no. with o-rings is gro2125    3.  adapters numbered gr2130-51 through gr2130-55 have npsm threads (straight pipe  threads for mechanical joints).          4.  slide coupling nut, tapered ferrule, and transition body over cable and flexible  conduit as shown in view b.     5.  place adapter, flat washer, nylon insulator, nut, flat washer, and gasket over cable.    6.  cut cable jacket back 1/4 inch exposing braid.          7.  place braid clamp over braid and push back against cable jacket.      8.  comb out braid and fold braid wires evenly around circumference of braid clamp to  ensure good electrical contact.    9.  trim braid to proper length as shown in view c.      figure 4-13.  assembly instructions - flexible conduit    to triaxial connector using a gr2125 transition    fitting room (sheet 1 of 2)   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          4-26        10. cut dielectric back 1/8 inch exposing copper conductor.    11. solder male contact to center conductor.  remove any excess solder from the  contact with a file or knife.          12. place triaxial connector inner body over male contact and braid clamp.  slide rubber  gasket and flat washer into body and tighten nut in place.  screw adapter onto  transition body.  see view e..    13. hold transition body in one hand and pull back on flexible conduit until back end of  end fitting extends approximately 1/2 inch beyond the male threaded end of the  transition body.  slide the tapered ferrule into place and tighten coupling nut onto  body.    14. place nylon insulator over inner body, then slide outer body into place and tighten as  required.        15. assemble fittings on other end of flexible conduit being sure to predetermine the  cable length and the position of the end fitting within the transition body.  see view f.      figure 4-13.  assembly instructions - flexible conduit    to triaxial connector using a gr2125 transition    fitting room (sheet 2 of 2) 

         section 5  rp2000 series fittings for flexible conduit   (reusable type) 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-1     section  5       rp2000-series fittings for flexible conduit (reusable type)    5.1 background      the original specification for rp2000-series fittings appeared in appendix 3 of navships  0967-283-5010, dated 5 october 1972.  these original fittings were designed to fit the flexible  shielding conduit specified in appendix 1 of the same document, which did not specify a standard  outside diameter dimension for each size of conduit.  as a result, the outside diameter varied with  each manufacturer, and the fittings made by a particular manufacturer were designed to fit their  conduit only.    5.2 scope      this specification describes rp2000-series fittings to be used on the flexible metal shielding  conduit specified in  appendix d,  in which the dimension of the outside diameter for each nominal size  of conduit is standardized.      the fittings described in this section are attached to the conduit by gripping the conduit braid  directly by means of friction and do not provide a watertight assembly.  by comparison, the gr2000- series (described in section 4) requires that a component of the fitting be brazed directly to the conduit  braid.  the assembly is made watertight by means of o-ring seals.  for most installations the  rp2000-series fittings are preferred.    5.3 applicable documents    5.3.1  issues of documents       the following documents, of the issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for  proposal, form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.     specifications      federal       l-p-410  plastic, polyamide (nylon), rigid:            rods, tubes, flats, molded and        cast parts          qq-a-225  aluminum and aluminum alloy bar,            rod, wire or special shapes;             rolled, drawn or cold finished;         general specification for       standards      federal       fed-std-66  steel, chemical composition and        hardenability   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-2    military          mil-std-130  identification marking of u.s.         military property          ms3155 (navy)  connector, electric, rear accessory        design standard    (copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required by contractors in connection  with specific procurement functions should be obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by  the contracting officer.)    5.3.2 other publications       the following documents form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.   unless otherwise indicated, the issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal  shall apply.          american society for testing and materials (astm)        ansi/astm-d4066  standard specification for nylon injection        and extrusion materials         astm-std-b85  aluminum alloy die castings        sae ams 2404c  electroless nickel plating          national bureau of standards  screw-thread standards for federal        handbook h28    services (parts i & ii)         5.4 construction    5.4.1 function       the rp2000-series reusable fittings provide a method of joining connectors, applicable hull  fittings, and similar devices to flexible shielding conduit.  there are three basic types in this series:      a.  an end fitting, which is attached to a conduit and provides a standard thread size for  attaching adapters;      b.  a coupling, which typically joins two lengths of conduit; and      c.  an adapter, which provides thread compatibility between an end-      fitting and various devices such as connectors and hull fittings. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-3      the term "reusable" means that an end fitting or coupling can be readily attached to or  removed from conduit simply by tightening or loosening a gripping mechanism.      table 5-1 lists the rp2000-series fittings.  these fittings are illustrated in the data sheets (see  paragraph 5.12).    table 5-1.  rp2000-series fittings      type  fig.  no.  basic  part no.    description  end fittings  5-1  rp2100  conduit end fitting, straight    5-2  rp2110  conduit end fitting, 90    5-3  rp2120  conduit end fitting, 45    5-4  rp2130  end fitting, conduit-to-panel    5-5  rp2140  end fitting, conduit-to-pipe thd (tapered)    5-6  rp2141  end fitting, conduit-to-pipe thd (straight)        couplings  5-7  rp2200 coupling, conduit-to-conduit    5-8  rp2210 coupling, conduit-to-pipe        adapters  5-9  rp2311  adapter for mil-c-5015 connector  (connectors)  5-10  rp2321  adapter for triaxial connector    5-11  rp2330  adapter for coaxial connector    5-12  rp2340  adapter for mil-c-26482 connector    5-13  rp2350  adapter for ms3155 type connectors    5-14  rp2360  adapter for mil-c-28840(ec) backshell        adapters  5-15  rp2400  adapter for mil-s-24235/1 stuffing tube  (misc)  5-16  rp2411  adapter for misc threaded fittings    5-17  rp2420  adapter for mil-c-24231 hull fitting    5-18  rp2430  adapter for pipe thread (tapered)    5-19  rp2431  adapter for pipe thread (straight)    5-20  rp2440 adapter, nonmetallic        adapter (end)  5-21  rp2500  adapter for panel termination        adapters  5-22  rp2610 adapter, 90  (angle)  5-23  rp2620 adapter, 45      5.4.2 basic construction       the illustrations in the data sheets, figures  5-1  through  5-23,  show the basic construction and  the essential characteristics of the rp2000-series fittings.  the illustrations are those of typical fittings  and are intended to show function only.  other constructional details are left to the option of the  manufacturer except as noted elsewhere in this specification.  welded fabrication of the fittings is  allowed.  dimensions and thread sizes shown are those which must exist after plating is completed.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-4  5.4.3 conduit-gripping mechanism       the illustrations of end fittings and couplings, figures  5-1  through  5-8,  show a slotted ferrule  as the conduit-gripping mechanism, but any other simple method that meets the performance  requirements is acceptable.    5.4.4 overlap length       the overlap length "l" in the illustrations of end fittings and couplings indicates the minimum  length of conduit required by the conduit-gripping mechanism to function properly.    5.4.5 minimum id       the minimum inside diameter of end-fittings and of conduit couplings shall not be less than  the minimum inside diameter of the associated conduit.    5.4.6 knurl length       the total length of a knurl may consist of either one wide band (as illustrated in the figures) or  two or more narrow bands of knurls located close to each other.    5.4.7  standard thread sizes       table 5-2  lists a series of standard thread sizes which have been selected for mating between  end-fittings and adapters.  a single thread size is associated with each size of end-fitting, and each  size of end-fitting is associated with only one size of conduit.  thus, any size conduit can be  terminated at a variety of connectors, hull fittings, etc., by means of its associated end-fitting and the  proper adapter.  the thread classes shall be class 2a and 2b for the male and female threads,  respectively.  they shall be constructed according to the standards set forth in handbook h28 (part  1).    table 5-2.  standard thread sizes for end-fittings and adapters    standard size conduit  end-fitting  adapter  conduit  part  number  conduit size  (nominal id)  (inches)  conduit od  (over braid)  b  thread  (class 2b)  c  thread  (class 2a)  em02  1/4  0.42  0.01  0.4375  -28  unef  0.4375  -28  unef  em03  3/8  0.54  0.01  0.5625  -24  unef  0.5625  -24  unef  em04  1/2  0.69  0.01  0.6875  -24  unef  0.6875  -24  unef  em05  5/8  0.82  0.01  0.8125  -20  unef  0.8125  -20  unef  em06  3/4  0.94  0.01  0.9375  -20  unef  0.9375  -20  unef  em08  1  1.25  0.01  1.250  -18  unef  1.250  -18  unef  em10  1-1/4  1.50  0.01  1.5625  -18  unef  1.5625  -18  unef  em12  1-1/2  1.75  0.01  1.875  -16  un  1.875  -16  unef  em16  2  2.28  0.015  2.375  -16  un  2.375  -16  unef  em20  2-1/2  2.78  0.015  2.875  -16  un  2.875  -16  un  em24  3  3.28  0.015  3.375  -16  un  3.375  -16  un   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-5  5.5 materials    5.5.1  material for most fittings       unless otherwise noted, the rp2000-series fittings shall be made of mild steel, aisi type  b113, or any aisi-type low-carbon, hot, or cold-rolled steels, in accordance with fed-std-66, having  chemical compositions within the following ranges:        carbon  (c)  0.08% to  0.25% max    manganese  (mn)  0.25% to  1.15% max    phosphorus  (p)  0.04% to  0.12% max    sulphur  (s)  0.05% to  0.35% max    lead  (pb)  0.15% to  0.35% max      5.5.2  optional material for rp2330       the rp2330 adapter may be fabricated from polyamide (nylon) in accordance with l-p-410 or  ansi/astm-d4066 whenever installations require that the rp2330 insulate the connector from  conduit.    5.5.3  optional material for rp2350       the rp2350 adapter may be fabricated from aluminum alloy in accordance with qq-a-225 or  astm-std-b85 provided that minimum spacing requirements for aluminum backshells as delineated  in  paragraph 7.7  are met.    5.5.4  material for rp2440       the rp2440 adapter shall be fabricated from polyamide (nylon) rods or tubes in accordance  with l-p-410 or molded from nylon molding plastic in accordance with ansi/astm-d4066.  an  optional material is the "super tough" nylon identified by the dupont trade name "zytel" st801 (or  equivalent).  super tough nylon comes in stock shapes for machining, or it can be molded.    5.6 finish    5.6.1  finish for steel fittings       the finish on the steel fittings shall be electroless nickel in accordance with sae ams 2404c   electroless nickel plating.    5.6.2  finish for aluminum fitting       the finish on the aluminum fitting shall be electroless nickel in accordance with sae ams  2404c  electroless nickel plating.    5.7 workmanship      fittings shall be fabricated so that they are uniform in quality and free from defects that could  make the fitting unsatisfactory for the intended purpose.       

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-6  5.7.1  welding or brazing       fittings fabricated by welding or brazing shall have joints free from defects such as cracks,  undercuts, and gaps.  there shall be no burn-through.  fillets shall be uniform and smooth.    5.7.2 cable protection       the fittings shall have smooth inner surfaces free from sharp edges that could abrade the  insulation or braid of a cable.  use chamfers or radii where applicable.  break all sharp edges and  corners.    5.8 marking      each rp2000-series fitting shall be marked in accordance with mil-std-130 with the name  of the manufacturer and with its complete part number as specified in this section.  additional  markings may be included at the option of the manufacturer.    5.9 performance    5.9.1 welding restriction       installation of any rp2000-series fitting shall not require welding, brazing, or similar  operations.    5.9.2  tensile and compressive load tests       all end-fittings and couplings shall withstand, without slippage, a tensile load of 50 pounds  applied between fitting and conduit for 1 minute.  also, such fittings shall withstand, without slippage, a  compressive load of 50 pounds applied between fitting and conduit for 1 minute.    5.10 qualification    5.10.1 qualification       manufacturers' designs for end-fittings and couplings must be approved by the navy.   qualification tests are not required for adapters, but they must be manufactured in accordance with  this specification.  manufacturers who are interested in having their designs approved should follow  the procedure listed below.  samples sent for testing should be addressed to the naval undersea  warfare center, code 3431, newport, ri 02841-1708.  approval of the rp2100 and rp2200 fittings  will be based on conformity of the fitting to the characteristics outlined in this specification and on any  other factors which may affect intended performance.  the navy reserves the right to require that  sample fittings be made available for testing in all sizes the manufacturer wishes to have approved.   no indebtedness between the u.s. government and any manufacturer will be incurred in connection  with these qualification tests.  test samples and drawings shall be shipped prepaid by the  manufacturer and will not be returned.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-7  5.10.2  application for qualification       manufacturers shall submit to nuwc, emc branch, code 3431, newport, ri, a sample 3/4- inch size rp2100 end-fitting installed on a 1-foot length of conduit (identified by manufacturer's name  and part number).  in addition, drawings showing construction details of all sizes of the rp2100 end- fitting shall be submitted.  the drawings shall be numbered and dated for reference purposes.    5.10.3 deviations       deviations from this specification such as change in thread size, material or mechanical  design will be considered if the performance requirements can be met.  most changes will require a  new part number for proper identification.  requests for approval of a modification, and assignment of  a new part number shall be addressed to nuwc, emc branch, code 3431, newport, ri, telephone  (800)-669-6892 x35540.  new part numbers and data will be made available upon request, and will be  included in the next change to this handbook.    5.10.4 sources        the rp2100- and rp2200-series fittings must be obtained only from the qualified sources  listed in the qualified products list,  appendix c.   since the rp2300- through rp2600-series adapters  are simple threaded fittings, they may be obtained from any source which manufactures them in  accordance with this specification.    5.11  preparation for delivery    5.11.1 identification label       a printed label or tag, in addition to marking required by  paragraph 5.8,  shall be furnished with  each fitting.  the label shall provide the part number, the manufacturer's name, and any other  information, such as a sketch or instruction, which the manufacturer deems pertinent for proper  installation.    5.11.2 packaging       each fitting supplied under this specification shall be individually packaged together with an  identification label (see  paragraph 5.11.1)  in a transparent plastic bag.  the bag shall have an  interlocking seal ("zip-loc" type) or shall be closed by heat sealing.  part number identification on the  label shall be easily visible through the sealed bag.    5.12  data sheets for fittings and adapters      the following data sheets, figures  5-1  through  5-23,  form a part of this specification.  they  include assembly drawings, tables of appropriate data, and part number information.      information regarding installation methods for these fittings may be obtained from navships  drawing 80064-302-4788653, "installation methods for high-permeability flexible conduit hardware,"  (revision a is the latest revision as of the date of this handbook).  note that this drawing is referenced  for information only and, where discrepancies exist, this handbook takes precedence.  note, for  example, that the "typical grounding method" shown as "method 10-e" in sheet 010 is superseded by  the method shown in mil-std-1310d. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-8  rp2100 conduit end fitting, straight          notes:    1.  the function of the rp2100 end fitting is to terminate flexible shielding conduit and  provide a standard thread for attaching all rp2000 series adapters.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-1.  rp2100 conduit end fitting, straight 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-9  rp2100 conduit end fitting, 90          notes:    1.  the function of the rp2110 90 end fitting is to terminate flexible shielding conduit  and provide a standard thread for attaching all rp2000 series adapters.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-2.  rp2110 conduit end fitting, 90 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-10  rp2120 conduit end fitting, 45          notes:    1.  the function of the rp2120 45 end fitting is to terminate flexible shielding conduit  and provide a standard thread for attaching all rp2000 series adapters.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.          figure 5-3.  rp2120 conduit end fitting, 45 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-11  rp2130 end fitting, conduit-to-panel        notes:    1.  the function of the rp2130 end fitting is to terminate flexible shielding conduit  directly to a panel.  two nuts are to be supplied with this fitting.  one nut securs  the fitting to the panel, and a second nut acts as a lock nut to the first.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.          figure 5-4.  rp2130 conduit end fitting, conduit-to-panel 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-12  rp2140 end fitting, conduit-to-pipe thread (tapered)      notes:    1.  the function of the rp2140 end fitting is to terminate flexible shielding conduit with  a reusable fitting having an external tapered pipe thread.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.          figure 5-5.  rp2140 end fitting, conduit-to-pipe    thread (tapered) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-13  rp2141 end fitting, conduit-to-pipe thread (straight)        notes:    1.  the function of the rp2141 end fitting is to terminate flexible shielding conduit with  a reusable fitting having an external straight pipe thread.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.            figure 5-6.  rp2141 end fitting, conduit-to-pipe    thread (straight) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-14  rp2200 coupling, conduit-to-conduit        notes    1.  the function of the rp2200 conduit-to-conduit coupling, style 01, is to connect two  identical sizes of flexible shielding conduit; sytle 02 connects two different sizes  of conduit.    2.  for style 02 to provide a telescoping feature, the inside diameter of the large  conduit must be larger than the outside diameter of the small conduit.     3.  example of style 02 use: an inline connector (or similar component) installed in a  cable can be shielded with the aid of these couplings. the connector is enclosed in  a short length of large conduit which is then coupled at each end to the small  conduit which encloses the cable.       4.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     5.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-7.  rp2200 coupling, conduit-to-conduit 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-15  rp2210 coupling, conduit-to-pipe        notes:    1.  the function of the rp2210 coupling is to attach flexible shielding conduit to rigid  shielding conduit (?black iron? pipe).      2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-8.  rp2210 coupling, conduit-to-pipe 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-16  rp2311 adapter for mil-c-5015 connector        notes:    1.  the function of the rp2210 coupling is to attach flexible shielding conduit to rigid  shielding conduit (?black iron? pipe).      2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.                  figure 5-9.  rp2311 adapter for mil-c-5015      connector (sheet 1 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-17  rp2311 (continued)    table ii  mil-c-5015 connector code  conn  code  mfr class series  a  b  c  d  e  f  all mfr  amphenol  amphenol  bendix  cannon  cannon    a  e&r  a,e,&r  a  e&r  ms-series backshell  ms3100, ms3101, ms3106, 97-3100, 97-3101, 97-3106  ms3100, ms3101, ms3106, 69-3100, 69-3101, 69-3106  ms3100, ms3101, ms3106, 10-214, 10-720, 10-721, 10-726  ms3100, ms3101, ms3106, ca3101, ca3106  ms3100, ms3101, ms3106    table iii  a-thread code and adapter dimensions  a  thread  code  conn  shell  size  connector  code  (see table 2311-2)  a  thread  (class 2b)  h    .02  d  dia  .02  e  dia  .02  j  (style 01)*  .03  01  02  03  04  04  05  05  06  06  07  08  08  09  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  8s  8s  8  8s  10s  10s  10sl  10sl  12,12s  12,12s  12sl  14,14s  16,16s  18  20  20  20,22  22  24  24,28  28  32  32  32  36  36  36  36  36  40  40  40  44  48  48  d  b  c,e,f  a  a,b,c,d,f  e  e,f  a,b,c,d  a,d,f  b,c,e  a  a,b,c,d,e,f  a,b,c,d,e,f  a,b,c,d,e,f  b,d,e,f  c  a  b,c,d,e,f  b,c,d,e,f  a  b,c,d,e,f  a  d,e,f  b,c  a  d  c  e,f  b  a  d  b,e,f  b,f  f  b  .375-32 unef  .4375-27 uns  .4375-28 unef  .500-28 unef  .500-28 unef  .5625-24 unef  .5625-24 unef  .625-24 unef  .625-24 unef  .6875-24 unef  .750-20 unef  .750-20 unef  .875-20 unef  1.000-20 unef  1.125-18 unef  1.125-24 uns  1.1875-18 unef  1.250-18 unef  1.375-18 unef  1.4375-18 unef  1.625-18 unef  1.750-18 uns  1.875-16 un  1.9063-18  2.000-18 uns  2.0625-16 uns  2.0625-20  2.125-16 un  2.125-18  2.250-16 un  2.3125-16 uns  2.375-16 un  2.625-16 un  2.8125-18  2.875-16 un  .18  .21  .21  .21  .21  .25  .25  .25  .25  .25  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .28  .31  .28  .31  .28  .31  .31  .31  .31  .28  .31  .50  .56  .56  .62  .62  .68  .68  .75  .75  .81  .87  .87  1.00  1.12  1.25  1.25  1.31  1.37  1.50  1.56  1.75  1.87  2.00  2.03  2.12  2.18  2.18  2.25  2.25  2.37  2.43  2.50  2.75  2.93  3.00  .28  .34  .34  .37  .37  .45  .45  .50  .50  .57  .62  .62  .75  .87  1.00  1.00  1.06  1.12  1.25  1.31  1.50  1.62  1.75  1.78  1.87  1.93  1.93  2.00  2.00  2.12  2.18  2.25  2.50  2.68  2.75  .50  .53  .53  .56  .56  .59  .59  .62  .62  .65  .68  .68  .71  .75  .78  .78  .81  .87  1.00  1.06  1.12  1.18  1.25  1.28  1.34  1.37  1.37  1.40  1.40  1.50  1.56  1.62  1.87  2.06  2.12    * for style 2, j dimension is zero.      figure 5-9.  rp2311 adapter for mil-c-5015      connector (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-18  rp2321 adapter for triaxial connector      notes:    1.  the function of the rp2321 couples triaxial connectors to rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120  end fittings.     2.  rp2321 supersedes rp2320; therefore, and requirement for an rp2320 will be  satisfied with an rp2321.        3.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     4.  dimensions are in inches.          figure 5-10.  rp2321 adapter for triaxial connector

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  5-19  rp2330 adapter for coaxial connector        notes:    1.  the rp2330 adapter couples coaxial connectors to rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120 end  fittings.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.    3.  select an a-thread from table ii which matches that of the back nut on the  connector being used. if none of the a-threads match, substitute the desired a- thread information in lieu of the a-thread code in the part number. for example, an  adapter with a   28 thread of 5/16? h-length for a 3/8? conduit would hav e the part  number rp2330-1/2-28-5/16-03.    4.  if a particular installation requires that the connector body be ?floated? off  ground, that is, insulated from the conduit, use the material code letter ?n? in the  part number. this letter indicates the non-conducting material, nylon.    5.  the rp2440 nylon adapter provides an optional method of insulating connector  body from conduit.       6.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-11.  rp2330 adapter for coaxial connector (sheet 1 of 3) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  5-20  rp2330 (continued)          notes (continued):    7.  this rp2330 adapter is designed to replace the gland nut (a simple one-piece  threaded component) at the rear of a mil-c-39012 connector, in order to provide a  means for terminating flexible shielding conduit. however, the mil-c-39012  specification does not provide configuration control over most of the internal  components. as a result, (1) the thread sizes for the rear end of coaxial  connectors may vary among manufacturers, and (2) several different internal  designs have been produced, some of which are not compatible with the existing  rp2330 adapter.         because there is not configuration control, the government designation (such as  part number m39012/01-0015) for an m39012 connector gives no indication as to which  internal design is contained in the connector, for examble, the m39012/01-0015,  supplied by automatic connector, inc., may have the compatible one-piece gland-nut  design or it may have a newer deisgn (called wedge-lock) which includes a gland  nut with a captive free-spinning ferrule that presses the fanned-out cable-braid  against a conical body without rotating, as the gland nut is tightened. this newer  design is not compatible with the existing one-piece rp2330 adapter because the  adapter tends to cut the cable-braid in a sawing action as it is tightened.          as an interim solution to making the rp2330 adapter compatible with the wedge-lock  design (for example) and adapter-ferrule, to be used in conjunction with the rp2330  adapter, must be provided. this adapter-ferrul should duplicate the basic shape of  the free-spinning ferrule contained in the connector.         table iii lists three sizes of adapter ferrule (for the ?wedge-lock? design only) to  be used with the rp2330 adapter. note that the inside dimensions of the ferrule  restrict the size of coaxial cable diameter which can be used. note that this  ferrule does not provide for retention of the original watertight integrity of the  complete connector.         another method of obtaining an adapter ferrule is to use the actual ferrule  portion of the connector by cuttin g it from the gland nut.          comment: a better method of terminating flexible shielding conduit to a coaxial  connector may be an adapter designed to attach to the outside of the connector  rather than disturbing the internal components of the connector itself. the rear  end of the adapter would provide threads for attaching a conduit end-fitting.                     figure 5-11.  rp2330 adapter for coaxial connector (sheet 2 of 3)

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-21  rp2330 (continued)                            figure 5-11.  rp2330 adapter for coaxial connector (sheet 3 of 3) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-22  rp2340 adapter for mil-c-26482 connector                    figure 5-12.  rp2340 adapter for mil-c-26482      connector (sheet 1 of 2)

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  5-23  rp2340 (continued)                  notes:    1.  the rp2340 adapter couples mil-c-26482 connectors (ms3110, ms3111, or ms3116 series)  to rp2100, rp 2110, or rp2120 end fittings.     2.  for mil-c-26482, series 2 the rp2350 adapter may be used.      3.  the thread length, h, is critical. if a die is used to cut the thread, the h dimension is  as shown. if a lathe is used to cut the thread, reduce h dimension by 0.06 inches.      4.  dimension not available    5.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.    6.  see paragraph 7.7 for conditions for use of aluminum connector backshells.      7.  dimensions are in inches.                                          figure 5-12.  rp2340 adapter for mil-c-26482      connector (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  5-24  rp2350 adapter for ms3155-type connectors            figure 5-13.  rp2350 adapter for ms3155-type      connectors (sheet 1 of 2)

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-25  rp2350 (continued)      notes:    1.  the rp2350 adapter couples connectors listed in table 1 to rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120  conduit end fittings.    2.  the coupling nut end of this adapter shall conform to military standard ms3155  (navy), ?connector, electric, rear accessory design standard?. ms3155 takes  precedence over this specification.       3.  the e diameter and m-thread of this specification are the same as the e diameter and  m-thread of ms3155, and are included for reference purposes.        4.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.    5.  aluminum alloy may be specified provided that minimum spacing requirements for  the adapter (backshell), delineated in  paragraph 7.7  are met.       6.  dimensions are in inches.          figure 5-13.  rp2350 adapter for ms3155-type      connectors (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-26  rp2360 adapter for mil-c-28840(ec) backshell                      figure 5-14.  rp2360 adapter for mil-c-28840(ec)      backshell (sheet 1 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-27  rp2360 (continued)        a thread  code  shell size  (ref.)  a thread  (class 2b)  d dia  .015  e dia  .015  01  02  03  04  05  06  07  08  09  10  11  12  13  14  15  b,c  b,c  c  d,e  c,d,f  d,e,f,g  f,g,h  g,h,j  j  c,d,e  c,d,e,f,g  d,e,f,g  f,g,h  g,h,j  j  .625-24 unef  .750-20 unef  .875-20 unef  1.000-20 unef  1.118-18 unef  1.438-18 unef  1.750-18 uns  2.000-18 uns  2.250-16 uns  1.125-18 unef  1.250-18 unef  1.625-18 unef  1.875-18 uns  2.125-16 un  2.750-16 un  .875  1.000  1.125  1.250  1.438  1.688  2.000  2.250  2.500  1.375  1.500  1.875  2.125  2.375  3.000  .453  .578  .703  .828  1.000  1.250  1.562  1.813  2.062  .938  1.078  1.438  1.688  1.938  2.563      notes:    1.  the rp2360 adapter provides a non-environmental coupling between the mil-c- 28840(ec) backshells and the rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120 end fittings.       specifically, the a-thread of this adapter (a-thread codes 01 thru 09) mates with the  v-thread of the m28840/6 backshell (straight), the m23340/8 backshell (90  ), or the  m28840/9 backshell (45  ).       the a-thread codes 10 thru 15 mate with the c-threads of m28840/5, m28840/25 or  m28840/27. (the a-thread codes 03 and 04 mate with these c-threads also).         2.  this adapter will also mate with the plug assemblies m28840/26, m28840/28 or m28840/29  since the backshells used in these plug assemblies are the m28840/6, m28840/8 and  m28840/9 types respectively.       3.  the column labeled ?shell size (ref)? is presented for reference purposes only. it  does not directly effect the selection of an adapter size to mate with a particular  backshell size. only the c-thread or the v-thread size of a backshell determines  which a-thread size of adapter to use.      4.  dimension not available    5.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.    6.  see  paragraph 7.7  for conditions for use of aluminum connector backshells.      7.  dimensions are in inches.                        figure 5-14.  rp2360 adapter for mil-c-28840(ec)      backshell (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-28  rp2400 adapter for mil-s-24235/1 stuffing tube      notes:    1.  the rp2400 adapter couples mil-s-24235/1 stuffing tubes to rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120  end fittings.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  the maximum ?p? dimension of table ii should be larger than the ?c? thread outside  dimension when the required ?c? and ?a? thread combination would result in ?c? o d  larger than the ?p? dimension given for the required ?a? thread o d.     4.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-15.  rp2400 adapter for mil-s-24235/1 stuffing tube 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-29  rp2411 adapter for miscellaneous threaded fittings        notes:    1.  the rp2411 adapter couples miscellaneous fittings to rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120 end  fittings.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  the american national thread series (n) has been superseded by the unified thread  series (un). the series n-thread sizes listed in table ii are retained for use with  those items which have series n-threads.      4.  dimensions are in inches.          figure 5-16.  rp2411 adapter for miscellaneous    threaded fittings 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-30  rp2420 adapter for mil-c-24231 hull fitting      notes:    1.  the rp2420 adapter couples mil-s-24231 pressureproof connectors (hull fittings) to  rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120 end fittings.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.          figure 5-17.  rp2420 adapter for mil-c-24231   hull fitting 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-31  rp2430 adapter for pipe thread (tapered)        notes:    1.  the rp2430 adapter couples any fitting having a female tapered pipe thread to  rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120 end fittings.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.          figure 5-18.  rp2430 adapter for pipe thread (tapered) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-32  rp2431 adapter for pipe thread (straight)        notes:    1.  the rp2431 adapter couples any fitting having a female straight pipe thread to  rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120 end fittings.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-19.  rp2431 adapter for pipe thread (straight) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-33  rp2440 adapter, non-metallic        notes:    1.  the rp2440 adapter couples an rp2000-series metallic end-fitting to an rp2000-series  metallic adapter, and provides electrical isolation between them.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-20.  rp2440 adapter, nonmetallic 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-34  rp2500 adapter for panel termination      notes:    1.  the rp2500 adapter provides the capability of terminating an rp2100, rp2110, or rp2120  endfitting to a panel.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.        figure 5-21.  rp2500 adapter for panel termination 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-35  rp2610 adapter, 90          notes:    1.  the rp2610 adapter converts a straight rp2100 end fitting into a 90 end fitting. see  rp2110.    2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.                figure 5-22.  rp2610 adapter, 90 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          5-36  rp2620 adapter, 45            notes:    1.  the rp2620  adapter converts a straight rp2100 end fitting into a 45 end fitting. see  rp2120.      2.  see text for material, finish, marking, etc.     3.  dimensions are in inches.              figure 5-23.  rp2620 adapter, 45   

     section 6  cable and spacing requirements 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  6-1    section 6    cable spacing and shielding requirements      6.1 introduction      electromagnetic compatibility (emc) between electrical/electronic equipment and systems is  achieved in part by close adherence to proven installation methods and procedures.  this section  provides such a procedure.  it can be employed to establish the necessary cable grouping, routing,  spacing, and shielding requirements to ensure emc in naval installations.  the procedure is based on  the following parameters.      a.  radiation characteristics of cables and other interference sources.      b.  susceptibility characteristics of cables in terms of "effective loop area."      c.  sensitivity and operating frequency of equipment connected to the susceptible cables.      d.  shielding effectiveness of shielding conduit.    6.2 scope      this section describes the requirements for cable spacing between susceptible cables and  cables that radiate electromagnetic energy, and between susceptible cables and other interference  sources.  the use of shielding conduit is specified only when the spacing requirements cannot be met.   cable spacing and shielding requirements contained in this section are valid for any shipboard use  where the cable types designated herein are employed.  although the scope of this document is  limited to below-decks shipboard environments, these cable-to-cable spacing  requirements apply to  both inboard and outboard installations including the sea water medium.    6.2.1 cable types       the nomenclature for cable types employed in this section is in accordance with the following  military specifications:  mil-c-915 (general shipboard cable), mil-c-17 (coaxial, twin, and triaxial  cables), mil-c-24640 (lightweight cable), and mil-c-24643 (low-smoke version of mil-c-915).   cable applications not listed in these four specifications, such as a signal cable used for low-level  power transmission, shall be handled on a "special case" basis.  also, when unlisted cables must be  employed, a "special case" analysis is required.  (see  paragraph 6.2.2.)    6.2.2  special case situations       any emi problem or situation whose resolution is beyond the scope of instruction provided in  this handbook is considered a "special case."  any recommended solutions to special case problems  (supported by sufficient rationale) should be submitted to:  commander, naval sea systems  command, code 05k2b arlington, va 22242, telephone (703) 602-2549 or other navsea- designated authority for approval. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  6-2  6.3 definitions    note:  figures  6-1  through  6-10,  which are referenced throughout this section, are grouped at the  end of this section.      a.  susceptor - a cable that is susceptible to magnetic field radiation.      b.  radiator - a cable that produces magnetic field radiation.      c.  cable designator - the cable designation as determined by this section.  it consists of a  cable category or a cable category and group number.      d.  cable category - prefixes "r" and "s" are used to designate the various cable  categories in this section.  categories r1, r2, r3, and r9 are considered to be  radiators only.  categories r4 through r8 are considered to be radiators but may also  be susceptors.  categories s1 through s4 are considered to be susceptors only.      e.  group number - in the "r" categories, the number following the category after a dash  identifying a family of cables having similar electrical characteristics.  in the "s"  categories, the number following the category with a dash representing the group  voltage v 2  (dbv) which is determined by the equipment design performance sensitivity  v 1  (dbv) (see  figure 6-5).      f. v 1  (dbv) - equipment design performance sensitivity.  this sensitivity will normally be  supplied by the equipment manufacturer, or it can be obtained from government or  contractor furnished information.  v 1  (dbv) is defined as the lowest input signal voltage  which will produce a zero db signal-to-noise ratio within the operating bandwidth of the  equipment.      g.  passband - the frequency band used when determining v 1  (dbv), the equipment  design performance sensitivity.      h.  spacing restriction - the cable-to-cable spacing available (in inches) due to physical  restrictions, if any, of the installation.     i. v 2  (dbv) - the group voltage in  figure 6-5  that is determined by v 1  (dbv), the  equipment design performance sensitivity.      j.  s (db) - shielding effectiveness provided by shielding conduit and given as a function of  frequency in  figure 6-7.      k. v 3  (dbv) = v 1  (dbv) + s (db) - a voltage directly related to the sum of the equipment  design performance sensitivity and the shielding effectiveness of the conduit, in  decibels.      l.  special case - any emi problem, condition, or other situation whose resolution is  beyond the scope of instruction provided in this handbook is considered a "special  case."  recommended solutions to special case problems, along with the supporting  rationale, should be submitted to navsea (see  paragraph 6.2.2)  or other navsea- designated authority for approval.

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-3  6.4 cable categorization    6.4.1  table of cable categories and designators       the cable categories, category descriptions, group numbers, and cable designators are listed  in table 6-1.  note that the cable designator consists of a cable category and, in most cases, a group  number.    6.4.2  selection of cable designators       the selection of cable designators should reflect actual cable characteristics and operating  parameters.  the cable category descriptions given in  table 6-1  do not completely describe all  possible functions, therefore, a reasonable amount of analysis and judgement is required in selecting  the proper designator.  as an example, a cable used in a dc control circuit employed to switch a logic  gate should be categorized as an r-8 (cables used to carry digital data), and not an r9-1 (cables that  carry dc).  using the r-8 category cables, the gate switching function is protected against electric field  interference by an overall cable braid.  this would not be the case were it categorized r9-1 and an  unshielded power cable used as the transmission line.      the selection of a cable designator that provides greater than necessary protection is  unwarranted because it places prohibitive spatial restrictions on adjacent cables.    6.5  parameters and considerations for cable spacing requirements    6.5.1  effective loop-area parameter       the susceptibility of a cable to magnetic fields if proportional to its effective loop area (see  paragraph 6.1b)  which can be determined from the geometric and electrical properties of the cable.   the equation used to determine effective loop area (a) is presented here for reference.  e i nd 0. 40 6fb square  i nches         , a =     where: e ind   =  induced voltage in microvolts    f  =  frequency in hertz    b  =  flux density in gauss.      the data for determining effective loop area is obtained by measuring the voltage induced  ( e ind ) in a fixed length of cable placed in the calibrated field (b) of a helmholtz coil energized at a  frequency (f).  the resulting information is used to assign cable categories to the individual cables.   tabular data that lists cables and their assigned categories and group numbers are provided in figures  6-1  through  6-5.    6.5.2  self-compatibility of cable       it is assumed throughout this section that functions within multiconductor cables will be  compatible.  a multiconductor cable should not contain radiator and susceptor functions which must  operate simultaneously if any spacing of those functions is required by  figure 6-6.   if no spacing is  required by figure 6-6, and if the susceptor functions are contained in shield braid for protection from  electric-field coupling, the functions should be compatible. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-4    table 6-1.  cable categories and designators    cable  category    category description  group  numbers  cable  designators  r1  shipboard cables that carry 60-hz power above  0.5 amp.  cables in this category are listed in  figure 6-1.  0 thru   7, and 9    r1-0 thru  r1-7, r1-9  r2  shipboard cables that carry 400-hz power  above 0.5 amp.  see  figure 6-1.  0 thru   7, and 9  r2-0 thru  r2-7, r1-9  r3  all transmitting systems using the cables listed  in  figure 6-2.  1, 2,   3  r3-1, r3-2,  r3-3  r4  transmitting systems and triggering circuits  operating above 100 khz and using rg-type  coaxial cables.  see  figure 6-2.  (none) r4  r5  cables used to carry audio signals whose  maximum values exceed 0.1 volt.  typical  components are announcing circuits, ac  recorders, loadspeakers, call bells, and alarm  bells.  see  figure 6-2.  (none) r5  r6  cables that carry 60-hz synchro signals, 60-hz  indicator signals, 60-hz control signals at 0.5  amp or less, or 60-hz power at 0.5 amp or less.   see  figure 6-2.   note:  any 60-hz control signal over 0.5 amp  must be classified in the r1 category.  see  figure 6-1.  1, 2  r6-1, r6-2  r7  cables that carry 400-hz synchro signals, 400- hz indicator signals, 400-hz control signals at  0.5 amp or less, or 400-hz power at 0.5 amp or  less.  see  figure 6-2.  note:  any 400-hz control signal over 0.5 amp  must be classified in the r2 category.  see  figure 6-1.  1, 2  r7-1, r7-2  r8  cables used to carry digital data.  see  figure 6- 2.  (none) r8  r9  cables that carry dc.  see  figure 6-3.  1, 2,  3  r9-1, r9-2,  r9-3   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-5    table 6-1.  cable categories and designators (continued)    cable  category    category description  group  numbers  cable  designators  s1, s2  receiving systems operating in the frequency  band 10 khz to 100 khz and using cables listed  in  figure 6-4.   see  note 1.    the group numbers 1 thru 8 are related to system  sensitivity.  see notes 2, 3 and 4.  1 thru  8    s1-1 thru  s1-8, s2-1  thru s2-8  s3  receiving and video systems operating above  100 khz and using the cables listed in  figure 6-4.   see note 4.  (none) s3  s4  receiving systems operating below 10 khz and  using cables listed in  figure 6-4.   the category  also includes low level sensor signals and varying  dc, for example, strain gages, resistive  temperature devices (rtds) and accelerometers  and microphones.    the group numbers 1 thru 8 are related to system  sensitivity.  see notes 2, 3 and 4.  1 thru  8  s4-1 thru  s4-8            notes on "s" categories     1.  the difference between cable categories s1 and s2 lies in the type of cable used.  for  example, in  figure 6-4  the s1 category is assigned to mil-c-17 rg-type coaxial cables only,  whereas the s2 category is assigned to the mil-c-915 and mil-c-24640 cable types listed.    2.  the group number for cable category s1, s2 or s4 is determined by the equipment design  performance sensitivity, v 1 (dbv).  for example:  a certain equipment has a v 1  of -105 dbv;  this value falls within the range of values of -120 to -100 dbv listed under "group voltage  v 2 (dbv)"  in column 3 of figure 6-5.   the group number associated with this group voltage is "4"  (see column 2 of figure 6-5).    3.  the sensitivity referred to in categories s1, s2, and s4 means that the voltage induced in the  susceptible cable is equal to the design performance sensitivity of the equipment connected to  the cable.    4.  the design performance sensitivity v 1  of the s1, s2, s3 and s4 cable categories is less than  or equal to 0.1 volts.  sensitivity levels above 0.1 volts must be assigned a radiator category. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-6  6.5.3  self-compatibility of equipment       it is assumed that equipment supplied to the installing activity by the manufacturer will be self- compatible.  in cases where cable-connector mounting on individual cabinets or equipment violates  the spacing requirements described in this section, the manufacturer's spacing will take precedence.      it must also be assumed that, although spacing between cable penetrations on government  furnished equipment (gfe) cabinets may be less than that prescribed in this section, the system in  question passed all the tests required of gfe and was accepted for service use.  therefore, the cable  spacing was adequate for the conditions under which the equipment was tested.  it is possible that  acceptance tests were conducted in a sterile electromagnetic environment such as a screen-room  area supplied with filtered power.  it is also possible that the spacing may be inadequate when the  equipment is operated in the more stringent shipboard environment.  for this reason, spacing of  external cables connected to such a cabinet or equipment shall be routed to meet the spacing  requirements of this section within as short a distance from the cabinet or equipment as practicable.    6.5.4  difference-mode versus common-mode interference considerations       common-mode interference (cmi) voltages are those voltages appearing in equal magnitude  and phase from each signal conductor to ground.  they are developed as follows:      a.  electrostatic coupling - the electrostatic environment is capacitively coupled to both  signal wires.      b.  electromagnetic induction - the environmental magnetic field threads both signal line  areas.      electrical noise can be capacitively coupled from adjacent cables and cause cmi in ship  installations which utilize long lengths of unshielded cable.  cmi can be eliminated in most cases with  the use of shielded cables (i.e., shielded twisted pairs as opposed to unshielded twisted pairs).      to minimize the effects of cmi, differential signal circuits and properly terminated shielded  cable should be employed in the design of susceptible equipment.  as this document assumes the  common-mode case has been properly addressed, the spacing requirements contained herein are  based only on the effects of differential-mode interference.    6.5.5  structure currents and powerline isolation transformers       for purposes of this document, structure currents are defined as power-line currents flowing  line-to-line via the ship's hull and structure.  the connections from line-to-ground are completed  through line-to-ground filter capacitors installed on powerline inputs to electrical and electronic  equipment. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-7    the latest issues of mil-e-16400h(navy), mil-std-1399(navy) section 300(a), and mil- std-461(c) specify limits for leakage current and the size of line-to-ground filter capacitors.  these  limits and other requirements are stated as follows:      a.  the leakage current (vector sum of all phases) of the equipment, when emi filtering is  not required, shall not exceed 5 milliamperes (ma).      b.  where emi filtering (powerline filters) is required in the user equipment, a line-to-line  configuration is preferred.  if a line-to-ground configuration is used for filtering, then the  value of the filter capacitance shall not exceed 0.1 microfarad per phase for 60 hz  equipment and 0.02 microfarad per phase for 400 hz equipment.  if performance or  operational needs of a user equipment require an electrical ground either solidly or by  means of capacitors which exceed the values stated above, then that equipment shall  be electrically isolated from the power system.  isolation transformers shall be installed  on equipment with emi filtering whose leakage current is in excess of 30 milliamperes.   when necessary, the isolation transformer shall be part of the equipment configuration.    user equipment considerations are listed below.      a.  equipment purchased by the shipyards for shipboard installation, non-government  furnished equipment (non-gfe), should employ line-to-line filters or internal isolation  transformers as required by the latest issues of mil-e-16400(navy), mil-std-1399  (navy) section 300, and mil-std-461.      b.  for equipment provided to the shipbuilder by the government, government furnished  equipment (gfe), the shipyards must install in accordance with installation control  drawings (icds).      c.  if emi problems are identified during system testing, the installer should become aware  of the problem caused by structure currents and the potential need for low-capacitance- to-ground filters or powerline isolation transformers.  as tda to the navsea semcip  iemc element, nusc/nll code 3431 is authorized to work with the shipyard in  formulating a specific recommendation.      d.  to further minimize emi problems of this nature, the armor on power cables should not  be connected to cabinets containing cables assigned an "s" category in accordance  with this section. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-8  6.6  cable-to-cable spacing requirements    6.6.1  cable-to-cable spacing chart       the cable-to-cable spacing chart shown in  figure 6-6  is a set of coordinates used to determine  the required spacing between the various cables.  the coordinates consist of radiator and susceptor  designators previously defined in  table 6-1.   spacing requirements shown on the chart are given in  inches and are measured between the closest points of the outer sheaths of the cables or between  the closest points of the outer surfaces of the shielding conduit enclosing the individual cables (see  figure 6-9).    6.6.2  spacing of multiconductor cables       when multiconductor cables carry signals falling in more than one radiator category or more  than one susceptor category, the category with the greatest spacing requirement must be used to  determine the spacing.    6.6.3  spacing of dual-function cables       spacing assigned to a dual-function cable (radiator and susceptor) must be determined by  both cable category designators assigned to the cable.  the dual-function cable is considered to be  compatible within itself by reason of operating one function at a time (for example: transmit or  receive).    6.6.4  spacing of cables in muted systems       radiators and susceptors may be run together if the systems connected to the susceptors are  muted (muted here refers to disabling the receiving system during the time that the radiators are  radiating).    6.6.5  spacing of single conductor cables       cable designators are not assigned to single conductor cables in this section.  spacing  requirements for installations employing single conductor cables for supply and return circuits must be  considered on a special case basis and approved by navsea (see  paragraph 6.2.2)  or other  navsea-designated authority.  the following are examples of single conductor cable types:  trf,  trxf, ssgu, shof, srw, and b16.    6.6.6  spacing of susceptible cables with large effective loop areas       the voltage induced in a susceptible cable is directly proportional to the effective loop area of  that cable.  cable types containing effective loop areas large enough (greater than 0.65 square inch)  to generate impractical spacing requirements are not considered for susceptor application in this  section.  when cables of this type are employed for susceptor application, the spacing requirements  must be determined on a special case basis and approved by navsea (see  paragraph 6.2.2)  or other  navsea-designated authority.  examples of such cable types are:  2sj7 through 2sj12, mcos, and  mmop.    6.6.7  spacing of portable equipment cables       these cables are not assigned a category because of the indeterminate spacing  requirements of portable cable. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  6-9  6.6.8  spacing of microwave transmission lines and waveguides       energy transmitted in the microwave region is normally restricted to the interior for the  waveguide or solid wall transmission line.  for this reason, waveguides and solid wall transmission  lines are exempt from the spacing requirements of this document.    6.6.9  installation practice regarding excess cabling       in addition to the requirements for cable-to-cable spacing, cable installation practices for emc  require that excess cabling be removed, except where necessary, rather than coiled.  the coiling of  cables can compromise cable-to-cable spacing and can result in an increase in common-mode  interference voltage.    6.7  cable shielding requirements      when the cable-to-cable spacing requirements of  figure 6-6  cannot be met, electromagnetic  shielding of cables must be applied using flexible or rigid metal conduit as specified in paragraphs  6.7.3,  6.7.4,  and the procedures given in  paragraph 6.8.   the application of shielding to susceptors s3  and r4 through r8, when spacing requirements cannot be achieved, is to provide 20 db of shielding  as a minimum requirement.  when this minimum requirement is satisfied, zero inches of spacing is  permitted in all cases.   figure 6-7  gives values of shielding effectiveness, based on empirical  measurements, for the rigid and high-permeability, flexible metal conduits.  shield conduit  requirements are primarily dependent upon:     a. spacing restrictions,      b.  frequency band of interest,      c.  type of shielding material selected, and      d.  signal level in the susceptible cable.    wide variations in these parameters dictate the requirement that shielding be determined for each  individual case.  in all cases where either flexible or rigid metal conduit can provide the required  shielding, flexible metal conduit shall be used.    6.7.1 partial shielding       flexible or rigid shielding conduit may be used to enclose a portion of a cable run as an  alternative to enclosing the entire cable run.  for example, where a sonar cable runs through several  compartments, and where shielding conduit is required in only one of those compartments, then  partial shielding is recommended.  however, a sufficient length of shielding conduit must be used to  ensure the emc of the cable.  the use of partial shielding is subject to the following restrictions.  (see  figure 6-10.)      a.  the conduit used as a partial shield shall not be less than 4 feet in length. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  6-10    b.  the shielding conduit shall extend a minimum of 12 inches beyond the points where  required spacing is achieved.  this 12-inch extension requirement applies to both ends  of the shielding conduit except where terminated at an equipment cabinet, bulkhead, or  other enclosure.  such terminations shall employ appropriate transition fittings (see  sections  4  and  5).      c.  the shielding conduit shall be terminated at a point along the cable run located near a  surface which is suitable for providing mechanical support for the conduit end and strain  relief for the cable.  the resulting length of the exposed (unshielded) cable between the  conduit end and the equipment cabinet, bulkhead, or other enclosure may vary with  each installation.      d.  shielding conduit shall be provided mechanical support by being firmly secured using  standard installation methods approved by navsea or other navsea-designated  authority.      e.  shielding conduit shall be bonded to ground potential in accordance with the applicable  issue of mil-std-1310, standard practice for shipboard, bonding, grounding, and  other techniques for electromagnetic compatibility and safety.      f.  the ends of shielding conduit not terminated with a standard transition fitting will be  treated in the following manner.        (1)  flexible shielding conduit shall be brazed, soldered, or otherwise treated to  ensure a braid-to-core union and the rough edges removed.  protective  bushings will be installed to physically insulate the shielded cable from the  conduit to prevent cutting or chafing at the conduit end.        (2)  rigid metal conduit ends shall have the rough edges removed and protective  bushings installed to physically insulate the shielded cable from the conduit.    6.7.2  magnetic saturation of shielding conduit       flexible metal conduit enclosing radiators that carry their rated current can saturate flexible  metal conduit to varying degrees causing a partial loss in shielding effectiveness.  it is important to  note that when attempting to provide an emi free installation that the first method is to provide  adequate spacing between radiators and susceptors.  if adequate spacing can not be provided, the  second method is to shield the susceptor.  if neither of these methods are sufficient the final method  is to shield the radiator.  attempts to shield type r1 and r2 cables with flexible metal conduit must be  considered on a special case basis and approved by navsea (see  paragraph 6.2.2).   this restriction  does not apply to rigid metal conduit because the magnetic saturation effects are considered  negligible.    6.7.3  flexible metal conduit       high-permeability, flexible metal conduit and associated hardware, specifications,  assembly, and installation instructions shall be as described in sections  3,  4,  and  5  and  appendix d  of  this handbook.

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  6-11   6.7.4  rigid metal conduit       rigid metal conduit and associated coupling hardware shall be as described in  section 2  of this  handbook.    6.7.5  conduit grounding/insulation requirements       conduit grounding requirements shall be in accordance with mil-std-1310 or as otherwise  specified by navsea (see  paragraph 6.2.2  for special case situations).      grounding requirement details for rigid conduit are in  paragraph 2.4.2.   grounding  requirement details for flexible conduit are in  paragraph 3.4.5.    6.7.5.1 single-point grounding       a.  the determination of the best grounding configuration of magnetic shielding conduit  (both rigid and flexible) for frequencies between 10 khz and 100 khz normally requires  a case-by-case engineering analysis by nusc/nll, for example, as authorized by  navsea.  with the absence of this analysis, it is recommended the installation  drawings be followed.  if there is no direction on the drawings concerning the grounding  configuration, the following recommendation will provide the highest probability of  attaining emc:        ?  for cable categories s1-1, s1-2, s1-3, s2-1, s2-2, s2-3, s4-1, s4-2 and s4-3, use  a single-point ground configuration.  these are the most sensitive cable categories  and would be susceptible if there were sufficient currents flowing on the conduit.        ?  for cable categories other than s1-1, s1-2, s1-3, s2-1, s2-2, s2-3, s4-1, s4-2 and  s4-3, use a multiple-point ground configuration.  these cable categories are less  susceptible to the current amplitudes which, experience has revealed, exist on the  conduit.  for these cable categories, it is not technically cost-effective to implement  the single-point ground in an all-inclusive manner.      b.  to implement the single-point ground philosophy the ground should be located as  indicated in the installation control drawing or by the other sources noted.  if no specific  direction is available, the conduit and associated cable shield shall be electrically  insulated from ground (equipment connection) at the susceptible receiving equipment  end and grounded at the signal source end.      c.  flexible conduit must be type 2 (rubber jacketed).  any breaches in the jacket, such as  in-line splices or connectors, shall be covered with insulating tape or shrink sleeving to  prevent incidental contact with any ground point.      d.  see figure  5-20  for the rp 2440 non-metallic adapter for electrically isolating conduit.      e.  the armor or conduit on power cables shall not be connected to cabinets containing  circuits whose operation requires cables assigned an "s" category in accordance with  this section. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  6-12  6.8  procedures for calculating cable-to-cable spacing and shielding      the basic approach for achieving proper cable spacing and shielding is presented in the  following steps.      a.  determine the amount of cable-to-cable spacing (physical separation) required between  radiator cables and susceptor cables to eliminate coupling.      b.  if adequate spacing between cables is not practical on shipboard, install the susceptor  cables in flexible shielding conduit.  with this shielding, reduced spacing is required  between the conduit containing the susceptor cables and the radiator cable or  equipment.  note that shielding of susceptor cables verses the radiator cable is  preferred because:        ?  there are fewer susceptor cables.        ?  once shielded, they are protected from relocations or        subsequent installations of nearby radiators.        ?  susceptor cables may be run together in the same conduit, resulting in a potential  cost reduction.        ?  installing the maximum shielding required on susceptor cables reduces the need to  shield both susceptor and radiator cables.        ?  shielding radiator cables in flexible conduit may cause conduit saturation with  subsequent loss of shielding effectiveness.      c.  where the combination of cable-to-shielded "s" cable spacing is inadequate, keep the  "s" cable enclosed in flexible shielding conduit and enclose the "r" cable in flexible or  rigid shielding conduit.  note:  radiator cables having certain "r" designators require  shielding in rigid shielding conduit.  (see paragraph  6.7.2.).      d.  the following documents may provide assistance in determining the cable spacing and  shielding requirements.  they may be obtained by requesting a copy from the emc  branch, code 3431 of the naval underwater systems center, division newport,  newport, ri 02841-1708, telephone (401)832-5540 or autovon (920)5540.        (1)  nusc technical memorandum 871161, dated 2 september 1988, classified  confidential, provides a listing of equipment design-performance sensitivity  required for the categorization of input signal cables for various government  furnished equipments.        (2)  nusc technical memorandum 811123 of 15 december 1981 provides a  computer program for the hp 85 computer to assist in calculations for cabling  and shielding requirements.    this approach is described in detail in the procedures listed below.      the following two procedures, when properly applied, give the spacing required for cables  without shielding and, if necessary, the shielding conduit required for adequate protection of  susceptible cables.  procedure  1  (paragraph  6.8.1)  covers susceptor categories s1, s2, and s4.   procedure  2  (paragraph  6.8.2)  covers susceptor categories s3 and r4 through r8.  

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-13    spacing and shielding calculations are made by following the steps listed in procedures  1  and  2,  paragraphs  6.8.1  and  6.8.2  respectively.  the right-hand column lists sources of information, within  this section, that pertain to each step.  additional instructions are also given in the right-hand column  to assist in making the calculations.      6.8.1  procedure 1 - determining cable-to-cable spacing and shielding for     radiators versus susceptors in susceptor categories s1, s2, and s4     step no.  determine the following  values  information source of  instruction  1  radiator category  table 6-1.    radiator group number  figures  6-1,  6-2,  or  6-3.  2  susceptor category  table 6-1.    (if cable type is in susceptor category)  figures 6-4.    susceptor group number  table  6-5.   (see note  3.)  3  spacing requirement without shielding  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates determined  in steps  1  and  2.  4  spacing restriction (available spacing is  adequate or inadequate)  if step  4  is equal to or greater than required spacing  in step  3,  available spacing is adequate; no  shielding is required.    if step  4  is less than required spacing in step  3,  available spacing is inadequate; shielding of  susceptor is required.  5  conduit shielding effectiveness s(db)  figure  6-7.   use lowest frequency in passband of  equipment connected to susceptor.  6 v 3 (dbv) v 3 (dbv) = v 1 (dbv) + s(db).  (see para  6.3k)  7  new susceptor group number for cable  with shielding  figure  6-5.   (see note  4.)  8  spacing requirement with one cable  shielded  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates determined  in steps  1  and  7.  9  adequate shielding or inadequate  shielding  if required spacing in step  8  is less than or equal to  available spacing in step  4,  adequate shielding has  been provided.    if required spacing in step  8  is greater that available  spacing in step  4,  shielding or both cables is  required.  10  spacing with susceptor and radiator  shielded  determine by repeating steps  5  through  9.  

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-14  6.8.1  procedure 1 - determining cable-to-cable spacing and shielding for     radiators versus susceptors in susceptor categories s1, s2, and s4 (continued)     step no.  determine the following  values  information source of  instruction  repeated  step 5  s(db)  =  s(db) susceptor +    s(db) radiator  s(db) susceptor from first step  5.  s(db) radiator from figure  6-7.  (see paragraph 6.7.2.)  repeated  step 6  v 3 (dbv) v 3 (dbv) - v 1 (dbv) + s(db) from repeated-step  5.  repeated  step 7  new susceptor group number (both  cables shielded)  figure  6-5.   (see note  4.)  repeated  step 8  spacing requirement with both cables  shielded  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates  determined in step  1  and repeated-step  7.  repeated  step 9  adequate shielding or inadequate  shielding  if required spacing in repeated-step  8  is less  than or equal to available spacing in step  4,  adequate shielding has been provided.    if required spacing in repeated-step  8  is  greater than available spacing in step  4,  the  following solutions apply:    a.  remove physical restrictions to increase  available spacing.    b.  reroute radiator and/or susceptor.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  6-15  6.8.1.1  examples for procedure 1      example a      a 400-hz power cable, type dsgu-75, is to be routed near a susceptible cable, type rg- 264a/u.  the susceptible cable will carry signals in the passband 10 khz to 80 khz.  the rg-264a/u  cable is connected to a radio receiver with a design performance sensitivity of -175 dbv.  because of  the physical layout of equipment, there is a spacing restriction on these cables of 15 inches.      procedure  1  step no.  results and  calculations  notes  1  r2-4 (radiator)  table  6-1  and figure  6-1  (sheet  1)  2  s1-1 (susceptor)  table  6-1,  figure  6-4  (sheet  1),  and figure  6-5 (note 3).  v 1 (dbv) = -175.  3  18 inches (spacing w/o shielding)  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates r2- 4 and s1-1.  4  15 inches (available spacing)  installation spacing restriction.  required  spacing in step  3  is greater than available  spacing in step  4;  shielding of susceptor is  required.  5  s(db) = 47 db  figure  6-7.   flexible conduit at 10 khz  (passband is 10 khz to 80 khz).  6 v 3 (dbv)  =  -175 + 47   = -128  v 3 (dbv) = v 1 (dbv) + s(db)  7  3 (new group number)  figure  6-5  (note  4).  cable designation is s1-3.  8  10 inches (spacing with shielding)  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates r2- 4 and s1-3.  9  adequate shielding  shielding is adequate.  required spacing  in step  8  is less than available spacing in  step  4.   the 10-inch spacing with shielding  must be maintained as a minimum spacing  requirement.     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  6-16   example b       a 60-hz power cable, type tsgu-100, is to be routed near an active/passive sonar cable,  type dss-3.  the sonar operates passively in the passband 300 hz to 10 khz.  the dss-3 cable  connects the transducers to the preamplifiers, and the preamplifiers have a design performance  sensitivity of -173 dbv.  due to the physical layout of equipment there is a spacing restriction of 5  inches on these cables.  this dss-3 cable is a dual-function cable, but in this example only the  receiving function will be considered.      procedure  1  step no.  results and  calculations  notes  1  r1-4 (radiator)  table  6-1  and figure  6-1  (sheet  1)  2  s4-1 (susceptor)  table  6-1,  figure  6-4  (sheet  1),  and figure  6-5  (note  3).   v 1 (dbv) = -173.  3  13 inches (spacing w/o  shielding)  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates r1-4  and s4-1.  4  5 inches (available spacing)  installation spacing restriction.  required  spacing in step  3  is greater than available  spacing in step  4;  shielding of susceptor is  required.  5  s(db) = 30 db  figure  6-7.   flexible conduit at 300 hz  (passband is 300 hz to 10 khz).  6 v 3 (dbv)  =  -173 + 30   = -143  v 3 (dbv) = v 1 (dbv) + s(db)  7  2 (new group number)  figure  6-5  (note  4).  cable designation is s4-2.  8  10 inches (spacing with  shielding)  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates r1-4  and s4-2.  9  5 inches (available spacing)  required spacing in step  8  is less than  available spacing in step  4.   radiator and  susceptor require shielding.  10  spacing with susceptor and  radiator shielded  determine by repeating steps  5  through  9.    

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-17    example b (continued)    procedure  1  step no.  results and  calculations  notes  repeated step  5  s(db) = s(db)  susceptor + s(db)  radiator  s(db) susceptor = 30 db from first step  5.  rigid metal conduit used for shielding  radiator (see paragraph 6.7.2).    s(db)  =  30 + 35   = 65  s(db) radiator = 35 db from figure  6-7.  repeated step  6  v 3 (dbv)  =  -173 + 65   = -108  v 3 (dbv) = v 1 (dbv) + s(db) of repeated- step  5.  repeated step  7  4 (new group number)  figure  6-5  (note  4).  cable designator is s4-4.  repeated step  8  5 inches (spacing with both  cables shielded)  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates r1-4  and s4-4.  repeated step  9  adequate shielding  required spacing in repeated-step  8  is  equal to available spacing in step  4.   the 5- inch spacing with shielding must be  maintained as a minimum spacing  requirement.     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-18  6.8.2  procedure 2 - determining cable-to-cable spacing and shielding for     radiators versus susceptors in susceptor categories s3 and r4 through    r8       step no.  determine the  following  values  information source or  instruction  1  radiator category  table 6-1.    radiator group number  figures  6-1,  6-2,  or  6-3.  2  susceptor category  table 6-1.    susceptor group number  figures  6-2,  or  6-4  3  spacing requirement without  shielding  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates  determined in steps  1  and  2.  4  spacing restriction (available  spacing is adequate or  inadequate)  if step  4  is equal to or greater than  required spacing in step  3,  available  spacing is adequate; no shielding is  required.  if step  4  is less than required spacing in  step  3,  available spacing is inadequate;  20 db of shielding of susceptor is  required.  with 20 db of shielding (minimum value),  zero inches spacing is permissible.  (see  paragraph  6-7.)  5  20 db conduit shielding  effectiveness s(db)  (minimum value)  figure  6-7.   20 db (minimum value) at  lowest frequency in passband of  equipment connected to susceptible  cable.     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-19  6.8.2.1  example for procedure 2       a 400-hz power cable, type thof-150, is routed with a radio receiver cable type rg-14a/u.   the radio receiver cable will carry signals in the passband of 100 khz to 30 mhz.    procedure  2  step no.  results and  calculations  notes    1  r2-5 (radiator  table  6-1  and figure  6-1  (sheet  1)  2  s3 (susceptor)  table  6-1  and figure  6-4  (sheet  1)  cable  designator is s3.  3  2 inches (spacing w/o  shielding)  figure  6-6.   intersection of coordinates  r2-5 and s3.  4  0 inches (available spacing)  step  4  is less than required spacing in  step  3,  therefore shielding of susceptor is  required.  5  s(db)  =  136 db  figure  6-7.   an s(db) of 136 db with  flexible conduit has been provided at 100  khz.  this exceeds the 20 db minimum  value.  zero inches of spacing is  permissible.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-20  6.9  spacing and shielding requirements for susceptible cables to other   interference sources      special consideration must be given to susceptible cables that are to be routed near  interference sources such as power distribution panels, fluorescent lights, motor generator sets,  motors, transformers, controllers, and equipment cabinets.    6.9.1  susceptor categories s1 through s4       figure  6-8  provides the spacing and shielding requirements for susceptible cables to  interference sources for the categories and group numbers listed.  it is provided as guidance to afford  protection to susceptible cables for the general case.  the group numbers (of categories s1, s2, and  s4) not listed in figure  6-8  are permitted zero inches of spacing without shielding.    6.9.2  susceptor categories r4 through r8       three inches of spacing are required between susceptible cables in these categories and  interference sources listed in paragraph  6.9.   when the 3-inch spacing cannot be achieved, shielding  with flexible or rigid metal conduit is required.  cables in this category are permitted zero inches of  spacing when 20 db of shielding is provided.    6.10  guidelines for emc cableway design      the following general guidelines may be used in cableway design to implement the  requirements of this section.  although there are many different cable categories and groups identified  in section  6,  in practice only two separate cableways may be necessary to provide the required  spacing to prevent radiator cables and equipment from inducing emi into susceptor system cables.    6.10.1  guidelines for susceptor cableway design       the most sensitive susceptor cables will usually require a cableway separated from radiator  cableways, external shielding conduit or both to prevent emi.  the following information is obtained  from the cable spacing charts, figures  6-6  and  6-8.      a.  susceptor cables in categories s1, s2, s3 and s4 may be routed together with no  spacing required between them.      b.  if there are radiator cables (see figure  6-6)  or interference sources (see figure  6-8)  within 64 inches from the susceptor cable-way, an analysis shall be conducted in  accordance with paragraph  6.8  to determine the spacing required between the radiator  cable and equipment and susceptor cables for the specific situation involved.  route the  susceptor cableway to obtain the necessary spacing.  those susceptor cables with  requirements for zero spacing from radiator cables may be routed in a radiator  cableway.    c.  if the required spacing of figures  6-6  and  6-8  is not practical, recalculate the spacing  requirements with the susceptor cables  installed in flexible conduit.      d.  if the required spacing of figures  6-6  and  6-8  is still not practical, recalculate the spacing  requirements with the susceptor cable  installed in flexible conduit  inside an additional  short piece of rigid or flexible conduit in a partial shielding application, see paragraph  6.7.1.  

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-21    e.  if the required spacing of figure  6-6  is still not practical, recalculate the spacing  requirements with the radiator cables   installed in rigid conduit.  partial shielding in  accordance with paragraph  6.7.1  should be considered where appropriate.      f.  a minimum spacing of 8-inches, where practical, should be maintained between  susceptor and radiator cableways to make an observable spacing which would prevent  cable from being inadvertently routed between the radiator cableway and the susceptor  cableway.      g.  indirect coupling paths may result from a cable routed with radiator cables for a portion  of its run and then routed with or near susceptor cables for the remainder of its run.   therefore, cables shall remain in either the radiator cableway or susceptor cableway  and shall not be routed from one to the other.    6.10.2  guidelines for radiator cableway design       the following information on radiator cableway design is obtained from the cable spacing  chart of figure  6-6.      a.  radiator cables in categories r1, r2, r3 and r9 may be routed together, without  spacing requirements.    6.10.3  guidelines for radiator/susceptor and less-sensitive susceptor cable    cableway design       cables that are both radiators and susceptors (radiator/susceptor) and less-sensitive  susceptor cables may be routed in cableways with radiator cables provided spacing requirements are  maintained by installed hardware (spacers).      a possible radiator cableway layout (grouping of cables) which provides minimum cable  spacing for radiator/susceptor cables by means of spacers is shown in the schematic below.  the  rectangles represent one-inch and two-inch spacers.  the spacers indicated may be of any material  and shape or form that provides and maintains the required spacing, is inexpensive, and has low  flammability and toxicity.  some suggestions are a hollow or corrugated extrusion, "doughnuts", etc.    the minimum spacing requirements for the cable categories shown in the schematic below  apply to cables not enclosed in shielding conduit.  if cables are enclosed in shielding conduit, no  spacing is required for that group of cables.  the rationale for this cableway layout, based on figure  6- 6,  is provided below.    r1,  r2 r3,  r9 r4 r8 r5 r6,  r7 s3 1" 1" 1" 2"   cableway schematic showing groupings and spacers      a.  r4 cables require one-inch spacing from the radiator cables r1, r2 and r3 and the  radiator/susceptor cables r5, r6, and r7.      b.  r5, r6 and r7 cables may be routed together. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-22    c.  r4 and r8 cables require one-inch spacing from each other and from  radiator/susceptor cables r5, r6 and r7.  the radiator/susceptor cables r5, r6 and  r7 require from zero to two-inch spacing from radiator cables r1, r2 and r3.      d.  r8 cables require one-inch spacing from radiator cables r1, r2, r3 and from  radiator/susceptor cables r4, r5, r6 and r7.      e.  r9 cables require zero spacing from radiator cables r1, r2 and r3.  (note, r9 may  also be placed with r4, r5, r6, r7, r8 or s1, s2 and s3)      f.  s3 cables require two-inch spacing from radiator cables r1, r2, r3 and from  radiator/susceptor cables r4, r5, r6, r7 and r8.      g.  note; s1, s2 and s4 cables in cable group numbers 7 and 8 may be routed with the  radiator/susceptor cables r4, r6, r7 and r8 with no spacing required, but require zero  to two-inch spacing from radiator cables r1, r2 and r3.  these susceptor cables could  be placed in the s3 or r8 grouping of cables in the above cableway.      h.  note; for each radiator/susceptor cable category r4 or r5, r6, r7 or r8, the spacers  or shielding conduit or a separate cableway may be used.    6.11 cable marking      all cables which are categorized by the application of the spacing and shielding requirements  of section  6  should be identified by appropriate cable marking to simplify the installation procedure.   over the life cycle of a ship, cable categorization and marking will provide a significant reduction in  cost by minimizing postinstallation fixes through cable configuration control.  once the cables have  been categorized, wireway design becomes an extension of the cable spacing concept.  this concept  has been successfully implemented in the trident submarine program.      cable marking should convey specific information that includes (1) the cable number in  accordance with ship's specifications and (2) the cable designator (in accordance with section  6)  which describes the spacing and shielding requirements for a given cable.      specific requirements for cable marking are listed below:      a.  these categorized cables shall be identified with cable identification tags containing the  above-mentioned information.  the preferred cable identification tag is the metallic or  nylon type that is embossed with raised letters and numbers.  this type will ensure  retention of information even after being painted.      b.  each cable shall have one tag attached to the cable near each end and also wherever  the cable is terminated by connectors, stuffing tubes, etc., at locations such as an  equipment, a junction box, both sides of a bulkhead, etc.      c.  a cable which is enclosed in flexible metal shielding conduit or rigid metal shielding  conduit shall be identified with the cable identification tags mounted on the conduit at  the same locations as described in paragraph b above.  the cable identification tag  shall include the cable designator in accordance with table  6-1  that applies to the  unshielded cable. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-23    d.  a cable which is enclosed in shielding conduit for only part of its entire length (partial  shielding) shall be identified with tags mounted on both the exposed (unshielded)  portion of the cable and on the conduit at the locations described in paragraph  b  above.      e.  cables serving a dual purpose (transmitting and receiving) shall be identified with both  radiator and susceptor designators as shown in example  4  below.      f.  a multifunction cable carrying signals that fall in radiator and susceptor categories shall  be classified as both a radiator and a susceptor using the cable designator from figure  6-6  requiring the greatest cable spacing.  this cable will be identified with both radiator  and susceptor designators as shown in example  4.      g.  a multifunction cable carrying signals that fall in more than one radiator category or in  more than one susceptor category, shall be classified and marked with only the radiator  or susceptor cable designator from figure  6-6  requiring the greatest cable spacing.      h.  special case cables shall be identified by adding "s" to the cable designator as shown  in examples  5  and  6.    the following are examples of cable identification tag information.      example  cable no.  cable designator      no.     (iaw ship's spec)   (iaw table 6-1)      1  r-rr28 (s1-4)     2  r-2sl57 (s4-1)     3  r-rt5  (r4)     4  r-sf58  (s4-1/r3-2)     5  r-3sf4  (s4-2s)     6  r-3f28  (s4-2/r2-3)s        the following emc cableway caution tag is designed to be attached to cableways containing  susceptor cables to remind ship and shipyard personnel not to inadvertently violate emc cable  spacing.  this tag shall be attached with tie-wraps to the exterior of cableway supports or pans in  visible locations approximately every 5 feet along the cableway.  the preferred material for this tag is  metal or nylon colored blue.  the tag shall be embossed with raised letters.  the letter size for the  words "caution" and "emc cableway" shall be approximately 3/16 of an inch high, and the  remainder of the text shall be approximately 1/8 of an inch high.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-24    caution emc cable way do not alter any cable positions or add any cables unless aut ho ri zed by navsea drawi ng         cableway supports (hangers) and pans for susceptor cableways shall be painted blue.       

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-25    mil-c- 915  cable  group numbers for cable categories r1 and r2  type 0 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  9  dcop all                 dhof  3  4  6, 9, 14  23, 30    83    250, 400    dnw  3  4  9, 14  23  50, 75, 100          dnwa  3  4  9, 14  23  50, 75, 100          dps  3 4, 6 9, 14            drw all                 drwa all                 dsga  3  4  9, 14  23, 30, 40  50, 60, 75, 100  125, 150, 200  250, 300, 400      dsgu  3  4  9, 14  23    200  300, 400      dss 2, 3 4                fhof 3 4  9  42  60  133        fnw    3  4, 9  23          fnwa    3  4, 9  23          fps       14          fsga        3, 4  9  23  50, 75, 100  150, 200    fsgu        3, 4  9  23  50, 75, 100  150, 200    fss 2, 3 4                mcos    all              mdu        6  14  23  40, 60   mhof    all              mmop 2, 5                 mnw        all          mnwa        all          ms       all          msa        all          msca        all          mscs        all          mscu        all          mss        all          ma  14               mu  14               mus  14               mwf        all          tcop all                 thof  3  4  6, 9, 14  23, 30, 40    150    250, 400  500, 600  tnw  3  4  6, 9, 14  23  50, 75, 100  150        tnwa  3  4  9, 14  23  50, 75, 100  150        tpnw all                 tpnwa all                 tps    3  4, 6  9, 14  23, 30          trw all                 trwa all                 tsga  3  4  9, 14  23, 30, 40   50, 60, 75, 100  125, 150, 200  250, 300, 400      tsgu  3  4  9, 14  23  50, 75, 100  150, 200  300, 400        figure 6-1.  cables in categories r1 and r2 (sheet 1 of 3) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-26    mil-c- 915  cable  group numbers for cable categories r1 and r2  type   0 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  9  tss 2,3  4              ttrs &  ttrsa  all                 ttsa &  ttsu  all                 2a all              2au &  2aus  all                 2sa all                2sj &  2sja  all                 2su &  2sus  all                 2swa all                 2swau all                 2swf all                 2swu &  2swua  all                 3sa all                3sj &  3sja   all                3su &  3sus  all                 3swa all                 3swu &  3swus  all                 3u & 3ua  all                  4sj &  4sja   all                5kvtsga              150, 200, 250  300, 350, 400    5kvtsgu              150, 200, 250  300, 350, 400    6sga &  6sgu                 all  7ps    all          7sga &  7sgu       all            7ss 2                     1.  the numbers found in the group number columns 0 through 7, and 9 are cable-type  suffix numbers (related to the electrical characteristics of the cable). example: a  dhof-83 cable is found in row 2, group number column 5. thus a dhof-83 cable is assigned  cable designator r1-5 if it carries 60hz power or r2-5 if it carries 400hz power.       2.  the word all means all cables of that type fall in the same group. example: in row 1, all  dcop cables fall in group number 0. thus all dcop cables are assigned cable designator  r1-0 if they carry 60 hz power, or r2-0 if they carry 400hz power.       *3.  most mil-c-915 cables have an equivalent mil-c-24643 low-smoke version. where an  equivalent version does exist, simply add the letters ?ls? (for low-smoke) in front of  the mil-c-915 cable type to get the equivalent mil-c-24643 cable type. for example, lsdcop  is the low-smoke version of dcop and is assigned the same category and group numbers  as the cdop.     figure 6-1.  cables in categories r1 and r2 (sheet 2 of 3) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-27    *mil-c-24640  (lightweight)  group numbers for cable categories r1 and r2  cable type  0  1 2 3 4  dx  3, 4       dxa  3, 4       dxw  3, 4       dxow  3, 4       dxwa  3, 4       fx  3, 4       fxa  3, 4       fxw  3, 4       fxwa  3, 4       mxso  2, 9, 21, 37          mxcw  all       mxcow  all       mxcwa  all       mxo  10, 14       ttxs  2, 4       ttxsa  2, 4       ttxso  2, 6, 8, 10          ttxw  all       ttxow  all       ttxwa  all       tx  3, 4       txa  3, 4       txw  3, 4       txwa  3, 4       2xao  all       2xs  all       2xsa  all       2xso  all       2xsaw  3, 7, 14       2xsaow all       2xsawa  3, 7, 14       2xsw  1, 3, 7       2xsow  3, 7, 12, 19, 30          2xswa  1, 3, 7       3xs  7       3xsa  7       3xsw  3, 7, 10, 14          3xsow  all       3xswa  3, 7, 10, 14          7xw  3, 4       7xwa  3, 4               figure 6-1.  cables in categories r1 and r2 (sheet 3 of 3)

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-28          *  this cable unshielded, use for rotor excitation only.    **  the r5 category cables selected should be of the shielded types when they are to be  run in wireways with power cables.    ***  most mil-c-915 cables have an equivalent mil-c-24643 low-smoke version. where an  equivalent version does exist simply add the letters ?ls? (for low-smoke) in front of  the mil-c-915 cable type to get the equivalent mil-c-24643 cable type. for example, lsttrs  is the low-smoke version of ttrs and is assigned the same category and group numbers  as the ttrs.      figure 6-2.  cables in categories r3 through r8 (sheet 1 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-29    mil-c-24640 cable type mil-c-24640 cable type mil-c-24640 cable type     figure 6-2.  cables in categories r3 through r8 (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-30        *mil-c-915  cable  group numbers for cable category r9  type  1 2  3  dcop all      dhof  3, 4, 6, 9, 14  23, 30  83, 250, 400  dnw & dnwa  3, 4, 9, 14  23, 50, 75, 100    dps  3, 4, 6  9    drw & drwa  all      dsga & dsgu  3, 4, 9, 14  23, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75, 100  125, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400  dss  2, 3, 4      fhof  3, 4, 9  42, 60  133  fnw & fnwa  3  4, 9, 23    fps   14    fsga & fsgu    3, 4, 9  23, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200  fss  2, 3, 4      ma 14     mcos all      mdu    6  14, 23, 40, 60  mhof all      mmop 2, 5      mnw & mnwa    all    ms & msa    all    msca   all    mscs & mscu    all    mss all     mu & mus  14      tcop all      thof  3, 4, 6, 9, 14  23, 30  150, 250, 400  tnw & tnwa  3, 4, 9, 14  23, 50, 75, 100  150  tpnw &  tpnwa  all     tps  3, 4, 6  9, 14, 23, 30    trw & trwa  all      tsga & tsgu  3, 4, 9, 14  23, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75, 100  125, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400  tss  2, 3, 4      ttsu all      2a & 2au  all      2aus all              figure 6-3.  cables in category r9 (sheet 1 of 3) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-31        *mil-c-915  cable  group numbers for cable category r9  type  1 2  3  2sa all     2sj & 2sja  all      2su & 2sus  all      2swa & 2swau  all      2swf all     2swu & 2swua  all      2u & 2ua  all      2wa & 2 wau  all      3sa all     3sj & 3sja  all      3su & 3sus  all      3swa all     3swu & 3swus  all      3u & 3ua  all      4sj & 4sja  all      5kvtsga      150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400  5kvtsgu      150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400  6sga & 6sgu      all  7ps  all    7sga & 7sgu    all    7ss all              notes:       1.  the numbers found in the group number columns 1 through 3 are cable-type suffix  numbers (related to the electrical characteristics of the cable). example: a dhof-23 or  a dhof-30 cable is found in row 2, group number column 2.        2.  the word all means all cable s of that type fall in the same group. example: in row 1 all  dcop cables fall in group number 1.       3.  cables that carry dc used for signal or control functions shall be of the shielded  cable types listed.       4.  most mil-c-915 cables have an equivalent mil-c-24643 low-smoke version. where an  equivalent version does exist simply add the letters ?ls? (for low-smoke) in front of  the mil-c-915 cable type to get the equivalent mil-c-24643 cable type. for example, ls2sa  is the low-smoke version of 2sa and is assigned the same category and group numbers  as the 2sa.                        figure 6-3.  cables in category r9 (sheet 2 of 3)   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-32    *mil-c-24640  (lightweight)  cable  group numbers for cable category r9  type  1 2 3  dx 3, 4     dxa 3, 4     dxw 3, 4      dxow 3, 4      dxwa 3, 4      fx 3, 4     fxa 3, 4     fxw 3, 4      fxwa 3, 4      mxso  2, 9, 21, 37      mxcw all      mxcow all      mxcwa all      mxo 10, 14      ttxw all      ttxow all      ttxwa all      tx 3, 4     txa 3, 4     txw 3, 4      txwa 3, 4      1xsow all      2xao  2, 7, 10, 18, 40      2xo all     2xow all      2xs all     2xsa all      2xso all      2xsaw  3, 7, 14      2xsaow all      2xsawa  3, 7, 14      2xsw  1, 3, 7      2xsow  3, 7, 12, 19,30      2xswa  1, 3, 7      2xsxo 4      3xs 7     3xsa 7     3xsw  3, 7, 10, 14     3xsow  3, 7, 10, 14, 19, 24     3xswa  3, 7, 10, 14     7xw 3, 4     7xwa 3, 4       figure 6-3.  cables in category r9 (sheet 3 of 3)

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-33          *  see figure 6-5 for group number.    **  all rg cables except rg-220, rg-221, rg-294, and rg-296. spacing requirements for cables  rg-330, rg-221, rg-294, and rg-296 must be handled on a special case basis.      ***  most mil-c-915 cables have an equivalent mil-c-24643 low-smoke version. where an  equivalent version does exist simply add the letters ?ls? (for low-smoke) in front of  the mil-c-915 cable type to get the equivalent mil-c-24643 cable type. for example, lsttrs  is the low-smoke version of ttrs and is assigned the same category and group numbers  as the ttrs.                              figure 6-4.  cables in categories s1 through s4 (sheet 1 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-34                  mil-c-24640 cable type mil-c-24640 cable type mil-c-24640 cable type       * the s1 category is typically assigned to rg cables (per mil-c-17).  since there  are no lightweight versions of rg cables, none of the mil-c-24640 cables are  assigned the s1 category.                                    figure 6-4.  cables in categories s1 through s4 (sheet 2 of 2) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  6-35        category group  number  group voltage v2  s1, s2, s4  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  -180 to -160 dbv (1.0 to 10 nanovolts)  -160 to -140 dbv (10 to 100 nanovolts)  -140 to -120 dbv (0.1 to 1.0 microvolts)  -120 to -100 dbv (1.0 to 10 microvolts)  -100 to -80 dbv (10 to 100 microvolts)  -80 to -60 dbv (0.1 to 1.0 millivolts)  -60 to -40 dbv (1.0 to 10 millivolts)  -40 to -20 dbv (0.01 to 0.1 volts)          notes:  1.  equipment design performance sensitivity, v1 (dbv), will normally be supplied by the  equipment manufacturer, or it can be obtained from government or contractor  furnished information.  a limited list of categorized input signal cabling for  existing gfe aboard ssn and ssbn ships may be obtained from (confidential) nusc  tech. memo no. 871161 dtd 2 sept 1988.  2.  when the equipment design performance sensitivity, v1 (dbv), is greater than -20 dbv  (0.1 volts), for example:  -10 dbv, the associated cable must be assigned an "r"  category.  3.  cable spacing without shielding.    to establish the group number for categories s1, s2, or s4, locate the group  voltage v2 (dbv) that includes v1 (dbv).  the group number associated with this group  voltage will be the group number for the susceptor category.  4.  cable spacing with shielding.    to establish the group number for categories s1, s2, or s4, locate the group  voltage v2 (dbv) that includes v3 (dbv).  the group number associated with this group  voltage will be the group number for the susceptor category.  5.  in a situation where the equipment design performance sensitivity, v1 (dbv), cannot  be obtained, with navsea approval the following guide may be employed as a last  resort.  it must be understood that this may lead to an excessive spacing and  shielding requirement, hence should be used sparingly.    a.  low-level receiving signals (non-amplified), such as sonar, radio, navigation:  v1  = -170 dbv    b.  low-level receiving signals (amplified), such as sonar, radio, navigation:        v1 = -150 dbv    c.  low-level sensor signals (non-amplified), such as strain gages, rtd's,  accelerometers, microphones, thermocouples, etc.:  v1 = -110 dbv    d.  low-level sensor signals (amplified), such as strain gages, rtd's,  accelerometers, microphones, thermocouples, etc.:  v1 = -90 dbv    because of the approximation, the resulting cable designator is considered a  special case and should be marked accordingly.           figure 6-5.  categories s1, s2, and s4, group numbers    and associated group voltages 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  6-36        susceptor cable designator s1 s2 s3 s4 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 1234567812345678 12345678 1212 0 33211100321110002433111001000001 r1 43321100332110002433111001000001 a2 65321100532110002653311001000001 d3 96431110643111002974421101001011 ir14 13965211096521100213106521101001011 a5 1913873110138731100219149731101001011 t6 2518118311018118311002261912842101001011 o7 33 23 13 9 3 1 1 0 23 13 9 3 1 1 0 0 2 34 25 15 11 4 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 r9 46 31 18 9 3 1 1 0 31 18 9 3 1 1 0 0 2 47 33 19 10 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 54332110433211002433211101000001 c1 54332110433211002543321101000001 a2 97433111743311102864321101011111 b3 121075421110754211021196431111111111 lr24 181410752111410752110217139652111111111 e5 252015107311201510731102231813873111112121 6 34 27 20 13 8 4 2 1 27 20 13 8 4 2 1 0 2 32 25 17 11 8 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 d7 45 35 25 15 12 5 2 1 35 25 15 12 5 2 1 0 2 42 32 23 13 9 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 e9 64 49 34 20 10 4 1 1 49 34 20 10 4 1 1 0 2 59 45 31 17 8 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 s1 44322111432211112432211111111111 ir32 54432211443221112443221111111111 g3 76543321654321112654321111111111 nr4 22211100221110002322111000111111 ar5 32111110221111002321111001000001 t1 21110000111000002211100001000001 or62 73211000321100002731100001000001 r1 32111000211100002321110001000001 r7 2 1474110007411100021273110001000001 r8 43221100322110002321111001111110 1 00000000000000000321100000000000 r9 2 00000000000000000652110000000000 3 000000000000000001683110000000000         notes:  1.  spacing requirements shown on the chart are in inches and measured between the  closest surface of the outer sheath or shield conduit of the individual cables.   (see figure  6-9).   2.  data in this figure has been changed from the original S9407-AB-HBK-010.        figure 6-6.  spacing chart for radiator and susceptor cables 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-37                                                      figure 6-7.  shielding effectiveness of conduit versus frequency 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          6-38                          notes:  1.  400-hz sources include power distribution panels, motor generator sets, motors,  transformers, controllers, and equipment cabinets.    2.  60-hz sources include power distribution panels, flourescent lights, motor  generator sets, motors, transformers, controllers, and equipment cabinets.    3.  see paragraphs  6.7.3  and  6.7.4  for specified flexible metal conduit and rigid metal  conduit respectively.   4.  example of chart use: a susceptor cable having the designator s4-1, and shielded in  flexible metal conduit is to be routed near a 60-hz power distribution panel. the  intersection of the ?s4-1? column at the ?60-hz sources-flex conduit? line indicates a  spacing of 3 inches.   5.  spacing requirements shown on the chart are given in inches and are measured  from the outer surface of the shielding conduit or cable to the nearest surface  of the interference source.  (see figure  6-9).                                   figure 6-8.  spacing and shielding chart for susceptible cables    (categories s1 through s4) to interference sources   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  6-39/6-40            figure 6-9.  measurement of cable spacing distances                        figure 6-10.  partial shielding installation 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-1    section 7    shielding enclosures, bonding and grounding    7.1 introduction      this section covers the requirements for construction and application of metal enclosures,  such as terminal boxes, junction boxes, and connector hardware, that are used to shield cable  terminations and electrical components from external electromagnetic radiation.  the boxes also  serve to attenuate electromagnetic radiation produced by electrical components enclosed within the  box.      in an installation where a terminal box (or junction box) is located in a cable run which is  completely enclosed in shielding conduit, that box shall be considered an extension of the shielding  conduit and shall be manufactured of a material and thickness which provides, as a minimum, the  same shielding effectiveness as the shielding conduit.    7.2 scope      this section contains details on the construction of shielding enclosures such as materials,  shielding effectiveness, and annealing instructions.  this section also covers installation procedures  such as wiring practices and grounding requirements.      the shielding procedures in this section are limited primarily to enclosures in the below-decks  shipboard environment, and are directed primarily toward the low-frequency portion of the spectrum.   the reasons for this are:      a.  effective shielding against magnetic fields is more difficult to achieve at low frequencies  than at high frequencies.  the greater "skin depth" at low frequencies dictates a  requirement for thicker material to obtain the necessary protection.      b.  the bulk of below-deck emi problems are related to the shipboard power system and  occur at frequencies below 100 khz.      c.  emi problems are more tractable at frequencies above 100 khz.      this section does not cover shielding enclosures employed in the topside shipboard  environment that require additional considerations.  the two major considerations and requirements  are:      a.  a 360-degree bonding of the shielding conduit at the enclosure penetration must be  installed to protect electrical and electronic circuits from electromagnetic radiation from  transmitting antennas, lightning, and electromagnetic pulse (emp).      b.  the enclosures must be made weather tight to maintain emc. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-2  7.3 shielding enclosures      placing sensitive circuits in metal enclosures protects them from interference caused by  electromagnetic fields.  the type, thickness, and electromagnetic properties of the metal used in  enclosure design determine the extent of such protection.  energy leakage through gaps and  discontinuities in the enclosure reduce the amount of desired protection and must be minimized during  design.  magnetic saturation of the shielding material can further reduce protection and must also be a  design consideration.  the following paragraphs provide guidance for the design and installation of  effective shielding enclosures.    7.3.1  magnetic saturation of materials       shielding materials are often spoken of as magnetically hard or magnetically soft, indicating a  low or high permeability characteristic respectively.  the magnetizing force required for saturation is  usually much greater for materials possessing low permeabilities.  as the applied magnetizing force is  increased beyond saturation, the shielding effectiveness of a material is reduced.  this condition is to  be avoided if at all possible.      the flexible shielding conduit described in section  3  and the mumetal enclosures discussed in  this section can be considered magnetically soft. they saturate at a relatively low magnetizing force  that is dependent upon the condition of the material.  rolled sheet and low carbon steel shielding  materials are not quite as soft and possess much lower permeabilities than flexible conduit or  mumetal and therefore require a much greater magnetizing force for saturation.      the magnetizing force, or field intensity, of the interference source to be shielded against is  always a factor to be considered in shielding problems.  the magnitude of the interference source  should not exceed published values given for saturation of a particular material.    7.3.2  shielding effectiveness of materials       the absorption loss (or penetration loss as it is sometimes called) is that loss due to the  attenuation experienced by an alternating, tangential magnetic field as it penetrates the shielding  material.  absorption loss is usually the dominant factor in the design of shielding enclosures and, as  such, dictates selection of the type and thickness of the material necessary to provide adequate  shielding effectiveness.      a changing magnetic field tangentially incident on a conducting surface causes current to flow  in the material; the current, in turn, tends to reduce the field at increasing depths within the material.  if  the field is alternating, there is never time for the field to become completely established, and the  higher the frequency the more the current will be concentrated near the surface of the material.  this  phenomenon is called "skin effect." 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  7-3    the depth within the conducting material, where current is reduced by a factor of   e -1 , or by approximately 37 percent of its surface value, is referred to as one "skin depth," and is  determined from         =  1  f  m  m   meters,  (1)    where in mks units:      f = frequency in hertz    m  = permeability of material in henries/meter   s m  = conductivity of material in siemens/meter.      the absorption loss in db for one "skin depth" is       a (db) = 20 log 10 e 1 = 8.686 db  .  (2)    for a shield of any thickness this becomes       a (db) = 20 log 10 e t/  = 8.686  t/  db  ,  (3)     where t = thickness of material in the same units as d.      for calculations where relative values of conductivity and permeability are used, equation (3)  can be equated to       a (db) = 3.34 t f r  r  ,  (4)     where relative values are:       r  =   m  o  =  permeability of material relative to that o f                      (  o  = 1.26 x 10 - 6  henries/meter)       r  =   m  cu  =  conductivity of material relative to tha t                      (  cu  =  5.8 x 10 7  siemens/meter).      figure  7-1  is a plot of skin depth (equation 1) versus frequency for typical shielding materials  and for the ratio of t/d equal to 1 (where d is given in inches).  although the permeability of ferrous  materials is inversely related to frequency, it is plotted as a constant value in figure  7-1.   as the  number of "skin depths" increases with frequency, adequate shielding can usually be achieved despite  this decrease in material permeability.  if, however, the permeability of the material at the frequency of  the interference is known, the absorption loss can be calculated using equation ( 3)  or ( 4).      

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  7-4        notes:    1.  monel is a nickel-coper alloy (67% ni; 30% cu).    2.  permalloy 45 is a nickel-iron alloy (45% ni; 55% fe).    3.  mumetal is a nickel-copper alloy (76% ni; 6% cu).                     figure 7-1.  skin depth versus frequency 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-5  7.3.2.1  example demonstrating shielding principles as applied to enclosure    requirements       the following example of an interference problem illustrates a typical requirement for a  shielding enclosure.      a sonar system shows that interference is present in the signal pass-band.  the interference  is 40 db above the equipment design performance sensitivity, seriously degrading operational  capability.  tests show that external interference is magnetically induced into the system via a brass  junction box having a wall thickness (t) of 11 gauge (0.120 inch).      from figure  7-1,  at a frequency of 2 khz, the skin depth (  ) for brass is 0.115 inch.  from  equation ( 3)  of paragraph  7.3.2  the attenuation provided by the brass junction box is    a (db) = 8.686 x ( 0.120 0.115  db ). = 906       a junction box made of some other material which provides an attenuation of 40 db greater  than that provided by the brass junction box is required for adequate shielding.  hot- or cold-rolled, 11- gauge sheet steel is readily available, and is of the minimum allowable thickness approved for  construction of shielding enclosures.      from figure  7-1,  at a frequency of 2 khz, the skin depth (  ) for hot- or cold-rolled steel is  approximately 0.010 inch.  from equation ( 3)  of paragraph  7.3.2  the attenuation provided by a steel  junction box having a wall thickness of 11 gauge (0.120 inch) is     a (db) = 8.686 x ( 0.120 0.010 ) 104 db =       this steel junction box will provide more shielding than that required to protect the sonar  circuits.  the 104 db of attenuation is in excess of the 9.06 db provided by the brass junction box and  the 40 db of interference by the amount determined as     excess a (db) = 104 db -(9.06 db + 40 db) = 55 db   .    7.3.2.2  materials for enclosures       a comparison of the shielding effectiveness in terms of "skin depth" of various ferrous and  nonferrous metals is presented in figure  7-1.   note that stainless steel and monel are not effective  shields for the frequencies plotted, and brass, aluminum, and copper are undesirable as shielding  materials against 60-hz and 400-hz power frequencies.  permalloy 45 and mumetal are more  effective as shields against low frequency magnetic fields than unannealed low-carbon steel of the  same thickness.  other materials not shown in figure  7-1,  such as permalloy 78.5 (78.5% ni, 21.5%  fe) and hipernom (80% ni, 4.2% mo, 15% fe) possess skin depth characteristics between the values  shown for permalloy 45 and mumetal.  these materials may also be used for constructing shielding  enclosures.  however, the shielding effectiveness of these medium- and high-permeability alloys is  affected by mechanical shock.  if an enclosure made of one of these annealed metals is machined,  dropped, or otherwise subjected to mechanical shock, the enclosure must be reannealed.  therefore,  in light of the difficulty in assuring protection from the hazards of mechanical shock, the use of  enclosures made from these materials is discouraged.      of the shielding materials noted in figure  7-1,  mumetal and low-carbon steel shall be used in  ships.  of the two, low-carbon steel (hot- or cold- rolled) is preferred because it is not as shock- sensitive as mumetal. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-6    7.3.3  low-carbon steel enclosures       low-carbon steel enclosures shall be fabricated from either hot- or cold-rolled steel, in  accordance with federal specification qq-s-698.  the thickness of the steel shall be a minimum of  11 gauge (0.1196 inch) using the manufacturers' standard gauge for sheet steel.  annealing of low- carbon steel enclosures is not required.  a good example of a steel enclosure is presented in figure  7- 2  (sheets  1  through  8)  which is a copy of drawings 2630-102-01 and 2630-102-02 entitled "terminal  box for shielded applications."  this greatly reduced copy is included for reference purposes rather  than for construction.    7.3.4 mumetal enclosures       figure  7-1  shows that mumetal enclosures will provide greater shielding effectiveness than  low-carbon steel enclosures of the same thickness.  mumetal enclosures can provide the same  shielding effectiveness as low-carbon steel enclosures but with less metal thickness.  the thickness of  a typical mumetal enclosure is 0.062 inch for the box and 0.075 inch for the cover.  the shielding  effectiveness of mumetal is extremely sensitive to shock.  if a mumetal enclosure which has been  annealed is later formed, dropped, machined, or otherwise subjected to mechanical shock, the  enclosure must be reannealed to restore its shielding effectiveness.      an approved design for mumetal terminal boxes can be obtained from buships drawing no.  ssb(n)616-404-2091704, "mumetal connection and pull boxes; assembly and details."    7.3.5  annealing of mumetal enclosures       to develop optimum magnetic properties, mumetal must be annealed after all fabricating  operations have been completed.  contamination by oxygen, sulfur, or carbon must be prevented  during the annealing cycle.  in specific applications in which a part cannot be fully annealed due to  physical reasons, a compromise treatment may be given.  less than full annealing, however, will  obviously result in less than optimum magnetic properties.  the method of annealing in a dry  hydrogen atmosphere is presented in the following paragraphs.    7.3.5.1  preparation for heat-treatment of mumetal       a.  complete all mechanical operations (such as drilling, punching, grinding) prior to  annealing. 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-15    b.  completely remove oil, graphite, or other carbon- or sulfur-bearing material from parts  prior to annealing.      c.  support the parts by suitable means to minimize warping or bending during the  annealing process.      d.  separate the laminations by means of a pure calcined aluminum oxide powder or a  suitable equivalent.  (annealing nickel-iron steels at temperatures above 1600 f,  particularly in a hydrogen atmosphere, may cause sticking of the laminations and parts.)    7.3.5.2  instructions for heat-treatment of mumetal       a.  pack the laminations or parts in a completely welded box that has only two openings  through which the hydrogen enters and leaves the box.    warning    as a safety precaution, it is necessary to purge with nitrogen before  and after the annealing cycle.        b.  anneal only in pure dry hydrogen produced by the electrolytic process, passed over a  copper or palladium catalyst, with the moisture removed by activated alumina,  phosphorous pentoxide, or other drying agent so that the dew point of the gas is  reduced to at least -60 f.  the dry hydrogen atmosphere should be well circulated with  a minimum flow rate of 10 times the volume of the retort per hour.  (a significantly lower  flow rate will not be adequate to completely purify the shielding material.)      c.  heat the charge to 2150 f at any convenient rate.  after the charge is uniformly  heated, hold it at 2150 f for 4 hours. furnace cool at the rate of 200 f per hour to  600 f.  purge with nitrogen, after which the charge can be withdrawn from the furnace.    note    mumetal which is annealed at 1850 f for 4 hours is approximately  50 percent as effective as that annealed at the normal 2150 f  temperature.    annealing can be accomplished in atmospheres other than pure dry  hydrogen, but with poorer results.  for example, annealing in a  mixture of 80 percent hydrogen and 20 percent nitrogen produces  magnetic properties approximately 80 percent as effective as when  annealing in pure dry hydrogen.  annealing in a vacuum develops  properties between 50 percent and 75 percent as effective as those  attained in a hydrogen atmosphere.  annealing in a pure nitrogen  atmosphere develops magnetic properties approximately 50 percent  as effective as those attained in a hydrogen atmosphere. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-16  7.3.6 finish       after annealing (where required), and prior to final assembly, the parts requiring painting shall  be given one coat of pretreatment primer and two coats of enamel.  in some cases a cadmium-plated  finish may be required for the enclosure and cover assemblies.    7.3.6.1  finish at enclosure-cover interface       the mating surfaces of the enclosure and its cover which come in contact with the emi gasket  shall be cleaned to the bare metal, be free of all foreign materials, and remain unpainted to ensure a  metal-to-metal seal to prevent leakage of magnetic flux.      each time thereafter that the enclosure is opened, the contact surfaces should be inspected  and, if necessary, cleaned to the bare metal before reattaching the cover.      if the enclosure is located in a corrosive environment, the contact surfaces between the  enclosure and its cover shall be protected with a conductive finish, such as cadmium plating, or other  conductive coating.    7.4  recommended wiring practices for use in shielding enclosures      in order to optimize the emi protection provided by shielding enclosures, particular attention  should be paid to the layout of wiring inside the enclosures.  the size of the loop area formed by a pair  of conductors should be kept to a minimum by twisting the pair and by maintaining the twist as close  to the terminals as practicable.  in addition, the spacing between radiators and susceptors within the  enclosure should be maintained as a minimum in accordance with section 6 wherever practicable.   figures  7-3,  7-4,  and  7-5  illustrate various wiring practices.      the wiring practice shown in figure  7-3a  is not recommended because it creates an  unnecessarily large pickup loop area (shaded area) which increases circuit susceptibility.  figure  7-3b  shows the recommended practice of keeping the conductor pairs short and tightly twisted to minimize  the pickup loop area.      the wiring practice shown in figure  7-4a  is not recommended because of the increase in  cross-coupling caused by running susceptible (low-level) conductors too close to radiating (high-level)  conductors.  figure  7-4b  shows the recommended practice for obtaining maximum spacing (see  section 6 for required spacing) between susceptible conductors and radiating conductors.      the wiring practice shown in figure  7-5a  for a cable having shielded twisted pairs is not  recommended because the arrangement creates large pickup loop areas.  figure  7-5b  shows the  recommended practice for terminating the shielded twisted pairs.  the practice shown in figure  7-5b  allows the shield for each twisted pair to be brought close to the terminals.  a general rule for good  wiring practice for shielded twisted pairs is to bring the shield as close as practicable to the end of the  twisted pair and maintain the twist between pairs as close to the terminals as practicable.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-17                    figure 7-3.  wiring practice for minimizing pickup loop areas    inside shielding enclosure 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-18                figure 7-4.  wiring practice for minimizing spacing between    conductors inside shielding enclosure 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-19                figure 7-5.  wiring practice for shielded twisted pairs    inside shielding enclosure 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-20  7.5  method for plugging hole in steel enclosure      figure  7-6  illustrates a recommended method for plugging a hole in a steel enclosure when  welding is not practicable.  the gasket provides an environmental seal for the enclosure, and the  retainer maintains the shielding integrity of the enclosure.    7.6  terminations at hull fittings      the following paragraphs describe the shielding hardware required to terminate flexible  conduit at the inboard end of pressure proof hull fittings.    7.6.1  90-degree capped elbow termination       figure  7-7  shows the components required for a 90-degree capped elbow termination at a hull  fitting.  the hull fittings is this figure are the type specified in mil-c-24231 and are used to complete  the path of multiconductor cables through the submarine pressure hull.  most of these hull fittings are  supplied with 15-foot lengths of type b-16 wires (mil-w-16878/1) attached to each hull fitting terminal.   the b-16 wires are fed through the cap portion of the elbow.  the conductors of the shielded cable  are also run through the cap portion and connected to the b-16 wires.  once these conductors are  joined they are stuffed in the elbow and the cap is screwed in place.  table i in figure  7-7  lists typical  combinations of components required for the hull fittings used.    7.6.2  two-branch assembly termination       figure  7-8  shows an assembly which can be used to shield and split the conductors  associated with hull fitting symbol no. 516 into two branches in opposite directions.  electromagnetic  shielding is maintained inside the assembly where the inboard conductors of the hull fitting are  connected to the conductors of the shielded cables.    7.6.3  three-branch assembly termination       figure  7-9  shows an assembly which can be used to shield and split the conductors  associated with hull fitting symbol no. 516 into three branches.  electromagnetic shielding is  maintained inside the assembly where the inboard conductors of the hull fitting are connected to the  conductors of the shielded cables.    7.6.4  tailpiece for hull-fitting termination       figure  7-10  shows a tailpiece used for terminating a 90-degree elbow, a two-branch  assembly, or a three-branch assembly to a hull-fitting gland nut.    7.6.5  mx-7637/u stuffing tube termination adapter       the mx-7637/u stuffing tube is a pressure proof fitting which has been designed to pass an  rg-293/u cable through the submarine pressure hull.  the nut clamp of the mx-7637/u must be  replaced by an adapter, figure  7-11,  which couples the stuffing tube to a 3/4-inch flexible metal  conduit.  the end of the conduit which attaches to the adapter is terminated in a gr2129 ferrule and  coupling nut of figure  4-11  (section  4).    

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  7-21        notes:    1.  this method shall be used only when it is not practicable to plug a hole by welding.    2.  remove all  paint, anodic film, grease, etc. from inside surface of enclosure around  area of hole in order to obtain good metal-to-metal contact with pc 3.     3.  pc 2 and pc 4 may be welded or brazed together, or fabricated from one piece of  low-carbon steel.    4.  finish similar to original enclosure.    5.  dimensions are in inches.       figure 7-6.  hole plug for steel enclosure 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  7-22            notes:    1.  the combination of an rp2100 end-fitting and an rp2411, rp2430, or rp2431 adapter may  be used as an optional method of terminating the conduit.    2.  all dimensions are in inches.           figure 7-7.  components for 90-degree capped elbow termination

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  7-23                    notes:    1.  the combination of an rp2100 end-fitting and an rp2430 adapter may be used as an  optional method of terminating the conduit.    2.  all dimensions are in inches.                     figure 7-8.  components for two-branch assembly termination

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  7-24            notes:    1.  the combination of an rp2100 end-fitting and an rp2430 adapter may be used as an  optional method of terminating the conduit.    2.  all dimensions are in inches.                     figure 7-9.  components for three-branch assembly termination

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  7-25                        notes:    1.  material: low carbon steel in accordance with fed-std-66 with cadmium plating in  accordance with qq-p-416, type i, cl3.      2.  all dimensions are in inches.                               figure 7-10.  tailpiece for hull-fitting termination

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  7-26                                notes:    1.  remove all sharp edges.    2.  naval brass qq-b-637.                           figure 7-11.  adapter for stuffing-tube type mx-7637/u  

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-27  7.7  requirements for the use of aluminum or steel connectors and  accessories        to maintain the emc protection obtained by a susceptible cable enclosed in a flexible  shielding conduit, certain spacing requirements should be met before the use of aluminum connectors  and its rear accessories (such as backshells) are considered.  the requirements which allow the use  of aluminum or dictate the use of low-carbon steel connectors and accessories are as follows:      where the section 6 spacing requirements for an unshielded  susceptible cable operating at  frequencies below 100 khz (i.e., section 6 cable categories s1, s2, s4, r5, r6, and r7) are met, an  aluminum connector and its accessories may be used.  (see figure  7-12a.)      where the section 6 spacing requirements for the unshielded  susceptible cable operating at  frequencies below 100 khz cannot be met, a low-carbon steel connector and its accessories should  be used.  (see figure  7-12b.)      it should be noted that connectors and backshells made of low-carbon steel are not readily  available and may require a long delivery time.  it should also be noted that some gr2000 series and  rp2000 series adapters can be attached directly to connectors in place of backshells.  thus, in many  cases, these adapters, which are made of low-carbon steel, can eliminate the need for a backshell  (whether aluminum or steel).    7.8  bonding and grounding requirements      electronic equipment, equipment enclosures, shielding enclosures, and associated conduit  shall be bonded to ground potential (ship's hull) as specified in mil-std-1310.  see the paragraphs  under general requirements and detailed requirements dealing with emi reduction.   for conduit grounding, see the paragraph on submarines.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          7-28                figure 7-12.  spacing requirements of section  6  for aluminum or    steel connectors and backshells  
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          a-1    appendix a    separation and shielding requirements of  section 5 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010    a-1 introduction      the cable separation and shielding requirements of section 5 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 are  presented in this appendix for reference purposes and, specifically, as background information for utilizing  appendix  b  of this handbook.  appendix b contains guidelines that deal with interface situations in which  more than one set of cable spacing and shielding requirements are implemented on the same platform.   for example, it addresses the requirements of section 5 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 and the  requirements of section  6  of either navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 or S9407-AB-HBK-010 (including  revision 1).      the remaining pages of section 5 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 are not included in this appendix  because they concern hardware, such as the gr2000 series conduit fittings and hull fittings, which are  described in other sections of this handbook.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          a-2  section 5       flexible conduit and general grounding requirements    5-1 background      as communications, sonar and other electronics systems on board submarines are improved  through advancing technology, the systems generally become more complex, with higher power levels  being generated - and radiated - from various circuits.  concurrently, more susceptible to electromagnetic  interferences.  shielding techniques must improve in order that present and future equipments shall  operate at their designed capabilities and not be degraded by the electromagnetic environment.      until the present, cables on submarines have been shielded with seamless steel pipe made from  low carbon steel and, where flexibility was required, anaconda type at2198 flexible metal conduit.  these  materials, and complete details for their application are described in sections  1  through  4  of this handbook      a material at greatly improved shielding capability (at low field intensities) over low carbon steel is  an iron alloy containing a high percentage of nickel.  it has a high initial magnetic permeability, a desirable  characteristic for shielding against radiated magnetic fields of low intensity.  a number of manufacturers  are now fabricating flexible conduit from this high permeability material, and this is the type of conduit  which the navy underwater sound laboratory has tested, and which the naval ship engineering center  (navsec) has approved for use on new construction submarines.    5-2 scope      this section applies to new submarine design and construction.  it provides:      a.  cable shielding and separation requirements      b.  bonding and grounding procedures      c.  details of use of transition fittings to connect flexible conduit to various hull fitting and bulkhead  fittings      d.  specifications for flexible metal conduit, with a listing of qualified suppliers and their approved  sizes and types of conduit.  (see appendix 1)      e.  specifications for transition and accessory fittings, with a listing of drawings of such fittings and  sources of supply.  (see appendix 2)    5-3  cable shielding, marking, and separation requirements    5-3-1 cable marking       cable identification tags shall be attached to all cables to indicate the appropriate cable category  designation and these cables shall be enclosed in electromagnetic shielding or separate in accordance  with the requirements specified in this section.  separation distance specified shall be measured between  the outer sheathes of the cables or between the external electromagnetic shields.  cables enclosed in  flexible metal conduit shall be identified by using the standard electronic cable designator including the  shielded cable category mark on the conduit surrounding the cable.        examples: 3r-ra28, rg-264/u (xll)          r-sl57, 2sa-8 (sll)          2r-sm5, rg-28 (ll) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          a-3      5-3-2  cable shielding and separation chart       the chart in figure  5-1  specifies the requirement for shielding and separation of cables used for  submarine electronic systems installations.  the chart legend defines the various symbols used.      to use the chart, determine the category of the cables for which shielding or separation information  is required.  as an example, it has been determined that two cables being installed in a cable run fall in the  ll and xll category.  to determine shielding requirements:      a.  enter the chart on the left at line f(ll), move to the right to column 4(xll).  the block at the  intersection of line f, column 4 is    b.  refer to the chart legend to interpret the meaning of this block.              c.  the heavy circle surrounding the designator xll specifies that the cable in the xll category  must be shielded in high permeability flexible metal conduit.  since there are no lines or arrowheads  between the two cable category designators, the chart legend indicates that the two cables are compatible  and no addition shielding or separation is required.      as another example, consider two cables in the vhl and xll category.  to determine shielding  requirements:      a.  enter the chart on the left at line b(vhl), move to right to column 4(xll).           b.  refer to the chart legend to interpret the meaning of this block.      c.  the line between the two designators in the block indicates that the cables are not compatible  and both require shielding and separation.      d.  the heavy circles surrounding each of the designators specify that both cables must be shielded  in high permeability flexible metal conduit.      e.  the number 12 enclosed in a square indicates that besides the use of flexible conduit the two  cable runs enclosed in metal conduit must have a minimum separation of 12 inches.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          a-4      figure 5-1. cable chart showing separation and shielding requirements for different   cable  categories 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          a-5    as a third example, consider two cables in the tif and wll categories.  to determine shielding  requirements:       a.  enter the chart at the left at line e (tif).  move to the right to column 6(wll).            b.  refer to chart legend to interpret the meaning of this block.       c.  the arrow pointing toward the thin circle surrounding the wll category designator indicates  the wll category cable shall be shielded in flexible metal conduit if the minimum separation of 12 inches,  specified in the lower right-hand corner cannot be maintained.       d.  also, the 12 in the lower right-hand corner, according to the legend, indicates that if the 12-inch  separation in the cable run can be maintained, no shielding is required for either cable.     5-3-3  exceptions to requirements for sll cables       a.  installation of an/bqs-6b, an/bqs-13 sonar receiving cables below 100 khz (sll) and sonar  projector transmitting cables (shl) in the same cableway is permitted without shielding or separation  provided:        (1)  no other system sonar projector transmitting cables (shl) are located within the  cableway throughout the entire run.        (2)  the an/bqs-6b and an/bqs-13 cableways are located at least 6 inches from all other  passive electrical devices and 18 inches from all other sonar projector transmitting cables (shl)  throughout the entire run between the elliptical bulkhead and the equipment cabinet in the ees space.        (3)  separation between preamplifier input cables and the transmitting cables located within  the sphere shall be at least 6 inches or installed in approved shielding.      b.  installation of sonar projector transmitting cables (shl) in shielding (vice sonar receiving  cables below 100 khz (sll) is permitted in the reactor compartment.      c.  a minimum separation distance of two inches shall be maintained between passive cables  and sll shielded cables.      d.  the following requirements apply to the separation of shielded or unshielded sll category  cables where these cables enter equipment enclosures:        (1)  separation for cable point-of-entrance locations shall be as much as stuffing tube plate or  other dimensions, terminal board locations, and interior or exterior space limitations allow.        (2)  separation will not be required for point of entrance into equipment providing all of the  other active or passive cables which would violate the separation requirement are entering the same  equipment.    5-3-4  general cable separation requirements       these general cable separation requirements apply to those cables not specifically covered in the  cable chart.  separation distance specified shall be measured between the outer sheaths of the cable or  between the external shields.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          a-6    a.  the separation specified between ll and passive, xll and passive, and sll and  passive shall be maintained between the sll, xll, ll category cables, and other interference sources.   examples of other interference sources are separately mounted transformers, fluorescent light fixtures,  power supplies, power panels, motors generators, controllers, and electronic transmitters.      b.  if it is not feasible to maintain minimum separation of cables in the ll and sll category in any  portion of a cable run within a watertight compartment, the entire cable shall be shielded.    5-3-5  dual purpose cables       cables serving a dual purpose (transmitting and receiving) shall be identified with both categories.   for example, cables between sonar transducers and terminal equipment may function as both  transmitting cable and a receiver cable.  such a cable should be marked with appropriate shielding  category designators such as shl/sll.  an rf cable between a communication transceiver and the  associated antenna could be marked rhl/ll.      the shielding and/or separation requirement for a dual purpose cable shall be in accordance with  the methods outlined in the cable chart for the category of cable requiring the greater separation or the  better shielding.   

         appendix b  guidelines for spacing and shielding requirements at  an interface 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          b-1    appendix b        guidelines for cable spacing and shielding requirements at an interface      b-1  introduction      in situations where more than one set of cable spacing and shielding requirements are  implemented on the same platform, a compatible set of joint requirements must be developed and applied  at the common interface.  this section provides two examples of interface requirements that have been  developed and implemented on submarine platforms.    b-2  scope      spacing and shielding requirements provided in this section apply only at the following designated  interfaces:      a.  cable installations in accordance with section 5 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 and section  6  of either navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 or S9407-AB-HBK-010 (including revision 1).      b.  the command and control system (ccs) installed in accordance with section  6  of either  navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 or S9407-AB-HBK-010 (including revision 1), and the strategic weapons  system (sws) installed in accordance with sws coordinated drawing 3191445.    the procedure employed to develop these requirements illustrates a general approach that can be used  to establish adequate spacing and shielding at a given interface.    b-3  general procedure for developing interface cable spacing and shielding       requirements      in applying the cable spacing and shielding requirements given in section  6  at an interface, all the  requirements imposed on both systems must be observed.  this includes bonding and grounding  practices as well as cable spacing requirements.  paragraphs  b-3.1  through  b-3.4  describe a general  procedure that can be used to develop cable spacing and shielding requirements at an interface.    b-3.1  develop functional equivalence       developing a functional equivalence between section  6  cable categories and those of the  interfacing system requires detailed information regarding the latter.  much of this can be obtained from  technical manuals, equipment design specifications, and installation requirements.    b-3.2  recategorize interfacing system cables       using equivalent cable category information, recategorize the interfacing system cables in terms of  the section 6 cable designators.  if all cable designator information is not available, the category may be  assigned and the group numbers determined later.    

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2            b-2   b-3.3  generate cable spacing matrix       the interface cable spacing matrix compares the section  6  cable categories to the interface cable  categories.  cable spacing is specified at matrix coordinates when the cable designator can be fully  described.  when this is not the case, the procedures of section  6  must be used to determine the spacing.     b-3.4  resolve prohibitive cable spacing requirements       interface cable spacing may become prohibitive where the requirements of both systems must be  satisfied.  in these cases, tradeoffs may be necessary to resolve problems.  it should be noted that this  approach may lead to greater overall cable spacing than that required by either system when installed  separately.     b-4  section  5  and section  6  cable spacing and shielding interface requirements    b-4.1  section  5  versus section  6  functional equivalence       a review of the development of section's  5  and  6  shows that their spacing requirements do not  correspond quantitatively.  section  6  spacing requirements were developed using mathematical analyses  and validation testing and can be numerically defined - - this was not the case with section  5  requirements.  to develop a numerical relationship between these sections, the section  5  cables are  recategorized using section  6  criteria.  this establishes the functional equivalence between cable  categories presented in table  b-1.     b-4.2  section  5  versus section  6  interface spacing and shielding requirements matrix       employing the functional equivalence concept of paragraph  b-3.1  and section  6  cable category  spacings, joint interface spacing requirements were developed.  the cable interface spacing/shielding  requirements matrix is presented in table  b-2.   it should be noted that the cable spacings given in the  matrix represent a worst case, i.e., the greatest spacing to ensure compatibility.     b-5  cable spacing and shielding requirements at the interface of ccs (section  6)  and sws    b-5.1  section  6  versus sws functional equivalence       the sws cables were recategorized using section  6  criteria and observing the sws definitions  and requirements given in sws coordination drawing 3191445, rev f.  a functional equivalence was  established as a result of this effort.     b-5.2  ccs versus sws interface spacing and shielding requirements matrix       as in the case of the section  5  versus section  6  matrix (table  b-2),  a similar set of requirements for  ccs versus sws was developed.  this spacing and shielding matrix is presented in table  b-3.     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          b-3  table b-1.  section  5  versus section  6  functional equivalence    section  5  category  function  section  6  category  vhl  radar, radio, and sonar transmission  r3, r4  shl sonar transmission  r3  rhl radio transmission  r4  ll  radio, and sonar reception above 100 khz  s3  xll*  radio, and navigation reception below 100 khz  s1, s2  sll  sonar reception below 100 khz  s4  tif radar/iff transceiver  r4/s3  wll  data transmission  r5, r6, r7, r8  wlx  missile function and guidance power  r5, r6, r7, r9  passive  power plus miscellaneous  r1, r2, r9        * this cable shielded in high permeability flexible metal conduit without exception. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2            b-4   table b-2.  section  5  versus section  6  cable spacing/shielding requirements          section  5  cable categories    rhl ll wll *xll wlx shl pas sll tif vhl  s  e  r1 1 2 1 note  1  1 0 0 note  1  2 1  c  t  r2 1 2 2 note  1  2 0 0 note  1  2 1  i  o  r3 1 2 1 5 1 1 1 6 2 1  n r4 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 1  6  r5 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 3 2 1  c  a  r6 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 7 2 1  b  l  r7 1 2 1 4 0 1 2 note  1  2 1  e    r8 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 3 2 1  c  a  r9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 note  1  0 0  t  e  s1 2  0 note  1  0 note  1  7 note  1  0 2 7  g  o  s2 2 0 7 0 7 6 note  1  0 2 6  r  i  s3 2 0 2 0 2 2    0 2 2  e  s  s4 3  0 note  1  0 note  1  6 note  1  0 3 6        * this cable shielded in high permeability flexible metal conduit without exception.    notes:     1.  employ procedures contained in section  6  to determine cable spacing requirement.    2.  spacing requirements are in inches. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          b-5  table b-3. ccs/sws cable interface spacing/shielding requirements    matrix (rev a) (sheet 1 of 2)       sws categoriy      pwr  rad  note 1   wll  note 1  sen  note 2  ll  note 2  xll  note 2  shl  note 2  h/l  s  e  c  r1 0  0  2  2  0  2  0 0  t  i  o  r2 0  0  2  2  0  2  0 0  n    6  r3 1  0  2 2 0 2  0 0    c  a  r4 1  1  2 2  0  2  0 0  b  l  e  r5 1  1 note 5  2  note 5  2  0 0 0 0    c  r6 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0  a  t  r7 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0  e  g  r8 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  o  r  r9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  i  e  s1  note 3  note 4  14  note 4  14  note 4  14  0 0 0 0  s    s2  note 3  note 4  14  note 4  14  note 4  14  0 0 0 0      s3 note 4  2  note 4  2  note 4  2  note 4  2  0 0 0 0      s4  note 3  note 4  14  note 4  14  note 4  14  0 0 0 0    notes:     a.  cables spacing values shown in the table are given in inches and are measured between the  closest points of the outer sheath or shielding of the individual cables or bundles of cables.    b.  the symbol enclosing a spacing value in the table is from sws coordination drawing 3191445,  applies to the sws cable, and is defined as follows:         = minimum spacing allowed, without exception.     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2            b-6   table b-3. ccs/sws cable interface spacing/shielding requirements    matrix (rev a) (sheet 2 of 2)    matrix notes:     1.  shield this cable in electrostatic sheath or armor, from equipment enclosure or penetration "a" to  equipment enclosure or penetration "b."     2.  shield this entire cable with high permeability flexible metal conduit (on inboard routings).     3.  to determine spacing, identify worst case power cable in terms of section  6  category r1 or r2,  figure  6-1,  and use the section 6 spacing/shielding requirements.     4.  where the indicated spacing cannot be achieved, determine the equivalent section  6  category for  the sws cable, using specific cable and functional data to be supplied by sspo upon navsea request.   use the section  6  spacing/shielding requirements to determine the minimum spacing with shielding.    5.  minimum spacing is 2 inches, except that wll and sen categories may be routed with zero  spacing from sound powered telephone cables categorized r5.  (sound powered telephone cables  categorized r5 have the following lead number prefixes:  c-2jv, c-em, c-1sj, c-sj, c-x1j, c-8jp, c- ja, c-10jc, c-x43j, c-2jx, c-1mj, c-x6j, and c-e.)    
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  c-1    appendix c    qualified products list for  flexible shielding conduit and fittings    c-1 introduction      the following is a list of qualified vendors of fl exible shielding conduit specified in appendix d,  gr2000-series fittings specified in section 4, and rp2000- series fittings specified in section 5 of this  handbook.      questions or comments concerning this lis t should be directed to: commander, naval sea  systems command, code 05h3, washington,  dc 20375, phone (202) 791-3140, or other navsea- designated authority.    c-2 background      a requirement still exists for shieldi ng hardware as described in navsea 0967-lp-283-5010  "handbook of shipboard electromagnetic shielding pr actices," the publication which preceded this  S9407-AB-HBK-010 document.  the basic  difference between the shielding hardware specified in the two  documents is as follows:      a.  navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 did not standardize t he outside diameters of each of the sizes  of flexible shielding conduit.  as a result,  the outside diameters varied with each vendor, and  it was necessary to purchase the associated  fittings from the same vendor in order to  ensure dimensional compatibility.  also, an olive- drab finish over the electroless-nickel plate  on the fittings was specified.      b.  the S9407-AB-HBK-010 document standardizes t he outside diameters of each of the sizes  of flexible shielding conduit, and sizes the asso ciated fittings to fit this standardized conduit.   also, the requirement for an olive-drab finish ov er the electroless-nickel plate is deleted for  the reasons that the olive-drab finish is  not a critical requirement for adequate corrosion  protection for below-decks applications, and also  as a visual means of differentiating  between the new and the old fittings.    c-3  procurement of navsea 0967-lp-283- 5010 hardware and/or S9407-AB-HBK-010  hardware      the following policies of the four qualified v endors regarding procurement of hardware described  in either the navsea 0967-lp-283-5010 (document  (a)) or S9407-AB-HBK-010 (document (b)) are  listed below:      a.  dcx-chol enterprises, formerly breeze-illi nois, inc. (bi), will supply flexible shielding  conduit only to document (b) because they have st andardized their tooling to document (b).   however, they will supply associated fittings a ccording to either documents (a) or (b) based  on a clear indication as to which type is required.      b.  flexible metal hose mfg co. (fmh) will asso ciated fittings to either documents (a) or (b)  provided that the purchase order clearly states whether the 0967-lp-283-5010 or the  S9407-AB-HBK-010 hardware is required.      c.  elliott manufacturing, formerly servicair company (s), will supply flexible shielding conduit  and associated fittings as stated in b above. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2   c-2      d.  glenair, inc. (g) will supply flexible sh ielding conduit and associated fittings to either  documents (a) or (b) provided that the purc hase order clearly states whether the 0967-lp- 283-5010 or the S9407-AB-HBK-010  hardware is required.      if no indication is given by the purchaser as  to which document applies, the vendors will normally  send hardware according to S9407-AB-HBK-010.  the  purchaser should contact the individual vendors  for specific details and any excepti ons to the above statements.  a ty pical exception may be the use of  low-carbon steel for the rp2000-series conduit couplings , in accordance with document (b), instead of  hipernom, in accordance with document (a).  this  substitution is cost effective and acceptable by  navsea.              table c-1.  manufacturer codes      mfr's code  manufacturer  bi dcx-chol  enterprises  inc., elecsys division  225 enterprise drive  pekin, il  61554  phone:  (309) 353-4455  fmh fmh  corporation  345 fisher ave.  costa mesa, ca  92626  phone:  (714) 751-1000  g glenair,  inc.  1211 air way  glendale, ca 91201-2497  phone:  (818) 247-6000  s elliott  manufacturing  po box 773  binghamton, ny  13902  phone:  (607) 772-0404 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  c-3    table c-2.  flexible shielding conduit        type 1 (nonjacketed) conduit  type 2 (jacketed) conduit  conduit  size  (nom id)  navy  part  no.  mfr  code*  mfr  part  no.  est  wt/ft  (lbs)  navy part no.  mfr  code*  mfr  part  no.  est  wt/ft  (lbs)  1/4 emo2 bi  s  g  023700-hp0250  sm83-02  750-084-08  0.11  0.102  0.105  emo2r bi  s  g  023700-he0250  sm83-02n  750-085-08  0.17  0.1895  0.195  3/8 em03 bi  s  g  023700-hp0375  sm83-03  750-084-12  0.16  0.153  0.155  em03r bi  s  g  023700-hp0375  sm83-03n  750-085-12  0.24  0.2499  0.255  1/2 em04 bi  s  g  023700-hp0500  sm83-04  750-084-16  0.20  0.208  0.210  em04r bi  s  g  023700-hp0500  sm83-04n  750-085-16  0.30  0.330  0.340  5/8 em05 bi  s  g  023700-hp0625  sm83-05  750-084-20  0.24  0.252  0.260  em05r bi  s  g  023700-hp0625  sm83-05n  750-085-20  0.39  0.380  0.390  3/4 em06 bi  s  g  023700-hp0750  sm83-06  750-084-24  0.34  0.308  0.310  em06r bi  s  g  023700-hp0750  sm83-06n  750-085-24  0.54  0.444  0.450  1 em08 bi  s  g  023700-hp1000  sm83-08  750-084-32  0.46  0.514  0.520  em08r bi  s  g  023700-hp1000  sm83-08n  750-085-32  0.68  0.753  0.760  1-1/4 em10  bi  s  g  023700-hp1250  sm83-10  750-084-40  0.56  0.628  0.630  em10r bi  s  g  023700-hp1250  sm83-10n  750-085-40  0.80  0.853  0.860  1-1/2 em12  bi  s  g  023700-hp1500  sm83-12  750-084-48  0.69  0.746  0.750  em12r bi  s  g  023700-hp1500  sm83-12n  750-085-48  0.89  1.002  1.050  2 em16 s  g  sm83-16  750-084-64  1.133  1.140  em16r s  g  sm83-16n  750-085-64  1.498  1.500  2-1/2 em20  s  g  sm83-20  750-084-80  1.408  1.410  em20r s  g  sm83-20n  750-085-80  1.7794  1.7900  3 em24 s  g  sm83-24  750-084-96  1.680  1.690  em24r s  g  sm83-24n  750-085-96  2.0609  2.0900        * see table c-1.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change   c-4    table c-3.  gr2000-series fittings for flexible     conduit (braze-on type)      gr2000-series   trans technology  flexible metal  g&h technology  glenair, inc.  fig.  basic part  electronics  hose co.      no. no.  part  no. basi c part no.  basic part  no.  basic part no.  4-1 gr2120 222837-fe5100 7000-511  s72120  gr2120  4-2 gr2121 222838-fe5100 71315  s72121  gr2121  4-3 gr2122  (style a)  222839-fe5100  7000-508  s72122  gr2122 (style a) 4-4 gr2122  (style b)  222840-fe5100  71316  s72122b  gr2122 (style b) 4-5 gr2123 222841-fe5100 7000-507  s72123  gr2123  4-6 gr2124 222842-fe5100 7000-511  s72124  gr2124  4-7 gr2125 222843-fe5100 7000-511  s72125  gr2125  4-8 gr2126 222844-fe5100 7000-600  s72126  gr2126  4-9 gr2127 222845-fe5100 7000-372  s72127  gr2127  4-10 gr2128  222846-fe5100 7000-421  s72128  gr2128  4-11 gr2129  222847-fe5100 7000-655  s72129  gr2129    notes:    1.  the gr2120, gr2123, gr2124, and gr2125 transition fi ttings must be obtained only from the qualified  sources listed above.  the other gr2000-series fittings may be obtained from any source which  manufacturers them in accordanc e with section 4 of this handbook.    2.  the manufacturer's part number development for any par ticular fitting size may be obtained from the individual  manufacturers or their representatives.     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          c-5    table c-4.  rp2000-series fittings for    flexible conduit (reusable type)      (sheet 1 of 4)    rp2000-series   trans technology  flexible metal  g&h technology  glenair, inc.  fig.  basic part  electronics  hose co.      no.  no.  part no.  basic part no.  basic part no.  basic part no.  5-1  rp2100  see sheets  2,  3  and   7000-718  s82100  rp2100  5-2  rp2110  4  for part numbers  7000-869  s82110  rp2110  5-3  rp2120   71052  s82120  rp2120  5-4  rp2130   70977  s82130  rp2130  5-5  rp2140   71050  s82140  rp2140  5-6  rp2141   71317  s82141  rp2141  5-7  rp2200   7000-690  s82200  rp2200  5-8  rp2210   70978  s82210  rp2210  5-9  rp2311   71003  s82311  rp2311  5-10  rp2321   7000-716  s82321  rp2321  5-11  rp2330   7000-715  s82330  rp2330  5-12  rp2340   71048  s82340  rp2340  5-13  rp2350   71083  s82350  rp2350  5-14  rp2360   71319  s82360  rp2360  5-15  rp2400   7000-714  s82400  rp2400  5-16  rp2411   71323  s82411  rp2411  5-17  rp2420   71047  s82420  rp2420  5-18  rp2430   70979  s82430  rp2430  5-19  rp2431   71318  s82431  rp2431  5-20  rp2440   71091  s82440  rp2440  5-21  rp2500   7000-717  s82500  rp2500  5-22  rp2610   71054  s82610  rp2610  5-23  rp2620   71085  s82620  rp2620      notes:    1.  the rp2100- and rp2200-series fittings must be obtained only from the qualified sources listed above.   since the rp2300- through rp2600-series adapters are simple threaded fittings, they may be obtained from  any source that manufactures them in accordance with section  5  of this handbook.    2.  the manufacturer's part number development for any particular fitting size may be obtained from the  individual manufacturers or their representative. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          c-6    table c-4.  rp2000-series fittings for    flexible conduit (reusable type)      (sheet 2 of 4)     part number    part number  part number  S9407-AB-HBK-010  trans technology  electronics  part number  S9407-AB-HBK-010  trans technology  electronics  rp2100-em03-s 200701-fe5103 rp2120-em16-s  220679-fe5100  rp2100-em03-t 200702-fe5103 rp2120-em16-t  220719-fe5100  rp2100-em05-s 200701-fb5105 rp2130-em03  200731-fe5103  rp2100-em06-s 200701-fe5106 rp2130-em06  200731-fe5106  rp2100-em06-t 200702-fe5106 rp2130-em08  200731-fe5108  rp2100-em08-s 200701-fe5108 rp2130-em10  200731-fe5110  rp2100-em08-t 200702-fe5108 rp2140-em02  220847-fe5100  rp2100-em10-s 200701-fe5110 rp2140-em03  220848-fe5100  rp2100-em12-t 200702-fe5112 rp2140-em04  220849-fe5100  rp2100-em16-t 200702-fe5116 rp2140-em05  220850-fe5100  rp2110-em02-s 220725-fe5100 rp2140-em06  220851-fe5100  rp2110-em02-t 220737-fe5100 rp2140-em08  220852-fe5100  rp2110-em03-s 220726-fe5100 rp2140-em10  220853-fe5100  rp2110-em03-t 220738-fe5100 rp2140-em12  220854-fe5100  rp2110-em04-s 220727-fe5100 rp2140-em16  220855-fe5100  rp2110-em04-t 220739-fe5100 rp2141-em02  220966-fe5100  rp2110-em05-s 220728-fe5100 rp2141-em03  220967-fe5100  rp2110-em05-t 220740-fe5100 rp2141-em04  220968-fe5100  rp2110-em06-s 220729-fe5100 rp2141-em05  220969-fe5100  rp2100-em06-t 220741-fe5100 rp2141-em06  220970-fe5100  rp2100-em08-s 220730-fe5100 rp2141-em08  220971-fe5100  rp2110-em08-t 220742-fe5100 rp2141-em10  220972-fe5100  rp2110-em10-s 220731-fe5100 rp2141-em12  220973-fe5100  rp2110-em10-t 220743-fe5100 rp2141-em16  220974-fe5100  rp2110-em12-s 220732-fe5100 rp2200-em05  200747-fe5105  rp2110-em12-t 220744-fe5100 rp2200-em06  200747-fe5106  rp2100-em16-s 220733-fe5100 rp2200-em08  200747-fe5108  rp2110-em16-t 220745-fe5100 rp2200-em10  200747-fe5110  rp2120-em02-s 220671-fe5100 rp2200-em12  200747-fe5112  rp2120-em02-t 220711-fe5100 rp2210-em02  222384-fe5100  rp2120-em03-s 220672-fe5100 rp2210-em03  222385-fe5100  rp2120-em03-t 220712-fe5100 rp2210-em04  222386-fe5100  rp2120-em04-s 220673-fe5100 rp2210-em06  222387-fe5100  rp2120-em04-t 220713-fe5100 rp2210-em08  222388-fb5100  rp2120-em05-s 220674-fe5100 rp2210-em08  222388-fe5100  rp2120-em05-t 220714-fe5100 rp2210-em10  222389-fe5100  rp2120-em06-s 220675-fe5100 rp2210-em12  222390-fe5100  rp2120-em06-t 220715-fe5100 rp2210-em16  222391-fe5100  rp2120-em08-s 220676-fe5100 rp2210-em20  222392-fe5100  rp2120-em08-t 220716-fe5100 rp2311-08-05-03  208572-fe5100  rp2120-em10-s 220677-fe5100 rp2311-09-05-01  222335-fe5100  rp2120-em10-t 220717-fe5100 rp2311-09-06-03  216866-fe5100  rp2120-em12-s 220678-fe5100 rp2311-10-06-02  220566-fe5100  rp2120-em12-t 220718-fe5100 rp2311-1.06-18-08-03  212501-fe5100 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          c-7  table c-4.  rp2000-series fittings for    flexible conduit (reusable type)      (sheet 3 of 4)     part number   part number  part number  S9407-AB-HBK-010  trans technology  electronics  part number  S9407-AB-HBK-010  trans technology  electronics  rp2311-1-08-h-010 208570-fe5100 rp2350-36-12-02  220539-fe5100  rp2311-13-05-01 222326-fe5100 rp2350-40-12-01  216951-fe5100  rp2311-13-06-01 222334-fe5100 rp2350-40-12-02  220538-fe5100  rp2311-13-06-02 216958-fe5100 rp2350-44-16-01  216952-fe5100  rp2311-13-08-01 222332-fe5100 rp2350-44-16-02  216953-fe5100  rp2311-13-08-02 222325-fe5100 rp2400-02-06  220395-fe5100  rp2311-14-08-02 222330-fe5100 rp2400-02-08  220393-fe5100  rp2311-15-06-01 216964-fe5100 rp2400-05-06  220394-fe5100  rp2311-15-10-02 216959-fe5100 rp2400-05-08  220396-fe5100  rp2311-16-06-01 222329-fe5100 rp2400-08-stn  200871-fx0000  rp2311-16-08-01 222337-fe5100 rp2400-08-06  220388-fe5100  rp2311-16-08-02 213555-fe5100 rp2400-08-08  220390-fe5100  rp2311-16-10-01 208576-fe9300 rp2400-08-10  200871-fe5100  rp2311-16-10-03 222336-fe5100 rp2400-15-16  200875-fe5100  rp2311-17-06-01 216963-fe5100 rp2411-06-08  212507-fe5107  rp2311-17-10-01 220397-fe5100 rp2411-07-06  212508-fe5100  rp2311-18-06-01 216987-fe5100 rp2420-01-08  222269-fe5100  rp2311-18-08-01 222333-fe5100 rp2420-04-08  222346-fe5100  rp2311-18-10-01 212500-fe5100 rp2420-05-10  208568-fe5100  rp2311-18-10-01 212500-fk5300 rp2440-03-n  222567-fx0000  rp2311-18-10-02 208346-fe5100 rp2440-05-n  222345-fx0000  rp2311-19-08-01 208573-fe5100 rp2440-06-n  222244-fx0000  rp2311-19-08-01 208573-fk5300 rp2440-06-stn  220385-fy0000  rp2311-19-10-01 208577-fe5100 rp2440-08-n  220518-fx0000  rp2311-21-10-01 222331-fe5100 rp2440-12-n  216955-fx0000  rp2321-01-03 222341-fe5100 rf2500-02  220632-fe5100  rp2321-03-06 212963-fe5100 rp2500-03  220633-fe5100  rp2321-03-06 212963-fk5300 rp2500-04  220634-fe5100  rp2330-04-03 220565-fe5100 rp2500-05  220635-fe5100  rp2330-08-03 213415-fe5100 rp2500-06  220636-fe5100  rp2330-08-04 212466-fx0000 rp2500-08  220637-fe5100  rp2330-08-05 216960-fe5100 rp2500-10  220638-fe5100  rp2330-08-06 216885-fe5100 rp2500-12  220639-fe5100  rp2330-10-04 212465-fe5100 rp2500-16  220640-fe5100  rp2330-10-06 216961-fe5100 rp2610-02  220643-fe5100  rp2330-18-06-02 208347-fe5100 rp2610-03  220644-fe5100  rp2340-13-06-03 222343-fe5100 rp2610-04  220645-fe5100  rp2340-17-08-03 213186-fe5100 rp2610-05  220646-fe5100  rp2340-19-06-01 222339-fe5100 rp2610-06  220647-fe5100  rp2340-19-10-03 222338-fe5100 rp2610-08  220648-fe5100  rp2340-21-08-01 222340-fe5100 rp2610-10  220649-fe5100  rp2350-10-04-01 208348-fe5100 rp2610-12  220650-fe5100  rp2350-14-03-02 220564-fe5100 rp2610-16  220651-fe5100  rp2350-18-06-02 220563-fe5100 rp2620-02  220613-fe5100  rp2350-28-06-02 220562-fe5100 rp2620-03  220614-fe5100  rp2350-32-10-1 216956-fe5100 rp2620-04  220615-fe5100 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          c-8    table c-4.  rp2000-series fittings for    flexible conduit (reusable type)      (sheet 4 of 4)     part number   part number  part number  S9407-AB-HBK-010  trans technology  electronics  part number  S9407-AB-HBK-010  trans technology  electronics  rp2620-05 220616-fe5100 rp2620-10  220619-fe5100  rp2620-06 220617-fe5100 rp2620-10  208578-fe6600  rp2620-08 220618-fe5100 rp2620-12  220620-fe5100  rp2620-08 208575-fe6600 rp2620-16  220621-fe5100           

         appendix d   specification for flexible shielding conduit 
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          d-iv    foreword      as mentioned in section  1,  this appendix contains a specification which establishes new standards  for flexible shielding conduit.  it describes standard dimensions and tolerances for 11 different sizes of  conduit, including minimum id, od over braid, and od over jacket.  the format is similar to that of a  military specification, since it is intended that this document will be published eventually as a military  specification.  the requirements of this specification apply in the interim between the date of publication of  this handbook and the date of publication of the official military specification.  this specification  supersedes the flexible conduit specification in appendix 1 of navsea 0967-lp-283-5010.  flexible  shielding conduit is specified as the primary means of shielding electrical cable in submarines and other  ships and has applied to submarines built under contracts dated from october 1969.      it should be noted that whenever a reference is made in this appendix to a paragraph number,  that number applies to the paragraphs located in the other sections of this handbook. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  d-1  appendix d      specification    conduit, metal, flexible, for low frequency  electromagnetic shielding applications    1. scope    1.1  scope .  this specification est ablishes the requirements for manufacture and government  acceptance of flexible metal conduit for lo w frequency shielding applications (see 6.1).    1.2  classification .    1.2.1   types .  flexible metal conduit shall be of the  following types, as specified (see 6.2):          type 1 - nonjacketed shielding conduit        type 2 - rubber-jacketed shielding conduit    1.2.2    conduit part number .  the part number for qualified conduit procured in accordance with  this specification shall  consist of the basic part designation,  the conduit size code, and the conduit  type code.  the part number development is  illustrated in the following example.                                  beneficial comments (recommendations,  additions, deletions) and any pertinent  data which may be of use in proving  this document should be addressed to  commander, naval sea systems command,  code 05h3, washington, dc 20375.     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  d-2   2. applicable documents    2.1  issues of documents.  the following documents,  of the issue in effect on date of invitation for  bids or request for proposal, form  a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.    specifications     federal      qq-b-650  -  brazing alloys, copper , copper-zinc, and copper-phosphorous.        qq-s-763  -  steel bars, wire, shapes, and forgings, corrosion resisting.     military      mil-p-116  -  preservati on-packaging, methods of.      mil-prf-24758a  conduit systems, flexible      mil-r-6855  -  rubber, synthetic, sheet s, strips, molded or extruded shapes.      mil-i-23053  -  insulation sleeving, el ectrical, heat-shrinkable, general  specification for.        mil-r-46846  -  rubber, synthetic, heat shrinkable.    standards     military        mil-std-129  -  marking for shipment and storage.    (copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications requi red by contractors in connection  with specific procurement functi ons should be obtained from the procur ing activity or as directed by  the contracting officer,)    2.2 other publications .  the following documents form part of  this specification to the extent  specified herein.  unless otherwise  indicated, the issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or  request for proposal shall apply.        american society for test ing and materials (astm)      ansi/astm-a-698 -  magnetic shield effi ciency in attenuating alternating magnetic  fields.      ansi/astm-a-753 -  specification  for nickel-iron soft magnetic alloys.      astm-d-257    surface volume resistivity      (application for copies should be addressed to t he american society for testing and materials,   1916 race street, philadelphia, pa 19103.) 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change   d-3  3. requirements    3.1  classification of requirements .  the requirements for the conduit are classified herein as  follows:     requirement  paragraph     qualificat ion ......................................................................... 3.2   quality conf ormance ............................................................ 3.3    design and cons truction ...................................................... 3.4   material s............................................................................... 3.5   physical charac teristics........................................................ 3.6   performance char acteristic s ................................................ 3.7   interchangeab ility ................................................................. 3.8   markin g ................................................................................ 3.9   manufacturer?s  te chnical dat a .............................................. 3.10   workmans hip ....................................................................... 3.11    3.2 qualification .   flexible metal conduit furnished under th is specification s hall be products which  are qualified for listing on the applicable qualified produc ts list at the time set for opening of bids (see  4.4 and 6.3).    3.3 quality conformance . the contractor shall test an in itial production sample from each  production lot for conformance wi th specification requirements prior to regular production on a  contract (see 4.5).    3.4  design and construction .  type 1 conduit (figure 1a) shall c onsist of metal tubing covered with  a wire overbraid.  the tubing material sha ll be an alloy having high magnetic permeability for  electromagnetic shielding requirements and s hall be corrosion resistant for environmental  requirements.  construction of the tubing shall be in  the form of helical or annular convolutes for  flexibility.  seams in the tubing shall be hermetically  sealed for water-tightness and shielding integrity.   the outer braid covering shall be of steel wire for  mechanical protection of the tubing.  type 2 conduit  (figure 1b) shall consist of type  1 conduit which is covered with a jacket of synthetic rubber for  electrical insulation and marked on the out side with identification information.    3.5 materials .  materials shall conform to applicabl e standards and be as specified herein.   materials which are not covered by specifications  or which are not specifically described herein shall  be of the best quality and shall be suitable for the purpose intended.    3.5.1 tubing material .  material for the tubing and the coupling ring used for joining lengths of  tubing shall be an alloy having high magnetic permeab ility and corrosion-resistant properties, such as  provided by alloy type 4 of ansi/astm-a-753.  ty pical trade names for this alloy include: hipernom,  hymu ?80?, and moly permalloy.    3.5.2  annealing of tubing material .  all conduit tubing shall be annealed in accordance with  standard practice in order to develop magnetic shield ing properties necessary to meet the shielding  effectiveness require ments of 3.7.3. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 2 of revision 2  d-4       figure 1a.  type 1 conduit       figure 1b.  type 2 conduit     figure 1. conduit configuration .    3.5.3  seam interlock material .  seamsealing material, if used for hermetically sealing the tubing  convolutions, shall conform to requi rements of qq-b-650, class bcu-1.    3.5.4 braid material .  braid for both type 1 and type 2 condui t shall be made of stainless steel  wire class 304 or 321 as specified in qq-s-763.    3.5.5 jacket material .  the jacket for type 2 conduit shall be  of synthetic rubber (polychloroprene)  conforming to class 2a, grade 60, of mil-r-6855 or  equivalent material conforming to mil-prf- 24758a.  the material shall have a minimum volume resistivity of 1 x 10 9  ohm-cm as determined by  astm-d-257.    3.5.6 heat-shrinkable tubing .  heat-shrinkable tubing, when  used to cover splices in rubber  jackets, shall be of polychloroprene in accordance wi th class 1 of mil-i-23053/1, or type i, class 1,  of mil-r-46846.    3.6 physical characteristics .    3.6.1  sizes and dimensions .  the nominal sizes, and inside and outside diameters, shall be as  specified in table i

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          d-5  3.6.2 lengths .  conduit shall be furnished in the length or lengths specified by the procuring activity  (see  6.2).    table i. conduit dimensions (inches) .    conduit  conduit    type 1 (nonjacketed)  type 2 (jacketed)  minimum  size  (nom)  size  code  id  (min)  part  number  od  (over braid)  part  number  od  (over braid)  bend radius  (inside)  1/4 02 0.245 em02  0.42   0.01  em02r  0.58   0.04  1-1/4  3/8 03 0.370 em03  0.54   0.01  em03r  0.70   0.04  2  1/2 04 0.495 em04  0.69   0.01  em04r  0.85   0.04  2-1/2  5/8 05 0.620 em05  0.82   0.01  em05r  0.98   0.04  3  3/4 06 0.745 em06  0.94   0.01  em06r  1.10   0.04  3-3/4  1 08 0.995 em08  1.25   0.01  em08r  1.41   0.04  5  1-1/4 10 1.245 em10  1.50   0.01  em10r  1.66   0.04  6-1/4  1-1/2 12 1.495 em12  1.75   0.01  em12r  1.91   0.04  7-1/2  2 16 1.995 em16  2.28   0.015  em16r  2.44   0.045  10  2-1/2 20 2.495 em20  2.78   0.015  em20r  2.94   0.045  12-1/2  3 24 2.995 em24  3.28   0.015  em24r  3.44   0.045  15        3.6.3  seams and joints .  seams in the metal tubing shall be welded or brazed, and there shall be no  reduction of the inside diameter or increase of outside diameter due to such welding or brazing.   joints (or splices) in the metal tubing shall be welded or brazed, and there shall be no increase in the  outside diameter due to such welding or brazing.  the coupling ring used for joining lengths of tubing  shall not reduce the inside diameter at the joint more than 0.028 inches (maximum wall thickness of  coupling ring inside the tubing shall be 0.014 inches).  material for the coupling ring shall be in  accordance with  3.5.1.   seams and joints shall meet the requirements for inner surfaces specified in  3.6.4  and for watertightness specified in  3.7.1.    3.6.4 inner surfaces .  the metal tubing shall have smooth inner surfaces free of sharp burrs or  edges that could abrade cable insulation.  the interior shall be free also of particles of organic or  metallic material that could contaminate or degrade cable insulation or be potentially corrosive.    3.6.5 braid .  the braid shall be woven from stainless steel wire as specified in  3.5.4.   the braid  shall be applied with sufficient tension so that there will be no looseness or bunching of the braid on  the tubing.  the braid shall provide a coverage of at least 90 percent of the tubing, as determined by  the method of  4.6.3.   unless otherwise specified, only one layer of braid shall be applied.    3.6.6 rubber jacket .  the rubber jacket for type 2 conduit shall be of a uniform thickness and free  from pitting, and shall be applied with sufficient stretch around the circumference of the conduit to  maintain a tight fit over the conduit braid.  the wall thickness for the rubber jacket shall be 0.080   0.015 inches for all conduit sizes. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          d-6   3.6.7 splices .  two lengths of metal tubing shall be spliced (or joined) in accordance with  3.6.3.   splices in braid wires shall be neatly made and shall cause no sharp or rough projection on the  conduit.  splices in the rubber jacket may be made either by a 3-inch (minimum) overlap, or by means  of a butt joint that is covered with a 6-inch (minimum) length of heat-shrinkable polychloroprene tubing  (see  3.5.6),    3.6.8 ends .  the ends of each length of conduit shall be cut square, with the ends of the braid wires  secured to the tubing by brazing.  each end of the conduit shall be free from sharp edges, burrs, or  excess brazing material  which would interfere with the attachment of fittings.    3.7 performance characteristics .    3.7.1 watertightness .  conduit shall show no evidence of leakage or damage to the tubing when  tested as specified in  4.6.5.   if any section of the conduit fails to pass the test of  4.6.5,  that section  shall be rejected and any remaining conduit can be deemed acceptable only if it can be demonstrated  by test that all of it is in compliance with requirements.    3.7.2 bend radius .  when tested as specified in  4.6.6,  type 1 and type 2 conduit shall withstand  bending in an arc of radius equal to that specified in table i and shall show no evidence of internal  obstruction or damage, of any kind to the tubing as a result of the test.  type 2 conduit shall, in  addition, show minimum wrinkling of the rubber jacket on the inside of the bend when bent to the  prescribed radius.  any failure of the test sample to meet the bend radius requirement shall be cause  for rejection of the sample and of the production lot from which the samples were taken.    3.7.3 shielding effectiveness .  shielding effectiveness throughout the frequency range of 30 hz to  30 khz shall be a minimum of 40db for all conduit less than 2 inches in diameter and a minimum of 35  db for 2-inch diameter conduit and larger when tested as specified in  4.6.7.  any failure of the test  sample to meet the shielding effectiveness requirement shall be cause for rejection of the sample and  of the production lot from which the samples were taken.    3.8 interchangeability .  all flexible metal conduit manufactured to this specification and having the  same part number shall be completely interchangeable with each other with respect to physical  (dimensional) and performance (functional) characteristics as specified herein.     3.9 marking .  the rubber jacket of type 2 conduit shall be marked with an identifying legend  printed with white ink in block character type.  the size of this lettering shall be not less than 1/8 inch  nor more than 1/4 inch.  the legend shall consist of the wording "emi shielding conduit," the  conduit part number (see  1.2.2),  and the manufacturer's name.  example of legend:     emi shielding conduit - em06r - (manufacturer's name)    the legend shall be repeated at intervals not exceeding two feet.  the print shall not be obliterated by  the action of petroleum base oil, fuels, hydraulic fluids, or water, and shall remain legible after  abrasion caused by normal handling of the conduit.  (see  5.3  for identification tags.)    3.10  manufacturer's technical data .  manufacturer's technical data shall be furnished with the  conduit supplied under this specification and shall include lot number, conduit part number,  dimensions with tolerances, weight per foot, materials, and marking information.     3.11 workmanship .  all details of manufacture shall be in accordance with best practice for flexible  metal conduit.  the conduit shall be free from all defects which would adversely affect its  serviceability.    

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  d-7  4.  quality assurance provisions    4.1  responsibility for inspection .  unless otherwise specified in the contract, the supplier is  responsible for the performance of all inspection requirements as specified herein.  except as  otherwise specified in the contract, the supplier may use his own or any other facility suitable for the  performance of the inspection requirements specified herein, unless disapproved by the government.   the government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in this specification  where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure supplies and services conform to prescribed  requirements.     4.1.1  test equipment and inspection facilities .  test and measuring equipment and inspection  facilities of sufficient accuracy, quality, and quantity to permit performance of the required inspection  shall be established and maintained by the supplier and/or a government approved subcontract  facility.    4.2  classification of inspections .  the inspections for the conduit are classified herein as follows:      inspection  paragraph      materials inspection ...................................................................................... 4.3    qualification inspection ................................................................................. 4.4    quality conformance inspection.................................................................... 4.5    4.3 materials inspection .  materials inspection shall consist of certification that the materials and  annealing process listed in table ii were used in fabricating the delivered flexible conduit.     4.4 qualification inspection .  qualification inspection for inclusion in a qualified products list (qpl)  (see  6.3)  shall be performed by the government on test samples that were produced with equipment  and procedures normally used in production.  the qualification test samples (see  4.4.1)  shall be  subjected to the inspections specified in  table iii.     table ii.  materials inspection .    material or process  requirement  paragraph  applicable specification  tubing  3.5.1  ansi/astm-a-753, alloy type 4  coupling ring  3.5.1  ansi/astm-a-753, alloy type 4    annealing  3.5.2  in accordance with standard practice  seam interlock material  3.5.3  qq-b-650, class bcu-1  braid  3.5.4  qq-s-763, class 304 or 321  jacket  3.5.5  mil-r-6855, class 2a, grade 60  heatshrinkable tubing  3.5.6  mil-i-230053/1, class 1, or   mil-r-46846, type 1, class 1   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  d-8     table iii.  qualification inspection .    inspection requirement  paragraph  test method  paragraph  visual  3.6,  3.9,  3.11  4.6.1  dimensional  3.6.1  4.6.2  braid coverage  3.6.5  4.6.3  tightness of covering  3.6.6  4.6.4  watertightness  4.7.1  4.6.5  bend radius  4.7.2  4.6.6  shielding effectiveness  4.7.3  4.6.7    4.4.1  qualification test sample .  in testing for qualification, a test sample consisting of a single  length of conduit with ends treated as in  3.6.8  shall be submitted for each size and type that is to be  qualified.  the length of the test sample shall be 4 feet for conduit less than 2 inches in diameter, 6  feet for 2-inch and 2-1/2 diameter, and 8 feet for 3-inch diameter conduit.    4.4.2 failures .  one or more failures shall be cause for refusal to grant qualification approval.    4.4.3  qualification of similar conduit .  qualification of a manufacturer's type 2 conduit will  automatically constitute qualification of that manufacturer's type 1 conduit of the same size provided  that the construction, manufacturing process, and materials (excluding the rubber jacket) are identical  in both cases.    4.4.4  retention of qualification .  the naval sea systems command will request a certification  report at 2-year intervals from each manufacturer whose conduit is listed on the qpl.  to retain  qualification, the manufacturer shall submit the certification signed by a responsible official of  management attesting that the conduit listed on qualified parts list is still available from the listed plant;   can be produced under the same conditions as originally qualified, i.e., same process, materials,  construction, design, manufacturer's part number, or designation; and meets the requirements of the  current specification.  failure to provide certification will be cause for removal from the qpl.  after  completion of certification review, the qpl will be reprinted to show the date of validation.  (dd  form1718, certification of qualified products, shall be used for obtaining certification.)    4.5  quality conformance inspection .  the supplier shall perform a quality conformance inspection  at the time of production on each production lot (see  4.5.1)  manufactured under this specification to  prove compliance with applicable requirements.  the quality conformance inspections shall be as  specified in table  iv,  in the order shown.    4.5.1 production lot .  conduit of one size and type, and manufactured from the same materials  under essentially the same conditions during an identifiable production period, shall be considered a  production lot.  the manufacturer shall assign a lot number, for identification purposes, to each  production lot.    4.6  methods of inspection .  visual and dimensional inspections shall be made on each length of  bare tubing and on the completed conduit in accordance with  4.6.1,  4.6.2,  4.6.3,  and  4.6.4.   any  defects or failure to meet the requirements specified in  3.6,  3.9,  and  3.11  shall be corrected or shall  be cause for rejection.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  d-9  4.6.1 visual inspection .  convoluted tubing shall be inspected prior to application of braid to verify  that there are no gaps, cracks, breaks, or other defects in material, construction, or workmanship.    4.6.2 dimensional inspection .  measurements shall be made on the conduit to determine  compliance with dimensional requirements.  any dimension that is not within the specified tolerance  shall be classified a defect.    4.6.3 braid coverage .  the coverage of the wire braid shall be determined by measuring at three  widely separated areas of a length of conduit.  the areas measured shall be representative of the  entire braid.  the diagram of figure  2  shows a typical section of braid, with a unit area having  dimensions c and d.  the uncovered portion of the unit area is shown by dimensions a and b.  the  percent of braid coverage shall be computed by using the formula below, and shall equal minimum of  90 percent.    percent of braid coverage = 100(1-ab/cd)      table iv.  quality conformance inspection .    inspection requirement  paragraph  test method  paragraph  visual 1 /  3.6,  3.9,  3.11  4.6.1  dimensional 1 /  3.6.1  4.6.2  watertightness 1 /  3.7.1  4.6.5  visual 2 /  3.6, 3.9, 3.11  4.6.1  dimensional 2 /  3.6.1  4.6.2  braid coverage 2 /  3.6.5  4.6.3  tightness of covering 2 /  3.6.6  4.6.4  bend radius 3 /  3.7.2  4.6.6  shielding effectiveness 3 /  4 /  3.7.3  4.6.7    1 /  inspection shall be performed on each length of bare tubing, prior to application of  braid.  2 /  inspection shall be performed on each length of completed conduit, for both type  1 and type 2.  3 /  inspection shall be performed on one sample from each production lot.  4 /  the production-lot shielding effectiveness test nee be conducted at only one  frequency.  the frequency selected is optional to the supplier but shall be a  frequency between 30 and 100 hz.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  d-10         figure 2.  typical braid section .    4.6.4  tightness of covering .  for type 1 and type 2 conduit the wire braid shall have a tight fit over  the tubing.  for type 2 conduit the rubber jacket shall have a tight fit over the wire braid.    4.6.5 watertightness .  watertight integrity shall be determined by a pressure test on bare tubing,  i.e., conduit without braid and jacket coverings.  this test shall be performed on each and every length  manufactured under this specification.  the tubing ends shall be capped and sealed.  the capped  tubing shall then be pressurized internally to 15 psig with air and fully immersed in water.  there shall  be no visible air leakage from the tubing.    4.6.6 bend radius .  the sample for the bend-radius test shall be 4 feet long for all conduit less than  2 inches in diameter, 6 feet long for 2-inch and 2-1/2 inch diameter, and 8 feet long for 3-inch  diameter conduit.  the braid ends shall be brazed to the tubing as in  3.6.8.   type 2 conduit samples  shall be tested with their rubber jacket.  one end of the sample shall be fastened tangentially to a  cylindrical mandrel that is mounted with its axis horizontal.  see figure  3a.   the radius of the mandrel  shall be as specified in table v.  the conduit sample shall hang vertically, and the test load specified in  table v shall be attached to its lower end.  the mandrel shall be rotated 270 degrees to the position  shown in figure  3b.   the conduit shall be in contact with the mandrel over a typical 180-degree sector  (see figure  3b.)  failure of the conduit to come within 1/16 inch of the mandrel at any point along its  curvature over the 180-degree sector shall constitute cause for rejection.       

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        reprinted without change  d-11        figure 3.  bend-radius test setup .      table v.  data for bend-radius test .    conduit test sample  test load  mandrel  size (in.)  (nom id)  size  code  length  (ft)  type 1  conduit  type 2  conduit  radius  (in.)  1/4 02  4  1/2 1/2 1-1/4  3/8 03  4  1/2 1/2  2  1/2 04  4  1/2 1/2 2-1/2  5/8 05  4  1/2 1/2  3  3/4 06  4  1/2 1/2 3-3/4  1 08 4 1/2 1  5  1-1/4 10  4  1  1-1/2 6-1/4  1-1/2 12  4 1-1/2 2 7-1/2  2 16 6  2  2 10  2-1/2 20 6 3 3 12-1/2  3 24 8  5  5 15 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  d-12   4.6.7 shielding effectiveness .  after completion of the bend-radius test of  4.6.6,  the sample, with  braid ends brazed to the tubing as in  3.6.8,  shall be subjected to two bend cycles, where one bend  cycle entails bending the center section through a 90-degree arc over the mandrel of  4.6.6,  straightening it, bending the center section 90 degrees in the opposite direction over the same  mandrel and straightening it to complete the cycle.  the sample shall then be tested for effectiveness  of shielding against a transverse magnetic field having a field intensity of 1 oersted over the frequency  range of 30 hz to 30 khz.  the test method shall be in accordance with ansi/astm-a-698, with the  following exceptions:      a.  the inside diameter of each helmholtz coil section shall be 35cm.      b.  the center section of the conduit shall be symmetrically positioned between coil  sections with its axis in the plane of the coils and with its ends extending out  straight and beyond the coil sections.       c.  the pickup coil shall be designed to fit inside the long tubular shape of the conduit.   the coil shall provide an adequate signal over the frequency range 30 hz to 30  khz. figure  4  shows the design of such a coil with typical dimensions suitable for  use with conduit as small as 1/4-inch size.      note:  particular care should be taken to maintain the plane of the pickup parallel to the  planes of the helmholtz coil sections. steel end caps may be required on the test  sample (particularly on the larger sizes) to preclude flux leakage into the open  ends of the conduit.    4.7 test reports .  the supplier shall prepare a test report for each production lot (see  4.5.1).   the  test report shall include the following:  the production lot number, a certification of materials inspection  (see  4.3)  which applies to the production lot, a certification that all of the conduit in the production lot is  identical to a qualified test sample (see  4.4),  and certification that each of the quality conformance  inspections of  4.5  has been performed and any conduit that is defective, or fails to meet requirements,  has been either corrected or rejected.  all test reports shall be retained on file by the manufacturer of  the conduit and shall be available for review for a period of 2 years following product fabrication.  test  reports, in duplicate shall be furnished when required by the contract or order (see  6.2).    4.8 quality assurance .  all conduit manufactured under this specification shall be identical to  qualified test samples.  the conduit shall be subject to dcas (defense contract administration  service) inspection at source of shipment when specified by the contract or order (see  6.2).    5. packaging    5.1 cleaning .  any conduit produced to this specification shall be manufactured under processes  which have sufficient quality control procedures to prevent contamination.  however, and conduit not  meeting the cleanliness requirement of  3.6.4  can be processed in accordance with mil-p-116 process  c1 in order to meet the requirements of  3.6.4.   any drying procedure shall not be injurious to the  finished product.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          d-13          figure 4.  typical pickup coil .      5.2 preservatives .  no preservatives, paints, or coatings shall be applied to the conduit.  conduit  shall be sufficiently clean such that precleaning the conduit will not be necessary in order to obtain a  good metal-to-metal contact between fitting and conduit.    5.3 identification tags .  each length of conduit shall be separately labeled by means of metal tags  to provide identification information for supply, installation, and repair personnel.  these identification  tags are in addition to the conduit markings of  3.9.   the tags shall be imprinted with the following  information:      a.  emi shielding conduit.      b.  conduit part number (see  1.2.2).      c. manufacturer's name.      d.  production-lot number (see  4.5.1).      e.  date of manufacture.   

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          d-14   the metal tags shall imprinted using stamped, etched, or indelible lettering.  one such tag shall be  firmly attached near each end of each length of conduit.  attach tags over the braid of type 1 conduit  and over the jacket of type 2 conduit.    5.4 unit packaging .  the brazed ends (see  3.6.8)  of each length of conduit shall be capped to  prevent entrance of foreign matter.  long lengths of conduit shall be furnished in coils or reels of  sufficient diameter to prevent excessive bending of the conduit.  excessive bending is considered to  be a bend radius less than 10 times the diameter of the conduit being coiled.  coils shall be securely  tied in three or more places equidistantly spaced around the circumference of the coil.    5.5 wrapping .  conduit shall be wrapped in rust preventive paper or sealed in a plastic bags, and  packed in a manner that will ensure adequate protection of the conduit from physical chemical  damage during shipment and during long-term storage in adverse environments.    5.6  marking of shipping containers .  shipping containers shall bear the information in indelible  lettering (reference mil-std-129):      a.  emi shielding conduit.      b.  part number (s) (see  1.2.2).      c. length (s).     d. manufacturer's name.      e.  manufacturer's part number (s).      f.  purchase order number.     g. total weight.     h. net weight.    each container shall, in addition, be marked "handle with care" and "do not drop."    6. notes    6.1 intended use .  the purpose of this conduit is to shield low-level signal cables from the  influence of external magnetic fields.  it can also be used, within saturation limits of the conduit  material, to reduce magnetic field radiation from power and transmitting cables.  the primary  frequencies of interest are those below 100 khz.    6.1.1  type 1 conduit .  type 1 nonjacketed conduit is used in installations where ground or  structureborne currents are minimal along the path of the conduit or where the cable being shielded is  not susceptible to interference from current flow along the conduit.  (conduit can become a conductor  for ground or structureborne currents through contacts with ground potentials along the length of the  conduit.)    6.1.2  type 2 conduit . type 2 conduit is used for shielding an extremely low-level signal cable which  would be susceptible to interference from current flowing along the conduit.  the rubber jacket  prevents this current flow by electrically insulating the conduit from unintentional ground contacts. 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  d-15  6.2 ordering data .  procurement documents should specify the following:      a.  name of item:  ?shielding conduit, per S9407-AB-HBK-010.?      b.  type of conduit to be furnished (see  1.2.1).      c.  conduit size (nominal id, see table  i).      d.  conduit part number.      e.  length (s), and tolerances, if required.      f.  type of splice in rubber jacket (specify, if necessary, either overlap or butt joint, see  3.6.7).      g.  special marking, if required.      h.  certified test reports, if required (see  4.7).      i.  dcas inspection, if required (see  4.8).      6.3  qualified products list .  a qualified products list for flexible conduit for low frequency shielding is  maintained for navy procurement purposes.  it provides information concerning flexible conduit which  meets the requirements specified herein.  manufacturers wishing to have their product tested for  qualification should send samples as set forth in  4.4.1,  together with manufacturer?s technical data as  specified in  3.10,  to naval undersea warfare center, code 3431, newport, ri 02841-1708.  no  indebtedness between the u.s. government and any manufacturer will be incurred in connection with  the qualification testing described herein.  samples sent for testing shall be sent prepaid by the  manufacturer and will not be returned.    6.3.1 qualification provisions .  conduit which is tested shall meet the requirements of this  specification in order to be approved by naval sea systems command and added to the qualified  products list.  listing of a product does not release the supplier from compliance with the specification  requirements and connote endorsement of the product by the navy.  information concerning this  listing is available from the naval sea systems command, code 05k2b, arlington, va 22242,  telephone (703) 602-2549.   
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   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-1     appendix e       cable comparison chart      e-1 introduction      this cable comparison chart is presented for reference purposes.  it compares the mil-c-915  shipboard cable types with its equivalent mil-c-24643 low-smoke types, and also with its equivalent  mil-c-24640 lightweight types.      note that the slash numbers of the equivalent types do not agree with each other.  for example,  the equivalent for the ttop type, mil-c-915/24 is the low-smoke lsttop type, mil-c-24643/12, and  is the lightweight ttx type, mil-c-24640/4.  also note that the low-smoke version of the ttop type is  identified by lsttop.  the letters "ls" precede the mil-c-915 "ttop" designation to indicate the low- smoke version.  the lightweight version of the ttop type is ttx.    e-2  intended use of mil-c-24640 cables      the mil-c-24640 lightweight cables are not direct replacement conversions and shall not be  used to replace existing mil-c-915 or mil-c-24643 cables.  overall diameters have been reduced and  electrical characteristics have been changed.   

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-2    table e-1.  cable comparison chart    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  01 cvsf-4  01 lscvsf-4      02 obsolete          03 dcop-1  dcop-1-1/2  dcop-2    02 lsdcop-1  lsdcop-1-1/2  lsdcop-2       03 tcop-2  02 lstcop-2      04 obsolete          05 dlt          06 shof-3  shof-23  shof-60  shof-150  shof-200  shof-250  shof-500  shof-650  shof-800    03 lsshof-3  lsshof-23  lsshof-60  lsshof-150  lsshof-200  lsshof-250  lsshof-500  lsshof-650  lsshof-800       06 dhof-3  dhof-4  dhof-6  dhof-9  dhof-14  dhof-23  dhof-30  dhof-83  dhof-250  dhof-400    03 lsdhof-3  lsdhof-4  lsdhof-6  lsdhof-9  lsdhof-14  lsdhof-23  lsdhof-30  lsdhof-83  lsdhof-250  lsdhof-400       06 thof-3  thof-4  thof-6  thof-9  thof-14  thof-23  thof-42  thof-150  thof-250  thof-400  thof-500  thof-600  03 lsthof-3  lsthof-4  lsthof-6  lsthof-9  lsthof-14  lsthof-23  lsthof-42  lsthof-150  lsthof-250  lsthof-400  lsthof-500  lsthof-600      

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-3    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  06 fhof-3  fhof-4  fhof-9  fhof-42  fhof-60  fhof-133  03 lsfhof-3  lsfhof-4  lsfhof-9  lsfhof-42  lsfhof-60  lsfhof-133     07 dsws-4          08 dss-2  dss-3  dss-4           08 tss-2  tss-3  tss-4           08 fss-2  fss-3  fss-4           08 7ss-2          09 jas          10 mcsf-4          11 mcos-2  mcos-4  mcos-5  mcos-6  mcos-7  04 lsmcos-2  lsmcos-4  lsmcos-5  lsmcos-6  lsmcos-7     12 mdu-6  mdu-14  mdu-23  mdu-40  mdu-60  05 lsmdu-6  lsmdu-14  lsmdu-23  lsmdu-40  lsmdu-60     13 mdy-6  mdy-14  mdy-23  mdy-40  mdy-60  06 lsmdy-6  lsmdy-14  lsmdy-23  lsmdy-40  lsmdy-60        

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-4    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  14 mhof-7  mhof-10  mhof-14  mhof-19  mhof-24  mhof-30  mhof-37  mhof-44  mhof-61  07 lsmhof-7  lsmhof-10  lsmhof-14  lsmhof-19  lsmhof-24  lsmhof-30   lsmhof-37  lsmhof-44  lsmhof-61     15 mmop-5  08 lsmmop-5      16 mri-d-1  mri-d-2-1/2    09 lsmri-d-1  lsmri-d-2-1/2       16 mri-t-2-1/2  09 lsmri-t-2-1/2     17 pbtmu-5  pbtmu-15  pbtmu-30    10 lspbtmu-5  lspbtmu-15  lspbtmu-30       17 pbtm-5  pbtm-15  pbtm-30    10 lspbtmu-5  lspbtmu-15  lspbtmu-30       18 ssf-300  11 lsssf-300      19 tpu-6          20 trf-105  trf-133  trf-168         21 trxf-84  trxf-105  trxf-133         22 tsp-11  tsp-31         22 tspa-11  tspa-31         23 obsolete             

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-5    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  24 ttop-3  ttop-5  ttop-10  ttop-15  12 lsttop-3  lsttop-5  lsttop-10  lsttop-15  04      04    04    ttx-3   --   --  ttx-15    ttxa-3  ttxa-15  25 ttrs-2  ttrs-4  ttrs-6  ttrs-8  ttrs-10  ttrs-12  ttrs-16  13 lsttrs-2  lsttrs-4  lsttrs-6  lsttrs-8  lsttrs-10  lsttrs-12  lsttrs-16  05 ttxs-2  ttxs-4  25 ttrsa-2  ttrsa-4  ttrsa-6  ttrsa-8  ttrsa-10  ttrsa-12  ttrsa-16  13 lsttrsa-2  lsttrsa-4  lsttrsa-6  lsttrsa-8  lsttrsa-10  lsttrsa-12  lsttrsa-16  05 ttxsa-2  ttxsa-4        05 ttxsa-2  ttxsa-4  ttxsa-8  ttxsa-10  26 obsolete        27 obsolete        28 ssgu-50  ssgu-75  ssgu-100  ssgu-200  ssgu-300  ssgu-400  ssgu-650  ssgu-800  ssgu-1000  ssgu-1600  ssgu-2000  14 lsssgu-50  lsssgu-75  lsssgu-100  lsssgu-200  lsssgu-300  lsssgu-400  lsssgu-650  lsssgu-800  lsssgu-1000  lsssgu-1600  lsssgu-2000        

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-6    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  28 ssga-50  ssga-75  ssga-100  ssga-200  ssga-300  ssga-400  ssga-650  ssga-800  ssga-1000  ssga-1600  ssga-2000  14 lsssga-50  lsssga-75  lsssga-100  lsssga-200  lsssga-300  lsssga-400  lsssga-650  lsssga-800  lsssga-1000  lsssga-1600  lsssga-2000     29 dsgu-3  dsgu-4  dsgu-9  dsgu-14  dsgu-23  dsgu-50  dsgu-75  dsgu-100  dsgu-200  dsgu-300  dsgu-400  15 lsdsgu-3  lsdsgu-4  lsdsgu-9  lsdsgu-14  lsdsgu-23  lsdsgu-50  lsdsgu-75  lsdsgu-100  lsdsgu-200  lsdsgu-300  lsdsgu-400  19 dxw-3  dxw-4  29 dsga-3  dsga-4  dsga-9  dsga-14  dsga-23  dsga-50  dsga-75  dsga-100  dsga-200  dsga-300  dsga-400  15 lsdsga-3  lsdsga-4  lsdsga-9  lsdsga-14  lsdsga-23  lsdsga-50  lsdsga-75  lsdsga-100  lsdsga-200  lsdsga-300  lsdsga-400  19 dxwa-3  dxwa-4     

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-7    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  30 tsgu-3  tsgu-4  tsgu-9  tsgu-14  tsgu-23  tsgu-50  tsgu-75  tsgu-100  tsgu-150  tsgu-200  tsgu-300  tsgu-400  16 lstsgu-3  lstsgu-4  lstsgu-9  lstsgu-14  lstsgu-23  lstsgu-50  lstsgu-75  lstsgu-100  lstsgu-150  lstsgu-200  lstsgu-300  lstsgu-400  20 txw-3  txw-4  30 tsga-3  tsga-4  tsga-9  tsga-14  16 lstsga-3  lstsga-4  lstsga-9  lstsga-14  20 txwa-3  txwa-4  30 tsga-23  tsga-50  tsga-75  tsga-100  tsga-150  tsga-200  tsga-300  tsga-400  16 lstsga-23  lstsga-50  lstsga-75  lstsga-100  lstsga-150  lstsga-200  lstsga-300  lstsga-400     31 fsgu-3  fsgu-4  fsgu-9  fsgu-14  fsgu-23  fsgu-50  fsgu-75  fsgu-100  fsgu-150  fsgu-200  17 lsfsgu-3  lsfsgu-4  lsfsgu-9  lsfsgu-14  lsfsgu-23  lsfsgu-50  lsfsgu-75  lsfsgu-100  lsfsgu-150  lsfsgu-200  21 fxw-3  fxw-4  31 fsga-3  fsga-4  fsga-9  fsga-14  fsga-23  fsga-50  fsga-75  fsga-100  fsga-150  fsga-200  17 lsfsga-3  lsfsga-4  lsfsga-9  lsfsga-14  lsfsga-23  lsfsga-50  lsfsga-75  lsfsga-100  lsfsga-150  lsfsga-200  21 fxwa-3  fxwa-4     

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-8    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  32 mscu-7  mscu-10  mscu-14  mscu-19  mscu-24  mscu-30  mscu-37  mscu-44  mscu-61  mscu-91  18 lsmscu-7  lsmscu-10  lsmscu-14  lsmscu-19  lsmscu-24  lsmscu-30  lsmscu-37  lsmscu-44  lsmscu-61  lsmscu-91  23 mxcw-7  mxcw-10  mxcw-14  mxcw-19  mxcw-24  mxcw-30  mxcw-37  mxcw-44  mxcw-61  32 msca-7  msca-10  msca-14  msca-19  msca-24  msca-30  msca-37  msca-44  msca-61  msca-91  18 lsmsca-7  lsmsca-10  lsmsca-14  lsmsca-19  lsmsca-24  lsmsca-30  lsmsca-37  lsmsca-44  lsmsca-61  lsmsca-91  23 mxcwa-7  mxcwa-10  mxcwa-14  mxcwa-19  mxcwa-24  mxcwa-30  mxcwa-37  mxcwa-44  mxcwa-61  32 mscs-7  mscs-10  mscs-14  mscs-19  mscs-24  mscs-30  mscs-37  mscs-44  mscs-61  mscs-91  18 lsmscs-7  lsmscs-10  lsmscs-14  lsmscs-19  lsmscs-24  lsmscs-30  lsmscs-37  lsmscs-44  lsmscs-61  lsmscs-91  23 mxcow-7  mxcow-10  mxcow-14  mxcow-19  mxcow-24  mxcow-30  mxcow-37  mxcow-44  mxcow-61  33 6sgu-100  6sgu-125  6sgu-150  6sgu-200  19 ls6sgu-100  ls6sgu-125  ls6sgu-150  ls6sgu-200     33 6sga-100  6sga-125  6sga-150  6sga-200  19 ls6sga-100  ls6sga-125  ls6sga-150  ls6sga-200  21 fxwa-3  fxwa-4  34 7sgu-3  7sgu-4  20 ls7sgu-3  ls7sgu-4  22 7xw-3  7xw-4     

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-9    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  34 7sga-3  7sga-4  20 ls7sga-3  ls7sga-4  22 7xwa-3  7xwa-4  35 tcju-4  21 lstcju-4      35 tcja-4  21 lstcja-4      35 tctu-4  21 lstctu-4      35 tcta-4  21 lstcta-4      36 5kvtsgu-100  5kvtsgu-150  5kvtsgu-250  5kvtsgu-350  5kvtsgu-400  22 ls5kvtsgu-100  ls5kvtsgu-150  ls5kvtsgu-250  ls5kvtsgu-350  ls5kvtsgu-400     36 5kvtsga-100  5kvtsga-150  5kvtsga-250  5kvtsga-350  5kvtsga-400  22 ls5kvtsga-100  ls5kvtsga-150  ls5kvtsga-250  ls5kvtsga-350  ls5kvtsga-400     37 ttsu-1-1/2  ttsu-3  ttsu-5  ttsu-10  ttsu-15  ttsu-20  ttsu-30  ttsu-40  ttsu-60  23 lsttsu-1-1/2  lsttsu-3  lsttsu-5  lsttsu-10  lsttsu-15  lsttsu-20  lsttsu-30  lsttsu-40  lsttsu-60  24 ttxw-1-1/2  ttxw-3  ttxw-5  ttxw-10  ttxw-15  ttxw-20  ttxw-30  ttxw-40  37 ttsa-1-1/2  ttsa-3  ttsa-5  ttsa-10  ttsa-15  ttsa-20  ttsa-30  ttsa-40  ttsa-60  23 lsttsa-1-1/2  lsttsa-3  lsttsa-5  lsttsa-10  lsttsa-15  lsttsa-20  lsttsa-30  lsttsa-40  lsttsa-60  24 ttxwa-1-1/2  ttxwa-3  ttxwa-5  ttxwa-10  ttxwa-15  ttxwa-20  ttxwa-30  ttxwa-40        24 ttxow-1-1/2  ttxow-3  ttxow-5   --  ttxow-15  ttxow-20  ttxow-30  ttxow-40     

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-10    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  38 tcjx-3  tcjx-7  tcjx-12  24 lstcjx-3  lstcjx-7  lstcjx-12     38 tckx-1  tckx-3  tckx-7  tckx-12  24 lsttckx-1  lsttckx-3  lsttckx-7  lsttckx-12     38 tctx-1  tctx-3  tcts-7  tctx-12  24 lsttctx-1  lsttctx-3  lsttctx-7  lsttctx-12     39 pi-3  pi-7  pi-12  25 lspi-3  lspi-7  lspi-12     40 dps-3  dps-4  dps-6  dps-9  26 lsdps-3  lsdps-4  lsdps-6  lsdps-14     40 tps-3  tps-4  tps-6  tps-9  tps-14  tps-30  26 lstps-3  lstps-4  lstps-6  lstps-9  lstps-14  lstps-30     40 fps-14  26 lsfps-14      40 7ps-6  26 ls7ps-6      41 2au-40  27 ls2au-40      41 2a-40  27 ls2a-40            06 2xao-2  2xao-7  2xao-10  2xao-18  2xao-40  41 2aus-40  27 ls22aus-40         

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-11    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  42 1s50mu-16  1s50mu-20  1s50mu-40  1s50mu-70  28 ls1s50mu-16  ls1s50mu-20  ls1s50mu-40  ls1s50mu-70     42 1s50ma-16  1s50ma-20  1s50ma-40  1s50ma-70  28 ls1s50ma-16  ls1s50ma-20  ls1s50ma-40  ls1s50ma-70           07 1xmso-7  42 1s50mus-16  1s50mus-20  1s50mus-40  1s50mus-70  28 ls1s50mus-16  ls1s50mus-20  ls1s50mus-40  ls1s50mus-70   1xmso-16   --   --  1xmso-70  43 mu-14  29 lsmu-14      43 ma-14  29 lsma-14            08 mxo-10  43 mus-14  29 lsmus-14    mxo-14  44 1swu-2  1swu-14  1swu-20  1swu-30  30 ls1swu-2  ls1swu-14  ls1swu-20  ls1swu-30     44 1swa-2  1swa-14  1swa-20  1swa-30  30 ls1swa-2  ls1swa-14  ls1swa-20  ls1swa-30           14 1xsow-2  1xsow-14  1xsow-20  1xsow-30        09 2xs-2  45 2su-3  2su-7  2su-10  2su-14  2su-19  2su-24  2su-30  2su-37  2su-44  2su-61  31 ls2su-3  ls2su-7  ls2su-10  ls2su-14  ls2su-19  ls2su-24  ls2su-30  ls2su-37  ls2su-44  ls2su-61   2xs-3  2xs-7  2xs-10  2xs-14  2xs-19  2xs-24  2xs-30       

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-12    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  45 2sa-3  2sa-7  2sa-10  2sa-14  2sa-19  2sa-24  2sa-30  2sa-37  2sa-44  2sa-61  31 ls2sa-3  ls2sa-7  ls2sa-10  ls2sa-14  ls2sa-19  ls2sa-24  ls2sa-30  ls2sa-37  ls2sa-44  ls2sa-61  09 2xsa-2  2xsa-3  2xsa-7  2xsa-10  2xsa-14  2xsa-19  2xsa-24  2xsa-30    45 2sus-3  2sus-7  2sus-10  2sus-14  2sus-19  2sus-24  2sus-30  2sus-37  2sus-44  2sus-61  31 ls2sus-3  ls2sus-7  ls2sus-10  ls2sus-14  ls2sus-19  ls2sus-24  ls2sus-30  ls2sus-37  ls2sus-44  ls2sus-61  09 2xsa-2  2xsa-3  2xsa-7  2xsa-10  2xsa-14  2xsa-19   --  2xsa-30    46 2swau-3  2swau-7  2swau-10  2swau-14  2swau-19  2swau-24  2swau-30  2swau-37  2swau-44  2swau-61  32 ls2swau-3  ls2swau-7  ls2swau-10  ls2swau-14  ls2swau-19  ls2swau-24  ls2swau-30  ls2swau-37  ls2swau-44  ls2swau-61  15 2xsaw-3  2xsaw-7   --  2xsaw-14    46 2swa-3  2swa-7  2swa-10  2swa-14  2swa-19  2swa-24  2swa-30  2swa-37  2swa-44  2swa-61  32 ls2swa-3  ls2swa-7  ls2swa-10  ls2swa-14  ls2swa-19  ls2swa-24  ls2swa-30  ls2swa-37  ls2swa-44  ls2swa-61  15 2xsawa-3  2xsawa-7   --  2xsawa-14          15 2xsaow-3  2xsaow-7  2xsaow-10  2xsaow-14  2xsaow-19  2xsaow-24  2xsaow-30  2xsaow-37 

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-13    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  47 1swf-2        48 2swf-3  2swf-4  2swf-7  2swf-24        49 2swu-1  2swu-3  2swu-7  2swu-12  2swu-19  2swu-24  33 ls2swu-1  ls2swu-3  ls2swu-7  ls2swu-12  ls2swu-19  ls2swu-24  16 2xsw-1  2xsw-3  2xsw-7  49 2swu-30  2swu-37  2swu-61  33 ls2swu-30  ls2swu-37  ls2swu-61     49 2swua-1  2swua-3  2swua-7  2swua-12  2swua-19  2swua-24  2swua-30  2swua-37  2swua-61  33 ls2swua-1  ls2swua-3  ls2swua-7  ls2swua-12  ls2swua-19  ls2swua-24  ls2swua-30  ls2swua-37  ls2swua-61  16 2xswa-1  2xswa-3  2xswa-7        16 2xsow-3  2xsow-7  2xsow-12  2xsow-19  2xsow-30  50 ms-37  34 lsms-37      50 msa-37  34 lsmsa-37            10 mxso-2  msxo-9  msxo-21  msxo-37  51 3su-3  3su-7  3su-10  3su-14  3su-19  3su-24  3su-30  3su-37  3su-44  35 ls3su-3  ls3su-7  ls3su-10  ls3su-14  ls3su-19  ls3su-24  ls3su-30  ls3su-37  ls3su-44    11    3xs-7 

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-14    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  51 3sa-3  3sa-7  3sa-10  3sa-14  3sa-19  3sa-24  3sa-30  3sa-37  3sa-44  35 ls3sa-3  ls3sa-7  ls3sa-10  ls3sa-14  ls3sa-19  ls3sa-24  ls3sa-30  ls3sa-37  ls3sa-44    11    3xsa-7  51 3sus-3  3sus-7  3sus-10  3sus-14  3sus-19  3sus-24  3sus-30  3sus-37  3sus-44  35 ls3sus-3  ls3sus-7  ls3sus-10  ls3sus-14  ls3sus-19  ls3sus-24  ls3sus-30  ls3sus-37  ls3sus-44     52 3swu-3  3swu-7  3swu-10  3swu-14  3swu-19  3swu-24  3swu-30  3swu-37  3swu-44  36 ls3swu-3  ls3swu-7  ls3swu-10  ls3swu-14  ls3swu-19  ls3swu-24  ls3swu-30  ls3swu-37  ls3swu-44  18 3xsw-3  3xsw-7  3xsw-10  3xsw-14  52 3swa-3  3swa-7  3swa-10  3swa-14  3swa-19  3swa-24  3swa-30  3swa-37  3swa-44  36 ls3swa-3  ls3swa-7  ls3swa-10  ls3swa-14  ls3swa-19  ls3swa-24  ls3swa-30  ls3swa-37  ls3swa-44  18 3xswa-3  3xswa-7  3xswa-10  3xswa-14  52 3swus-3  3swus-7  3swus-10  3swus-14  3swus-19  3swus-24  3swus-30  3swus-37  3swus-44  36 ls3swus-3  ls3swus-7  ls3swus-10  ls3swus-14  ls3swus-19  ls3swus-24  ls3swus-30  ls3swus-37  ls3swus-44  18 3xsow-3  3xsow-7  3xsow-12  3xsow-19  3xsow-30  53 3su-3  3su-7  3su-12  37 ls3su-3  ls3su-7  ls3su-12    

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-15    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  53 3ua-3  3ua-7  3ua-12  37 ls3ua-3  ls3ua-7  ls3ua-12     54 ecm  38 lsecm      54 ecma  38 lsecma      55 1s75mu-8  39 ls1s75mu-8      55 1s75ma-8  39 ls1s75ma-8      56 1smu-5  40 ls1smu-5      56 1sma-5  40 ls1sma-5      57 1sau-44  41 ls1sau-44      57 1sa-44  41 ls1sa-44      58 mwf-7  mwf-10  mwf-14  mwf-19  mwf-24  mwf-30  mwf-37        59 1su-36  1su-60  42 ls1su-36  ls1su-60     59 1sua-36  1sua-60  42 ls1sua-36  ls1sua-60     60 2sj-22  2sj-20  2sj-18  2sj-16  2sj-14  2sj-12  2sj-11  2sj-9  2sj-7  43 ls2sj-22  ls2sj-20  ls2sj-18  ls2sj-16  ls2sj-14  ls2sj-12  ls2sj-11  ls2sj-9  ls2sj-7     60 3sj-22  3sj-20  3sj-18  3sj-16  3sj-14  3sj-12  3sj-11  3sj-9  43 ls3sj-22  ls3sj-20  ls3sj-18  ls3sj-16  ls3sj-14  ls3sj-12  ls3sj-11  ls3sj-9     60 4sj-20  4sj-16  4sj-14  43 ls4sj-20  ls4sj-16  ls4sj-14    

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-16    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  60 2sja-22  2sja-20  2sja-18  2sja-16  2sja-14  2sja-12  2sja-11  2sja-9  2sja-7    43 ls2sja-22  ls2sja-20  ls2sja-18  ls2sja-16  ls2sja-14  ls2sja-12  ls2sja-11  ls2sja-9  ls2sja-7       60 3sja-22  3sja-20  3sja-18  3sja-16  3sja-14  3sja-12  3sja-11  3sja-9  43 ls3sja-22  ls3sja-20  ls3sja-18  ls3sja-16  ls3sja-14  ls3sja-12  ls3sja-11  ls3sja-9     60 4sja-20  4sja-16  4sja-14  43 ls4sja-20  ls4sja-16  ls4sja-14     61 2s2        62 3sf-7  44 ls3sf-7      63 2u-10  2u-15  2u-19  2u-30  2u-45  2u-60  45 ls2u-10  ls2u-15  ls2u-19  ls2u-30  ls2u-45  ls2u-60     63 2ua-10  2ua-15  2ua-19  2ua-30  2ua-45  2ua-60  45 ls2ua-10  ls2ua-15  ls2ua-19  ls2ua-30  ls2ua-45  ls2ua-60           12 2xo-6  2xo-18  2xo-24  2xo-42  2xo-60  2xo-77        17 2xow-6  2xow-18  2xow-24  2xow-42  2xow-60  2xow-77 

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-17    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  64 2wau-40  46 ls2wau-40      64 2wa-40  46 ls2wa-40      65 1smwu-70  47 ls1smwu-70      65 1smwa-70  47 ls1smwa-70      66 mspw        67 msp        68 dnw-3  dnw-4  dnw-9  dnw-14  dnw-23  dnw-50  dnw-75  dnw-100  48 lsdnw-3  lsdnw-4  lsdnw-9  lsdnw-14  lsdnw-23  lsdnw-50  lsdnw-75  lsdnw-100  01 dx-3  dx-4  68 dnwa-3  dnwa-4  dnwa-9  dnwa-14  dnwa-23  dnwa-50  dnwa-75  dnwa-100  48 lsdnwa-3  lsdnwa-4  lsdnwa-9  lsdnwa-14  lsdnwa-23  lsdnwa-50  lsdnwa-75  lsdnwa-100  01 dxa-3  dxa-4  69 tnw-3  tnw-4  tnw-9  tnw-14  tnw-23  tnw-50  tnw-75  tnw-100  49 lstnw-3  lstnw-4  lstnw-9  lstnw-14  lstnw-23  lstnw-50  lstnw-75  lstnw-100  02 tx-3  tx-4  69 tnwa-3  tnwa-4  tnwa-9  tnwa-14  tnwa-23  tnwa-50  tnwa-75  tnwa-100  49 lstnwa-3  lstnwa-4  lstnwa-9  lstnwa-14  lstnwa-23  lstnwa-50  lstnwa-75  lstnwa-100  02 txa-3  txa-4  70 fnw-3  fnw-4  fnw-9  fnw-23  50 lsfnw-3  lsfnw-4  lsfnw-9  lsfnw-23  03 fx-3  fx-4  70 fnwa-3  fnwa-4  fnwa-9  fnwa-23  50 lsfnwa-3  lsfnwa-4  lsfnwa-9  lsfnwa-23  03 fxa-3  fxa-4 

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-18    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  71 mnw-7  mnw-10  mnw-14  mnw-19  mnw-24  mnw-30  mnw-37  mnw-44  51 lsmnw-7  lsmnw-10  lsmnw-14  lsmnw-19  lsmnw-24  lsmnw-30  lsmnw-37  lsmnw-44     71 mnwa-7  mnwa-10  mnwa-14  mnwa-19  mnwa-24  mnwa-30  mnwa-37  mnwa-44  51 lsmnwa-7  lsmnwa-10  lsmnwa-14  lsmnwa-19  lsmnwa-24  lsmnwa-30  lsmnwa-37  lsmnwa-44     72 tpnw-1-1/2  tpnw-3  tpnw-5  tpnw-10  tpnw-15  tpnw-20  tpnw-30  tpnw-40  52 lstpnw-1-1/2  lstpnw-3  lstpnw-5  lstpnw-10  lstpnw-15  lstpnw-20  lstpnw-30  lstpnw-40     72 tpnwa-1-1/2  tpnwa-3  tpnwa-5  tpnwa-10  tpnwa-15  tpnwa-20  tpnwa-30  tpnwa-40  52 lstpnwa-1-1/2  lstpnwa-3  lstpnwa-5  lstpnwa-10  lstpnwa-15  lstpnwa-20  lstpnwa-30  lstpnwa-40     73 srw  53 lssrw      73 srwa  53 lssrwa      73 drw  53 lsdrw      73 drwa  53 lsdrwa      73 trw  53 lstrw      73 trwa  53 lstrwa      74 5ss        75 8nw6  54 ls8nw6      75 8nwa6  54 ls8nwa6      76 4nw8  55 ls4nw8      76 4nwa8  55 ls4nwa8      77 2swl-7  56 lsswl-7      77 2swla-7  56 ls2swla-7       

   S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          e-19/20    table e-1.  cable comparison chart (continued)    mil-c-915 mil-c-24643 mil-c-24640  slash no. type slash no. type slash no. type  78 2uw-42  57 ls2uw-42      78 2uwa-42  57 ls2uwa-42      78 2uws-42  57 ls2uws-42      79 tpum-6        80 2cs-6  2cs-18  2cs-42  2cs-60  2cs-77  58 ls2cs-6  ls2cs-18  ls2cs-42  ls2cs-60  ls2cs-77     81 1pr-a2oe        82 1pr-16        83 7pr-16        84 2spr-16        85 3pr-16        86 1q-16        87 1tr-16        88 7spr-16s        89 1spr-16              13 2xsxo-4   
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 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          f-1    appendix f    guidelines for cable spacing and shielding requirements  in the presence of dc generating coils    f-1 introduction      black iron pipe and highly permeable flexible shielding conduit is used in many shipboard cable  installations to reduce the likelihood of electromagnetic interference (emi).  section  6  of this document  gives information regarding the application of shielding and spacing requirements in wireway design.      concern has been raised over the effects that dc generating coils have on the shielding and  spacing requirements of section  6.   these fields can be as high as 20 gauss.  test results have shown  that the ac shielding effectiveness of flexible shielding conduit (section  3)  is reduced when subjected to dc  magnetic fields.  these tests have also shown that there is no significant reduction in the ac shielding  effectiveness of black iron pipe (section  2)  when it is subjected to dc magnetic fields.    f-2 scope      this section describes shielding and spacing requirements for platforms which contain dc  generating coils.  these requirements are in addition to the section  6  shielding and spacing requirements.   these requirements are to be used when flexible shielding conduit is used, they do not apply when black  iron pipe is used.  the requirements in this section deal only with cables shielded with flexible shielding  conduit.    f-3  cable categorization with dc fields      when only one cable (either the radiator or the susceptor) is shielded with flexible shielding conduit  the susceptor group number for s1, s2 and s4 type cables will be reduced by one group.  table  f1  indicates this change and provides an example.  when both cables (susceptor and radiator) are shielded  with flexible shielding conduit the susceptor group number for s1, s2, and s4 type cables will be reduced  by two groups.  table  f-2  indicates this change and provides an example.  once the modified susceptor  category has been determined, the spacing and shielding requirements can be obtained by using the  procedures described in section  6.        table f-1.  conduit on one cable    cable/conduit  categorization  categorization with  dc fields  s1-x s1-(x-1)  s2-x s2-(x-1)  s4-x s4-(x-1)  example:  s4-4  s4-3     

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2          f-2    table f-2.  conduit on both cables    cable/conduit  categorization  categorization with  dc fields  s1-x s1-(x-2)  s2-x s2-(x-2)  s4-x s4-(x-2)  example:  s4-4  s4-2        f-4  distance from dc generating coils      when attempting to run cables in flexible shielding conduit close to dc generating coils a minimum  spacing requirement shall be met.  this must be done in order to ensure that the maximum dc magnetic  field levels remain at or below 20 gauss.  table  f-3  indicates the minimum spacing from dc generating  coils needed to ensure that the dc magnetic fields do not exceed 20 gauss.  these spacing requirements  are in addition to the requirements of table  f-1,  table  f-2,  and section  6.      table f-3.  minimum required spacing from dc generating coils    ni (ampere-turns)  minimum distance  (inches)  1000 4.0  750 3.0  500 2.0  250 1.0          for ampere-turn values different from those listed in table  f-3  the equation shown below should  be used to determine actual spacing requirements:      r = (0.004)ni inches    where:  i  =  current in amps    n  =  number of turns 

 S9407-AB-HBK-010, rev. 2        change 1 of revision 2  f-3/f-4  f-5 cable labeling      all cables which have had their categorization changed due to the conditions listed in appendix  f  shall be identified by adding the letter ?d? to the cable designator as shown in examples 1 through 4.      example  previous designator  modified designator   1 (s1-4) (s1-3d)  2 (s4-2) (s4-1d)  3 (s4-3s) (s4-2sd)  4 (r1-4/r7-2) (r1-4/r7-1)d  5 (s4-2/r2-3)s (s4-1/r2-3)sd        only cables that have had their categorization changed due to the conditions listed in appendix  f  require the additional ?d? designation.    
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